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OSCAR LETSON 1'-!ATTHE\VS:

EDUCATION AND MORALITY

IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
Abs tr ac t of Dissertation
PROBLEM: The problem of the study is to make use of the
biogr ap hy of Oscar Let so n Matt hews to furnis h insight into
an und ers t anding of moral values in American education in
the mid-nineteenth century.
PURPOSE: Oscar Matthews was a Disc ipl e of Christ moral
educator who in 1860 infl uenced the formation of Hesperian
College in Woodland, California. He taught e lementary
school in Colorado pioneer mining communities during 1873
and 1878. The purpose of this study is to determine if
Matthews' practice of individual morality and its impact
on his social se tting may offer insight into how to inject
individual morality in twentieth century edu cation.
PROCED URES: In order to investigate the influences of
Matthews' individual morality on moral education two prominent nineteenth century mora l educato rs were pre sented as
moral educator models . These were Alexander Campbell,
preacher-teacher-farmer , and James A. Garfield, preacher··
teacher-politician. The patterns of Matthews ' lif e were
investigated to determine which moral educator model best
describes the act ivi ties of Matthews.
FINDINGS: The research indicates that Matthews compares in
his practice of individual morality with the preacherte acher -politic ian model. Matthews practiced individual
morality by fo llo wing his convictions in spite of differing
public opinion in Woodland , Ouray, and Leadville whic h led
to pers o na~ sacr i fice .
APPLICATIONS: The findings on Matthews may provide a moral
education examp l e for public school te a chers in the
tw entieth century . Teachers throu gh the practice of e thics
a nd p e rsona l moral values can provide a mode l for studen t
observation . It may be desirable for teachers to include
in their preparatory studies a firm religious base in sacred
lti st ory . A re ligious base aids teachers in providing a
moral education for students. Educators n ee d to demonstrate
a ca re for human beings and life in order to inject morality
into education .
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCT ION
General Back gro und
The history of man has been reported by the history
of religion as recorded largely through the actions of individuals.1

Thomas Carlyle defined history as the essence

of innumerable biographies.

The record of an individual

- } to an age . 2
may prov1- d e 1ns1g1t

A careful study of an

individual such as Oscar Letson Ma tthews, a littl e kn own
man from a truly American reli gio us sect, can lead to a
better understanding of individual worality.

Expository

biography seeks the explanation of facts, even ts, progress,
and decline of life with interpr eta tion which explain s pro"1
1"1ne. 3
gress an d aec

In the nineteenth century , Americ a ns were tolerant
o f d ifferent creeds, but were i nt oler an t of those people who
had no r61i gio us beliefs.

Religion was the basis of

1Arn o ld J. Tcynbee, A Study of Hist ory, ed . D. C.
Sorne r '; ille (New York: Oxford-- Un1versfty- Press-; 1957) ,
p p . 76-1].3 .

2D<ma K. Merrill, ~'\meric a n Biog-_r:..§!:ph~_I_!_:;_Ths:_~_~"]d
Pr_?.:_S:tj_ ~e (Portla nd; Maine: The Bmvker Pr e ss , 1957), pp. 25 - 27.
7

.

JEchvard H. O'Ne i ll, A Hi s tory o f Americcm Biog_!3...Pl:X
· .: •v <~
·:1. 8 0 0 - 1 8 .)., Jr: ( I)- n
. 1_. L a d e, ..L, p ]·1.;...; a .· .1_.r' ru.
::. "-'- . s 1
- L y o+
!) en
- n ·"<- y .L·v--ct n 1. u."' fJ r e s ,.
~
1

19:55)

1

pp.

r

J .

6-9.
1

·

.J

,

2

morality.

Virtue was the fo undation of civil and political

liberty in the Rep ublic.

Private morality was crucial
to the maintenance of civil order. 4 The Disciples of Christ
religious sect was formed in this setting .

Os car Matthews

was one of the early minor leaders in this movement. 5
Toffler maintains that twentieth century support
for the separation of religion from education fostered the
teaching of facts without an ethical interpretation.

Cul-

tural relativism and an appearance of scientific neutrality
in education displaced the insistence in traditional values.
Educators have fled from the idea of value inculcation .
They have believed that they were not responsible for
teaching values. 6
. Yet the formal curriculum continued to
be ~resented as though it were value-free . . .
Ide a s, events, and phenomena have been stripped
of all value implications, dis emb odied from moral
reality .
. Nothing could be better calculated
to produce people uncertain of their goals, people
incapable of effective decision-making under conditions of overchoice. 7
John Dewey indicated that people le ar n morals by
---·- - --- - - - - --

4 Francis J. Grund, The Americans in their Moral
Social, and Political Relations · (Jfelv Yor-F Johr1son Reprint
Cor-i) . , 1968) , p. · xiv.
5EJ.ias B. Ware, Hi st ory of the Disciples of Christ
in Ca l.i for n ~a (He a 1 d s burg : I< \\f • Co o k e , 1 91-6), p . 2 61.
6Alvin Toffler, Future Sho ck (N ew York: Bantam

Books, Inc., 1970), p.

417-~---

3

'3

contact with those around them. '

A method of ethical

education which he approved was that tro.n smi tted through
scl1ool experience, which implied that pupils would be
influenced by the moral examples of their teachers . 9

There

seems to be a need to educate for individual morality of
high ethical standards defined as being honest, law abiding,
non-violent, and humane . 10
Statement of the Problem
The prob l em of the study is to make use of the biograp hy of Oscar Letson Matthews to furnish insight into an
understanding of mor a l values in American education in the
mid-nineteenth century .
social

s~ttirig

The impact of this ma n on his

for individual morality an d the education of

children may offer insight into how to inject individual
morality in education .
Purpose of Study
Religious groups ware responsible for the founding
of higher education in the early decades of California
stateh::-;od.

On no other American frontier had Protestantism

faced s uch serious comp e tition from Catholics in the

8

John Dewey, Human Nat ure and Conduct (New York:
Random Hou se, 1922), ~p . 314-18.
9

George C. S. Benson and Thomas S . Engeman, Amoral
America (Stanford : Hoover I nstit ution Press, 1975), p. 113.
10 I' . l

0 lC • '

pp. 26-2 7.

4
.
e d uc a t1on
o ·.f yout11 . 11

A

~ l ct hodi s t

co nfe ren ce charter e d

Univ e r si ty of the Pacific at San Jose in 1851.

The Ca tholic

Church founded Santa Cl a r a College (1851) an d Colle ge of
Notre Dame (1851) in addition to numerous conv ent s dating
from the sevente enth c entury.

An ed itorial in Pa cific,

Septemb e r 1852, war ned Pro testants of th e exce llence of the
Catholic schools and the possible evangelization of their
children by the church .

Benecia Seminary for Young Ladies

(Mills College) was instituted in that year .

Presbyterians

and Congregationalists to ge ther were active in education
with College of Californi a b eginning in 1855 . 12

The

Disciples of Christ joined the Protestant educ a tors in
13
1860 by inaugu ra t ing Hesperian Colle ge .
This s tudy will i nv estigat e th e individu a l mora lity
of a Disciple of Christ moralist educato r.

In 1860 he

influenced the citizens of Woodland, California, and formed
Hespe rian College .

This community was located above the

Sacramento River f lood plain a nd adjacent to, but not a long
the riv e r highway to the mining fields of California .

11 Louis B. Wri ght , Culture on th e Moving Front ier
(Illoomin.r.,ton : Ind iana University P.r.es s, 1 9 55), p . 14 4 .
12

.
I b J.d . , pp. 1 4 3- 52 .

13 !-! aw orth A. Clov e r, "An Historical St udy of
Hesperi a n Co ll ege , Woodland; California, from 186 1-1 896"
(unpub lis he d !v!A th esis , Colle ge of t he Pacific , 19 6 0), a nd
Haworth A. Clov er , ~espe!ian Coll ege 18§1-1896 (Burli nga me,
Ca : The Hesperia Press, 1974 ) .

5

Permanent settlers were estGb li s hin g residence in the town
and were seeking ed uc ation and cultural refinement for
th ei r families .

.f\Iatthews \vGs the man who persu ade d the

public to contribute money fo r a brick building and to
donate ten acres of land in the cen ter of town fo r the
school .

He also supervised the erection of the building

at this county seat and the commencement of instruction .
This pioneer, able to accomplish such endeavors in the
space of about one year, has not be en researched for
further contribut i ons to education in the Far We st. 14
§cope of the Problem
The focus of the study converges on the influence
and contributions of Oscar Matthews to the moral educationa l
move ment in California and Colorado in the nin eteen th
century.

The Disciples of Christ had two prominent moral

educat ors well known to the public: Alexander Campbell of
West Virginia, a minister of the doctrine anJ mora l educator;15

and James A. Garfie ld of Ohio, classmate of Ma tt hews ,

an evangelist, moral educator, politician, and twentiet h
President o f the United States .

14

16

I b i cl. ·' pp . 2 9- 41; and pp.

The lives of these two

3- 8, 14-17.

15 Henry K. Shaw, Buckeye Disciples (St. Louis :
Christian Board of Publica tions: 195.2).

16 Ri chard 0. Bates, The Gent lemen from Ohio (Durham,
Nor t h Ca r ol i n a : Mo ore Pub 1 i s h i n g. Co . , 1 9 7 3 ) ; and 0. Bas k in ,
Ul s -::._~?2 o :L_~ h c Ar hm sa s _v a 11 e y Co 1 or a c1 o (Chicago : 0 . L .
Baskin Com pany, LR 81). p . 359 .

6

men illustrate different pion eer Disciple o f Christ moral
educator models ancl a study of their c aree rs is nec es sary
to provide a basis for comparing the life of Matthews.

This

study investigates the patterns of Matthews ' life in order
to determine which moral educator mode l is the best description of his activities -- p rea cher-teacher-fa r mer, or
preacher - teacher-politician .

While the study is limited in

scope, the conclusions reached will provide an overview and
broad synthesis of the efforts of Oscar L. Matthews relative
to American moral educational history .
Stat e~~n t

~i_Q-~is:_c t i

ve s

The specific areas which need to be investigated
a re includ ed in the following quPstions :
1.

What were the evidences of individual morality

displayed by Matthews and their impact on education?
2.

Why did Oscar Matthews establish Hesper ian. College

and wha t were his objectives?
3.

What. e l ements of formal education and experience

may have led Matthews to initiate the school?
4.

Did Alexarder Camp be 11 influence the formation of

t he schoo l?
5.

Hl

what way did Oscar Matthews reflect Alexander

Campbell's philosophy of moral education?
6.

Did Matthews contribute to the Disciples of Christ

movement in moral education after leavin g Wo odland,
Califo rnia?

7

7.

Was his interest in effecting 3 moral education 3t

th e primary, the secondary, or the collegiate l eve l?

How

do es this compare Ivith Campbell (c o llegiat e ) a nd Garfield
(secondary-collegiate)?
8.

As a moral educator was ilat the ws similar to the

pr ea cher-teacher-farmer or the preacher-teacher-politician
model?
Inve st igation of queries such as these would contribute to the study of the effect of Oscar L. Matthews on
moral education in pion e er society and individual morality .
Li.E.!_~_ta tions

and Assumpti ons

There were two categories of l imitations which
res tricted the thought and mec han ics of the res ea rch .
Theoretica l.

In this study th e influence of the church-state

controversy over public education on Oscar Matthews, Alexander
Camp bel l, and James Garf ield was an assumpti on .

Vigorous

att empts to se parate the two forces beg a n with the work of
Ho ra c e Mann and his cont emp orari e s . 17 Alexander Camp bell
was one of those cont emp oraries .

The philosophy of Campbell
influenced the liv es of J ames Garfield and Oscar Matthews . 18

17 Rena L. Vassar, Social flistory of America n Education ,
Volum e I : Colo nial Times to 1860 (Chicago: Ran-GlYlcNal ly an d
t ompany , 1965), pp. 153-59 .
18 Robert Richardson, Me moirs of Alex a nder Campbell,
Embrac·ng a View of th e Origi~-PTog-ress, and Princ i _2les of
·the-Reli g iou s Re fo r mation \vhich fi e Advocatcd,-VolwncTaTlcf-I I
c-r i1iTade lphi::1: J . B. Lippincott anctco:--;1. 8 7\'5)-.-

8
~lethoclolo g ical .

Sources of data for the study were both

primary and secondary .

A limitation has been the want of

primary sources available for re s earc!t.

Most of the

primary data, i.e. letters, jou r nals, addresses , and sermons
of Oscar Matthews have been lost because of fire, other
natural causes, and human destruction . 19 Some of the
secondary sources for Matth ews have limit a tions of internal
validity due to bias and the economic purpose for which
..

they were written .

20

Review of the Literature
There have been several books written about
Alexander Camphell and theological and philosophica l
fcrmulati ons .

Henry

Sh~w,

Alanso n Wi lc ox , and Ra ndolph

Downes identify time and locat i on of restoration evangelism
efforts in Ohio carried forward by Alexander Campbell and
Walter Scott . 21 Oscar Matthews studied with Alexander
Campbell at his school in Bethany , West Virginia.

The

authors William Woolery, Frederick Power, and Dorothy
Funk chronicled the life and ev ents of Bethany College

19 cass Stanislawski, per s onal interview .
Colorado, August 31, 1975.
20B a s k..' ln,
'
~lOC.

Ouray,

.
Clt.

21 Henry K. Shaw , loc. cit .; Ala n son Wilcox ,
A Hi s tor y of the Di s cipl e s of Ch r ist in Ohio (Cin c innati :
Th eS-t anaa:rd PUb l is h in g Co~-;19 18) ;an cf-R a n dolph c. Dow nes ,
Hi s t ory c f La ke Sh o r e , Ohio ( Ne w York : Lewis Hi s tor i cal
Pu n l J.S n i n g Co .: I nc .) l ~.:J2 ).
--'C""'l'~~--- ---·- - ,---- - - - - -cr-·--

9

and the influence of Campbell upon it .

22

In seven dissertations revi ewed, the Christian faith
of Alexander Campbell and the restoration mov ement of the
Disciples of Christ in the Jacksonian period of the American
frontier have been studied and reported: Gustave Ferre developed concepts of Campbell's views on higher education; John
Morrison delineated Campbell's ideas on moral education; and
Henry Speck inv estigated the Campbell philosophy of education ,
contributions, and influence on education in the United
23
States.
James Harris in his dissertation, "A Comparison
of the Educational Thought of Joseph Smith with that of
Certain Contemporary Educators,'' selected as representative
educators Alexander Campbell, James Cardinal Gibbons, Horace
Mann, Henry Barnard, and Robert Dale Owen.

The study

~vas

concerned with the nature of God and man , and Latter Day
Saint religious thoughtwith regard to education.

22 William K. Woolery, Beth any Years (Huntington,
W. Va.: Standard Printing and Publishing-Co- ., 1941);
Frederick Po wer , Life of William Kimbro ugh Pendleton
(St. Louis: Christian Publishing Co ., 19 02) ; and Dorothy
R. Funk, Unique Profile of Bethany College (Ma r tin's Ferry,
Ohio: Times - Leader , Inc., 1972).
·
23 custave A. Ferre, "A Conc ep t of Higher Education
and its Relation to the Christian Fa ith as Evidenced i11 the
Writings of Alexander Campbell'' (unpublished PhD dis ser tation, Vanderbilt Unive rsity, 1958); John L. Morrison,
"A lexa nd er Campbe ll and Mor:1 l Education" (unpublished PhD
dis se rtation, Stanford Univ ers i ty , 1967); and Henry Speck~
"The Edu cational Contributions of n Religious Reformer AlexD.nder Campbell' ' (unpubli she d EdD dissertation, University
of Texas, 1951).

10

An emphasis was pl aced on Joseph Smith and the correctness
of his philosophy according to divine revelation . 24
In the dissertation "Al exa nder Campbell's Doctrine
of the Ministry, " Rob e rt Lemon exami ned th e nature of the
Christian ministry.

This study dealt with Campbell ' s sense

of the organic unity of the church and was not relevant for
the field of education. 25
" The Rest or ation Movement: the Rhetoric o f Jacksonian Restoration in a Frontier Religion" was a dis se rtation
1n which William Moorhouse focus ed on the interrelationships
of the religious and political ''Restoration theme."

The

study deals with the years 1823 -18 30 and the Disciples of
Christ.

It was further limited to the restriction of

research on
movement .

th~

central rhetorical theme of the reli giou s

The investigation outlined the rhetorical strate-

gies of the Disciples and the importance of restorationism
in both r e li g ious and secular _debate .

The dissertation

26
.
.
.
on 1 y as a means o f. commun1cat1on.
d 1. sc usse r1 e d ucat1on

24 .James R. Harris, " A Comparison of the Educational
Thought of Joseph Smith with that of Certain Contemporary
Educators'' (unpublished EdD dissertation, Brigham Young
University, 1965).
25 Robcrt Lemon, "Alexander Campbe ll's Doctrine of
The Ministry'' (unpubli s hed ThD dissertation, Pacific Schoo l
of Religion, 1968).
26 william M. "f\.fo orhou se , "The Restoration Movement :
Th e Rhetoric of Jacksonian Restorationism in a Frontier
Religion '' (unpublished PhD dissertation, Indi ana University ,
196 7) .

11

George Phillips, in his dissertation on theological
differences between Alexander Cam pbell of West Virginia , and
Barton Stone of Kentucky, did not compare their attitudes
toward education .

Differences of philosophy between these

men and the sections, Nort l1 and South , which they represented
was not examined by Phillips . 27 This study was reviewed in
reference to the differences of belief at Hesp e rian College
between Oscar Matthews of West Virginia, and John Pendegast
of Kentucky.
James A. Garfield ' s life as a Disciple of Christ
evangelist, teacher, and politician has been acknowledged
in several books.

Arian J, Peskin in a dissertation out-

lined the events of Garfield's life with an emphasis on
his public life and politica l career through 1863. 28
Oscar Matthews moved to Colorado in 1871 . 29

There-

fore review of the history of e ducation in California and
Colorado has been necessary.

California educational history

has been recorded by authors Roy W. Cloud and William

27 George R. Phillips, ''Diffe rences in the Theological
Back grounds of Alexand er Campbell and Barton W. Stone and
Resulting Differences of Thrust in their Theological Formulations " (unpublished PhD disser ta tion, Vanderbilt Unive r sity
1 968 ) .
28 Ba tes, loc . cit.; Robert G. Caldwell, J ames A.

Garfield (Hamden , Con n .: Archon Books, 1965) ; John M. Tayl or,
Ge:nf .i.eld of Ohio ( New York: W. IV . Nor ton and Co . , 1970); and
Ar-:lanT.Pe-skin-~· "James A. Garfield: 1831·-1863" (unp ubli she d
PhD dissertation, Western Re s erve University, 1965).
2gB· asnn
J•

1

Joe. cit .

12
liT

vv.

F err1er
.
.30

Samuel J. Mathison discussed the development

of public schools in Colorado 1859-1880. 31

Richard

v.

Anderson considered how the people of Colorado met the
problems of reli gion and the public schools . 32
Mer lin Stonehouse has presented the biography of John
Wesley North as a rebuttal to the generalization that carpetbaggers were evil opportunists p ecu li ar to one time and place .
As a nineteenth century evangelical humanist, North founded
schools, sought equality of opportunity, and condemned violence on the frontier.

This preacher-teacher-politician was

a man of noble aims, high purpose, and unselfish ambition:
He was a n en trepr enuer and poli tician by vocation and practiced religion as a Methodis t and as a Unitarian . 33
Definitions of Terms Used
Disciples of Christ term for a layman. 34

Brother:

--·-----·--·---

30

Roy W. Cloud, Educ a tion in California (Stanford :
Stanford University Press, 1952); and William W. Ferrier,
Nine ty Yea rs of Education in California - 1 846 -1936 (Berkeley:
Sather Gate Book Shop ,. 1937) .
31

samuel J. Mathison, ' 'A History of Public Schools
in Colo rad o: 1359-1880" (unpublishe d EdD dissertation ,
University of Denver , 1963).
32 Rich a rd V. Anderson, "Reli gion and th e Public
Schools of Color a do, An Hist orial Analysis, 1851-1963"
(unpubli s hed EdD dissertation , Univ ersity of Colorado, 1965) .
33 Merlin Stonehouse , John Wesley North a nd the Reform
Fr_9nt ie r (f.'!innea polis: Uni ve r si ty of Minnesota Press , 1965).
34

winifr ed E. Garrison, Re li g ion Follows the Frontier :
A Hist ory of th e Di sc iples of Chri st ( New Yoik : Harper
B r os·:-;-··-19T:Lj-,-p.-234.- - - - - - - · - -

13

Campbellite : name used by non-m em bers to re fe r to Baptist
. .
d D.ISCip
. 1 es o f- L1r1st
~~ .
originate
. 35

Elder: us ed by Disciples of Christ to id entify membership of
clergy that pre ac hed, as opposed to the term pastor or
Reverend as names establislting an arrogant clergy ,
.
h oo d . 36
per h aps priest

Ind iv idual Moral i ty : a person's immediate responsibility
for his action toward other individuals; determined by
whether he is honest, truthful, responsible , law.
. ]. en~. . 37
a b I.d Ing,
an d non-vio

1
1
~ora

s are as b roa d as
30
acts which conern our relationships with others. u
Millennium: the thousand years of the kingdom of Christ on
earth based on Revelation XX: 1-5 .
.

coming Hill be a resurrect1on .

Christ ' s second

39

New Lights : colloquial name for Disciples of Christ originating from Presbyterians and influ enced by Barton
Stone . 40

35

Di~ciples

p.

251.

william T. Moore, A Compre hensive History of the
of Christ ( ~ew York: Fleming H. Revell, 1909), ·
---- --

:5 6G arr1son,
.
loc. cit .
3 713enson , op . Cit
. . , p. 1.

38 John Dewey, Democr acy a nd Education (New York :
The Macmillan Co., 1929), p. 414 .
39 Emory S. Bucke, ed. The Interpreter ' ~ Dictionary
of the Bible (New Yo rk : Abingdon Press , 1 962 ), Vol . 3 ,
p:-381. -4"0

.

Moore , loc. cI t.

14
Protracted meetings: three or more nights of evan gelistic
meetings in which preachers expe c ted conversions at
each service. Bapti sm at conclusion of mee ting. 41
Introduced by Methodists . 42

Also known as "Meeting of

Days" in Ohio and he ld in middle of winter after
holidays, usually January and Fe bruary to avoid corn
.
11us k 1ng,
sugar

k'

m a ~1ng,

'
. 1 . 43
or c h eese ma k 1ng
per1ocs

Restoration : Christian movement to establish faitl1 through
return to gospel under Christ as distinguished from
the laws of Moses, baptism by immersion, and regular
celebration of the sacrament of communion. 44 Disciples
first used t e rm in 1832 by evangelist Walter Scott . 45
Stonites: colloquial name for Disciples of Christ influenced
.

by Barton Stone .

46

Or ganiz a tion of the Study
The study has been or ganized in five chapters.
Chapter One introduced the nee d for the study, presented

41

Wilcox, op. cit., p. 54.

42 rrancis ·D . Nichol, Th e Midni ght Cry (Wa s hington ,
D. C.: The Review a nd Herald Publishing As sn ., 1944),
pp. 295-96 .
43

Shaw, op. cit ., p. 85.

441'
.•
op. cit., pp. 35-45.
1~1l.LCOX,

45 Frank S . Me ad, Handbook of Den ominations in the
Y_!_l i t e cl_?t a t ~~ ( Na shville: abi ngdon Pr ess , 1970), p . 65 .

46Moor e , loc. cit.

15
the problem, the objectives, limitations of the study,
definition of terms, and a review of the liteTature .
The second chapter illustrates two different Disciple
of Christ educator models.

The two leaders represented

typify moral education models.

Alexander Campbell ' s life

illustrates the ministerial aspects of the preacher-teacherfarmer model by teaching individual morality.

In the

preacher-teacher-po l itician model, James A. Garfield as a
politician demonstrates the practice of individual morality .
Chapter III presents a biography of Oscar L .
Matthews .

Data collected here provides information of the

performance, values and impact of this man.

Disciple of

Christ influences on the development of character in his
you~h

are acknowledged.

His feats in the western states

of California, Colorado , and Utah are recorded.

Evidences

are shown of h is achievements i n regard to education ,
business, and politics and his practice of individual
morality .
The fourth chapter compares the data presented in
th e
II.

rr ~ ceedi ng

chapter with the models described in Chapter

The: biogrR.phy of Oscar Matthews is evalua ted through

analysi s of the data presented and the stated objectives of
this study .

T}tis comparison identifies Oscar Matthews with

the educator model which b e st describes his life pattern.
The final chapter of the report is a summary of
the study.

The biography of Matthews . is evaluated for his

16
impact on education and society.

These influences may

offer insight into how to inject morality in education .
Recommendations for further study conclude the chapter .
Overview
Information 1s incomplete about the people of the
western United St a tes who influenced the formation of the
numerous academies, seminaries , and colleges of the nineteenth century .

The concern that they held for individual

morality and the education of children aided the cultural
deve l opment of the frontier and hastened the social refinement
of those people who were without the established social
traditions of the eas t ern United States .
The biography of Oscar L. Matthews as a repres entative of this group should be written to determine
his practice of individual morality and concern for education .
A study of this nature could contribute to the comprehensive
educational history of the western United States.

It could

also expand the comprehensive history of the Disciples of
Christ impact on education .

Chapter 2

TWO EDUCATOR MODELS
The purpose of this chapter is to present t wo men
as models of nineteenth century educators.

The chapter is

divided into three sections: the origin and basis of the
mod e ls is traced in the first section; presented second is
the p reacher-teacher-farmer; presented third is the preacherteacher-politician.

EXPOS ITION OF MODELS
The models are pr0sented as examples o f moral
educators.

Three occupational groups, clergy, printers,

and teachers, were the major sources of cultural leadership
in t he eighteenth century. 1

The most desired profession ha d

been the clergy until mid-eighte enth century whe n law began
to take preference among students.

2

In th e nineteenth

century the most influential pioneers, tr ans pla ntin g culture
on the frontier, were those whose busines se s affected
the pub lic at large, such as saw mills, grist mills,

1

.

.

· Bernard Ba1lyn, Educatio n i n the Forming of_~merican
Society (New York: W. W. No rton and Co., Inc ., 1960).
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a nc1 merc a nt1. 1.1sm. 3
.
4
r est oTat1on .

They 1vere some tim e s c l e r gyme n of the

One of the mo st imp ort ant transm itte rs of moTal
culture in the westw ard ex pan s ion of America was the
farmer-preacher .

He 1va s usually of humble, agrarian

origin and r e sid e d where schoo ls were nonexistent.

He

often mov ed with the p e opl e into n ew area s; was unp a id
(as a preach e r), self-supporting, therefore financially
independent of the congregation. 5 An excellent example
was John Taylor, a Baptist f a rm e r-preacher. 6

Almost all

of t he ear l y western Presb y terian preachers were also school
t eac hers.

Swe et acknowledges this a s evidence that theirs
was a t ea ching as we ll as preaching ministry . 7
The Disciples o£ Christ had numerous men who were
p reac hers with a separate vocation or pro fe ssion.

These

were men such as Cl a rk Braden, Professor at Hiram College,

3 Ray Allen Billington, The Frontier a nd American
Culture (Cali for nia Library Association, 1965) , p. 12.
4 ch a r les Bl anchard, '' Pio neer s of a Great Caus e "
(Nas hvil l e : Discip l es of Christ His to ric a l Soc iety, 19 6 6),

e t passim.

(Microfilm e d Manuscript)

5 Sydney E. Ahl st r om ,

A Re li gious History of the
Amer i ca n Pe ople (New Haven: YaTe Un1versity Press, 1972),
pp . 323 , 443 .
6 cli f ton E. Ohlmstead , Hi s to ry of Reli g ion of the
United Sta t es (Englewood Cli ffs : Prent ic e- Hall, Inc., 19 6 0),
p . 249 .
7 W:tl.
· - ]. lam
·

s weet,

•
1"J.srn .l. n Amer1ca
.
(,New Yo r,k :
r,0 evJ.va
Ch ar l e s S c r ibn e r ' s Sons , l 945 f:--p-:-13 4 .

~\.
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Ohio;

8

.
H. W. Everest, Dean of Bible, Drake University, Ohio;

19
9

Burke Hinsdale, President of Hiram Colle ge , Ohio; 10 E. V.
Bollars, President of Tex as Christian College and founder
of Phillips University, Oklahoma; 11 and Alonzo Skidmore,
Professor at Bethany College, West Virginia. 12

Two other

examples will provide the educator models to be described 1n
this study; Alexander Campbell, founder of Bethany College, 13
and James Garfield, President of Hiram Colle ge. 14
PREACHER-TEACHER-FARMER
Alexander Campbell was chosen as a representative of
this model du e to his prominence as one of the founders of
the Disciples of Christ.
on

tl12 seconr..t1

,

T!IOne

He also had an indirect influence

1 • 15

Religious Philosophy and Minis try
In his youth, Alexander Campbell's philosophy grew

8

Alanson Wilcox, A History of the Di sci ples of Christ
in Ohio (Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Co., 1918), p. 71.
9

rbid., p. 75.

10

rbid., p. 89.

11

rbid.' p. 91-93.

12

I bid ., p. 260.

13

rbid., p. 72.

1

-1

l."'Ibid., pp.

78~82.
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from his reading and admiration of ·John Locke's Lett ers of
Toleration and An Essay Concerning Human Understanding . 16
At Glasgo\·! University, Scotland, he studied the philosophy
o f Thomas Reid in Cons ensus Gentium.

Mr . A. Jardine, intimate

friend and successor of Dr . Reid, was the professor of logic
in the university .

He is spoken of by Alexander Campbell as

one of his favorite professors.

17

Thus Reid's philosophy

may have had a strong influence in Campbell's thought and
reasoning .

While having an intellectual interest in these

philosophies, at no time did Campbell concede that experience
or sensual impression was the only way of arriving at truth. 18
The Lockian inductive method of reasoning freed
Campbell from the restraints o f speculative philosophy and
suggested a method of interpreting reason and knowledge.
As a scholar searching for truth he used science to understand methods but found 1n God the origins of truth . 19
During this same period of his life, prior to coming to
America, Campbe ll joined a reli gi ous group known as

1

6

_.. Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander C_ampbelh
Embracing a View of the Origin, Progress, and Principles of
the Reli giousRefOrm a tion Which He Advocated . I
(_Philade'iphia: J. B. Lippincott and Co., 1870), pp . 33-34.
17 Ale xan der Campbell, Memoirs of Elder Thomas Campbell
(Cincinn at i: Bosworth Ch ase and Hall, 1871), p. 117 .
18

Henry K. Shaw, Buckeye Disciples (St. Louis:
Christian Board of Publicatio-n-"-s-,~1952); pp. 6-10 .
19 r· ··d
bl .

'

p . 19.

21

Scotch Ind ependents.

This gro up impressed him with their

ideas of freedom and democr a cy, concepts which he later
used in religious reformation and education . 20

Both Locke

and Campbell a dvoc a ted democr a tic, so cial, and intellectual
liberalism.

However, almost every nineteenth century liberal

leader, including Thomas JeffeT s on, held similar views . 21
William Pendleton, Campbell's son-in-law, said that Campbell
read Locke, Plato, Kant, and other philosophers, but
followed no man.

22

The restoration movement was initiated during the
summer of 1809 when Alexander sailed to the United Sta t es,
joining his father, Thomas Campbell, at Phil a de lphia.

23

Both father and son were concerned over the excesses of
r el igious eccl es iasticism prevalent c:t t th i s time.

They

sought a return to the New Testament, baptism by immersion
and regular celebr a tion of the sacrament o f communion.
Thomas Camp b e ll gave his De claration and Address in the
fall, 1809, whic h was the actual comm encement of the
restoration . 24 From this issu ance both Campb el l s carried
on their preaching for Christian liberty and union under

2 OIbid. , pp. 11-12.
211:Ja 1"1 yn , op. c 1"t .

,

p . 46 .

2 2 Benj ami n Smith, Alexander Campbe ll (St.
Bethany Press, 1930), p. 234.
23 sh

. ., p. 13 .
, .av-1 , op. Clt

24 R1cna
. . :cd son , op.

cit . , p . 237.

Louis :
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the rule of faith and pr actice throu gh the Bible .

Thomas

was censored by the Presb y tery for his preaching and open
communion services. An appeal to the Synod of Pittsburgh
was denied .

The Presbyterian rejection of Thomas Campbell

resulted in the organization of tl1e independent church
at Brush Run, Pennsylvania, 1811 .

This ind ependent body

did not belong to a denomination,

Alexander Campbell was

ordained by the congfegation to preach the gospel .

In

1813 the Redstone Baptist Association invited the group

into their organization .

Ten years later the Brush Run

Church left the Redstone Association avoiding a confrontation
and censorship of Alexander Campbell.

Their next affiliation
25
was with the Ma honing Baptist Association .
The Second Great Awakeni ng in the religious history
of America lvas taking place ln the early decades of the
26
nineteenth century.
The frontier emphasis was on restor ationism .

A

laissez-faire society set the scene for the

birth and dynamic development of a movement that cut away
excess religious ecclesiasticism.

This restoration wou ld

re s tore the new Testament as the core of the church.
The re were numerous proph ets among the pioneers who, through
diverse experiences, arrived at common generalizations on

25 william T. Moore , A Comprehensive Hi s tory of the
Disciple of Chri s t (New York: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1909J , .
pp . 100-31.

26 Ahl strom ,

cit ., pp . 415 -509.

23
.

I
t1e
restorat1on.

27

Moorhouse has described the movement i n

the following :
The r es toration
and reason . It
tic ate d jargon,
the educated or
piety.28

theme appealed to self-sufficiency
cont ained no artificia lity, no sophisno cl ass consciousness, no appeal to
uneducated, kere was no s an ctified

In a period when everything seemed to be in a state of
constant change the Bible was the only norm that provided
a stability in religious life.

Early restoration churches

in Indiana and the Western Reserve, Ohio, were often made
up of persons who were formerly Methodists , Baptists, and
Presbyterians. 29

In this atmosphere of a free search for

truth Alexander Campbell created a type of thinking and a
way of life that was congenial and conducive to democratic
thinking a nd action.

Howe ver, inst ead of uni ting the

churches and restoring the Bible within the church ,
Campbell's Disciples led to even more separation, i.e.,
Sidney Rigdon ' s Mormans .

30

The ten ent s of Campbell's preaching pl a ced an

2 7 1· .

v1 n f r e d

E . Ga 1· r 1. son , R e 1.
1 .....w_s_ _
th
]:; __o...n___
t l_e_
. · r--'-;
. 1 g 1. on F·o '.t~o
~_e_l_r

A History of the Disciples of Christ (New York : Harper Bro s.,
1931), pp . 59- 67.
28 William M. Moorhouse , ':The Restor ation Movement :
The Rheto ric of Jacksonian Restorationism in a Fr ont ie r
Religion" (unpublished PhD dissertation; Indiana
University, 1967), p . 251.
29 Ibid. , pp . 18 ·· 19 .
30 Randolph C. Downes, History of Lake .?hal~ Ohi~
(New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Co . , Tnc ., 1952},
p. 491.
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emp hasis upon the dignity and worth of man .

Theoretical

differences were rejected b etween clergy and laity .
Pred es tination and election were rejected 1n favor of the
power of free choice and individual moral re spo nsibility. 31
Alexander Campbell's love of liberty and democracy did not
include respect for communal living.

Examples of this

were his rejection of Sidney Rigdon (practicing a community
of goods ) and Robert Owen (New Harmony, a c ommunis t
.
commun1ty
. )32

Through the medium of religious journals the
individual moral responsibility doctrine of the Disciples of
Christ were developed and systematized,

In 1823, Campbell

began publishing The Christ ia n Baptist, which was enlarged
in 1830 to become the

~i_:b_ll_~nnial

H2rbinger,

He continuously

published until 1863 with a policy of soliciting Biblical
questions and providing his religious interpretations .. and
.
. 1 es o f 1n
. d 1v1
" "d ua.1 mora 1 respons1"b"l"
pr1nc1p
1 1ty. 33

Campbell had been a member of the Baptist group
whose efforts at reformation l ed to opposition by some
of the churches withi n the Baptist associations.

In 1830

31

Woodrow W. Wasson, James Abram Garfield: His
Religion and Ed uc atio n (Nas hvTlle: Ten nesse e Book Co., 1952),
p. 135 .

Amos S .- Hayden, ~-~_:rly History _of_ the Disciples in
the Western Reserve, Ohia; with Biographical Sketches of the
PT:lnc _U?_ar-:il.jfents1n thelYJ<: C? i I g1ous-Hove1nent (Cincinna tf:-Chase and Hall, 1 875) , pp . 209, 298-99 .
32

33 0.. _h a ·w , op, cit., p. 14
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he led those who shared l1is views to dissolve their Baptist
affiliation and meet at annual meetings without any ecclesiastical authority.

To maintain Christia11 fellowship , it

became apparent that the ministers of the restoration would
have to organize churches.

34

Walter Scott, evangelist,

began to preach the i deas upon which the Campbells had
written and talked.

As the separation from the Baptist

s e ct occurred a union with Barton Stone of Kentucky emerged.
January 1, 1832, a working agreement was consumated among
the leaders of the ''Reformers" and "Christians, " at Lexington,
Kentucky , to become the Church of Christ . 35 After repeated
questi oning th rough the Millennia! Harbinger,. Alexander
Campbell, .in the issue for September 1839, finally drew
up denominational lines, set up landmarks and christened
t h e sect D1sc1p l es o f CJ1r1st. 36
0

0

0

The ministry of Alexander Campbell was conducted
through a variety of forms.

Writing religious vi ew s and

principles for publici t ion was a far-reaching ministry .
Ano t her was evangelistic pre a ching at annual

meeting~

various Disciple congregations through-out the Weste rn
Reserve, west into Iowa and south to Kentucky .

34

Hayden, lac. cit .

3SMJOOre, op. cit. , pp . 2 52-55 .
36

shaw, op o cit . , p. 1 1 5 .

3 7.

;(lch ar d s on, loc . c1 t .
0

0
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Public debates provided another platform for his ministry.
The most noted was t he debate with agnostic Robert Owen. 38
Campbell had a church congregation in Bethany, West Virginia,
39
where he preached when at home.
Another significant
ministry was in teaching.
Teaching Profession
Alexander Campbell grew up amid a teaching family.
Two uncles, Archibald and Enos , we re professional teachers
in Ireland.

Alexander became interested in scho l arship

during his adolescence , memorized literary material, and
began preparatory studies for university entrance .

At the

age of seventeen he b egan teaching in his father's public
acadc;11y at Rich Hill, Ireland. 40
When Thomas Campbell had to leave Ireland for his
health, Alexander operated the academy from April 1807,
un t il the term ended .

At that time he went to Newry to

teach for his uncle Archibald.

The following year he

star t ed for American but was shipwrecked near Scotland.
Consequently, Alexander spent a year in study at Glasgow

38 Alexander Campbell and Robert Owen, Debrtte on
the Evidences of Christiani_ty_ (Bethany : A. Campbell, 1829).
39 Moore , op. cit., pp. 143-46.
40

Henry
An Inquiry into
to Discover His
(unpublish ed MA

K. Shaw , "Al exander Campbell ~ Educator
the Life and Writings of Alexander Campbel l
Contributions in the Field of Educa t i on"
thesis, Univ ersi ty of Akron, 1942), pp. 4 ·-6.
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.
41
Un1vers1ty.

Shaw related that Campbell's own technique

of self-education showed his belief that education was a
.
f or l"f
.
lf· . 42 Under the pseudonyms
preparat1on
1- e not l"f
1 e 1tse
of Clarinda and Bonus Homo 1n 1810, Campbell wrote for
journals in Pennsylvania.

He was disturbed and concerned

by the lack of culture and social amenities of life in the
frontier.

These articles not only exposed the nevils "

present in society, but also were caustic towa rds the
informality and lack of scholarship in education. 43
Campbell, in later years, said that a rational moral
education should be:
. . teaching a per son to think, to reason, to act for
himself, and from hi ms elf, in harmony with . . . [the]
constitution of the universe; or in unison with
himself and wit h a ll the re l ation s in ~hi ch he stands
to Go a and man - - to thin gs pas t, present , and
futu re.44
He further propounded that a good education shou ld be
·
· ·
45
co mp ulsory anlL. :~ ava1·1 a bl e to every Amer1can
c1t1zen.
Concerning the education of ch ildren he felt that it was the
present living ge neration that gives character and spirit

41 Ib i d., p . 9 .
42 Ibid., p. 20 .
43 rbid., pp . 13 -1 4.
44

Al exa nd~r Camp bell, ed. , The Millennia! Harb i nger
1837, p. 256.
45 Ibid ., p. 64,
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to the next.

46

Thus it was incumbent upon society to educate

youth.
By 1839 Campbell was deeply impressed with the great
want of a n educa t ed and efficient ministry to carry on the
religious reformation.

In the Millennia! Harbinger, he wro te

that the cause of education must begin at the nursery.

It

should be an education adapted to the entire physical,
intellectual, moral and religious constitution of man .

"No

man is well educated - - is properly taught or trained, that
- not a C'nr1st1an.
II 4 7
1s

His series of articles entitled

"A New Institution," described a comprehensive system of
education reminiscent of the Infant Schools of Jean Frederic
Oberlin and mora l education of Johann Friedrich Herbart.
Campbell's emphasis was on char acter-education by precept
rather than the New England method of memorizing moral and
- re 1 1g1ous
max1rns
. 48

The system proj ec ted by Campbell differed from
other similar plans in that he proposed making the Bible
th e basis of all. moral culture.

He was convinced that a

neglect of moral culture existed between primary and college
schooling leaving pupils unprepared to engage in the studies

46 Ale xa nder Camp bell, Popular Lectures and Addresses
(St. Louis: Christian Publishing Co., 1861), p. 488 .

47 Ale xander Campbell, "A New Institution," The
~1_i 1 ; enn i a 1_ll_~-t r_E i ng~I_, 18 3 9.
4 8 ul1aH,
c:'
"A. Campbe l l -

- EGucator," op. cit., p. 29.
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and to cope with the temptat.ions of college life.

49

Campbell's school, Buffalo Seminary, provided a
classical foundation , along with the Hebrew and French
languages.

The coeducational school was begun in his home

in 1818, and disbanded in 1822, due to the pressures from
editing, writing, debating, and ext~nded preaching . 50
at the age of fifty-two, he resolved to de vote his

Then

~nerg y

to

the future generations by preparing teachers and training
51 c
.
.
stu d ents f or t h e pro f essions.
amp b e 11 wrote an article
for the Millennial Harbinger of 1839 in which he outlined a
complete system of education.

The system consisted of

four parts, "a family institution, a school, a college, and
the church."

The school, corresponding with current day high

schools, was to emp hasize moral culture.

In the college

emphasis was to be on the liberal arts and sciences, with
.

the strongest emphasis placed on moral education .

52

From 1836 to 1840 Campbel l traveled extensively in
the eastern United States.

He observed the methods of many

Amerjcan colle ges acknowl edged to be of merit.

Following

this examination of reputable systems and theories of

49R.Icnarcson,
,
l
op.

cit., p. 467.

50 shaw, "A. Campb e l l - - Educator," op. cit., pp . 21-23,

51 Richardson, op. cit., p. 469 .
52 Ale xander Campbell, " Educati on New Se-ries ," The
t'!..il_!~nni~_ !-Ia!J?_::h!~er, 1832, p. 4 08.
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education he established his schoo1 . 53

The Vir g inia

Legislature gr anted a charter in 1840 for Beth::my College.
Financial donations were made by individuals and Alexander
Campbell deeded land for the institution.

On September 18,

1840, Campbell was elected president of the college and
requested to prepare a course of educ a tion to be adopted
by the Board . 54
The curriculum was much like that of the University
of Virginia.

There were Schools of Sacred History, Mathe-

matics, Arts and Sciences, and a teacher preparation Normal
School. 55 The vocational distjibution of the 331 graduates
of Bethany for 1840 to 1866 was as follows :
15 doctors

34 teachers
13 colle g e professors

15 principals of s eminaries
3 5 lawyers
50 planters
2 college presidents
118 minister~ 56
49 no vocat1on
Almost all of his life Alexander Campbell did little
53

custave A. Ferre, "A Concept of Higher Educ a tion
and its Re lati on to the Christi an Faith As Evi d enced in the
Vv'"t i ti ngs of Al exancle r Campbell''
(unpublished PhD dissert a tion,
Vanderbilt Un i versity , 1958), pp. ~)5 ·- 36.
54 Pe r ry E. Gresham, Campbell and the Colleges

(Na shvil le : The Disciples oF Christ His torical Society, 1973)

>

pp . 4 6-4 7.

55 Ibid.
5 6 Al exan rter Campbel l , "Commencem e nt at Be th a ny CoLLege':
The Mille nni <l l Ha r bj nge_!_, 1 86 6, pp .

323~24 .
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in essence but teach.

His sermons were said to be exp ository

and his lectures scientific.

He read widely and kept abreast
of the best educational thought of the time. 57 Benjamin
Smitlt, one of his pupils, has written concerning Campbell
as a teacher:
His lectures took a wide r a nge; not especially critical ,
nor exigetical, but discursive; always moral and
religious -- emphasizing the principles which made
character. They developed growth morally and spiritually and were stimulating to a high degree. He
emphasized th a t whatever intellect we may have, the ~a
heart-life is essential to every worthy true manhood.~
Activities in the teaching profession also included
atte ndance at the Colle ge of Teachers, Cincinnati.

This

was a national teacher's organization with sessions devoted
to public lectures on education.

William H. McGuffey , an

active founding member, urged better training of teachers,
adequate school buildings, and publications of more and
better textbooks.

59

At the 1836 annual meeting, Campbell

spoke on the importance of uniting moral and intellectual
culture .

Moral culture should always proceed and follow

int e llectual culture.

While religion and morality are

matters of private concern he asked , ''What shall become of
those who have irreligious and immoral parents, and no

57 Benjamin Smith, op. cit., pp. 11 ·· 12.
58 rb·d
-

1

•

59 Alice McGuffey Ruggles, Th e Story of th e McGuffeys
(New York: America n Book Co., 1950), p. 73 .
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ministers of religion?"

60

In 1 837 he discussed further the

teaching of a common Christianity in the public schools .
Campbell proposed and

it was adopted that the Bible's use

I
1 y Wltlout
• 1
d enomlnat1ona
• . •
1 or sectar1an
•
b e '·on
comment.

rr
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Acknowledgements of debates or pane l discussions between
McGuffey and Campbell at the meetings have not been recorded .
Both men were preacher-teachers and shared simi l ar
co ncer n and mission in life.

Concerning the effect on

soc iety of William McGuffey , Mosier has said , '' . . . the
great achieveme nt of the McG uff ey readers is the complete
in tegrati on of Christian and middle class ideals." 62
Campbel l had begun a religious denomination with parallel
aims that made important contributions to the liberal
.
move!llent lll

A

.
mer:Lca
. 63

His efforts as a teacher were also

important contribu t ions to education.
Occupation and Statesmanship
In 1811, after Alexander Campbe l l was married , his
fath er -in-law deeded his farm t o the young couple .

From

th at time until his death, Ma rch 4, 1866, Campb e ll used

p . 4 7 s.

60 c ampbe ll, Popular Lectures and Addresses, op . cit .,

61 Harold L. Lunger, The Politics of Alexander
Camp~ell (St. Louis: The Bethany Press , 1954), p . 177.

62 Richard D. Mosier, Making th e Ame rican Mind ~
Soci a l and Moral Ideas in the McGuney·Reade r s (New York :
Columbia Univers ity, 1947), p. 123.
6 3I \1 1 J_ :s- t r. o.n, op . c 1. +....
J

•

,

p . 7 7 ', l

,
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the Beth any, West Virgi n i a fa rm as a fin a ncial ba se from
. l to support 1ns
. lnterests
.
w1nc1
. 64

He st udi ed \vhi 1 e plowing

and performing s i mi lar farm chores .

In the period of

Ma rch 1811 th ro ugh August 1812 he is said to have studied
40 different books in this manner and to have also completed

extensive noteb ooks and abs tracts on them . 65

Farming was

not an a im in Camp bell's li fe , but rather a means of
sustenance for his and his family.
Alexander Campbell became involved in public li f e
as an elec ted delegate to the 18 29 -3 0 Vir gi ni a Constitutional
Conv enti on .

While it was not an occupation he neverthe-

less pursued it with great zeal.

Unh e si~atin g ly

he opposed

J am es Madison, James Monroe, John Mar sh a ll, John Randolph ,
and other st atesme n in his efforts for c ommon scho ols at
public expense. 66 He was an advocate of full suffrage
rights for every citizen .

Emancipation of slaves was sought

on a gradual and remunerative ba si s wi th an integration of
the Negro into society.

He also argued for equa l represen -

tation in both government a nd le gisla tion.

After the conven-

tion, Madison comm e nted th a t Alex and e r Campbell v.-as the
greatest man i n att e ndance ,

"His mastery of th e grea t

64 shaw, "Alexander Campbell - Educator.

" op cit.,

pp. 16-17.
65 Ibid.
66 Ji en Ty F. Speck, " The Educat i onal ContTibutions of
A Religious Reformer - Al e xande r Cam pbell ' 1 (unpublish e d EdD
dissertat i on, University of T- xas , 1951), p . 115 .
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questions which came before us, his skill in debate, was
67
On other occasions he was invited
a constant surprise . "
to address a joint session of Congress, the Kentucky
Constitutional Convention and the Missouri State Legislature .
These addresses concerned the government's responsibilities
in regard to education, the protection of religious freedom,
the abolition of slavery, and the cause of human rights
. .1ts.
l
68
versus property r1g

Alexander Campbell was a leader of people who
preached and taught principles of freedom and democracy .
In his life he practiced individual morality and urged
other people to do the same .

Evidence of this was demon-

strated in his writings, debates and acts of daily living .
This model has been described as a preacher-teacher-farmer .
Additional evidence has been given of interest in politics,
but not an interest in politics as an occupation.
PREACHER-TEACHER-POLITICIAN
James Abram Garfield was chosen as a representative
of this model because he was a Disciple of Christ and arose
69
to political prominence as President of the United States .
He was also a classmate of the biographee, Oscar L. Matthews

67 Ibid . , p . 302.
68 rbid . , p . 301.
6 91•,vl~COX,
1•
Op . Clt., 78-82 .
1

•
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when the tHo young men were in school at Chester , Ohio. 70
Religious Philosophy and Ministry
James Garfield's religious philosophy, education
and self-esteem grew in unpromising circumstances.

Born

in 1832 in northeastern Ohio on the Western Reserve 1n a log
cabin and raised in rural poverty, Garfield became an {ntrospective youngster.

There was a log schoolhouse built

on a corner of their farm with split log seats, in which
he had learned Webster 's spelling book by age eight. 71
Jacob Cox described the countryside and environment as:
The country was just passing from the rude condition
of first settlements in the wilderness to that of a
thriving industr i al re g ion dotted with prosperous
villages .
. under such circumst anc es poverty had
none of the degradation which to0 often accompanies
it in old and populous cor.rmuni ties. Here \v as no
squalor, no vice, no loss of caste. It involved no
closing of any career to a boy who had health and
courage, brains, and will .72
As an adolescent Garfield spent some time along the
waterfront and canals.

Samuel Bates, a district school-

master and frequent visitor at the Garfield home near
Orange, encouraged Garfield to enter Ge aug a Seminary at

70 Har ry J. Brown and Frederick D. Williams, eels., The
Diarv of James A. Garfield (Lansing: Michig<=m State Univer--sity' Press, 1967J,p-:-zo3-:71· 1'h eo d ore c . smJ....
t: n , Th e Life and Le tters of James A.
Garfield, I (New Haven: Yale Univer-sity Press, 1925),
pp. 13-1 S.
72 Ibid., p.l7.
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Chester .

After walking ten miles to the north e ast, Garfield

and two young male neighbors on March 6, 1849, arrived at
73
the academy,
a plain wooden building on a high ridge gently
74
sloping to the Chagrin River.
The school was conducted by the Free-Will Baptist,
Daniel Branch, and six teachers.

75

Two hundred fifty-two

boys and girls were enrolled in both primary and preparatory
departments.

Tuition for common English branches was three

dollars for twelve weeks.

An additional fifty cents pro-

vided natural philosophy.

The fee for Higher English

Branches with Latin and Mathematics was four dollars.

76

Garfield and his neighbors boarded together with
Mrs . Reed who did their cooking .

At the end of his first

month Garfield wrote his mother the following:
My health is first r~te for me and I think it is
77
improving rapidly. LHe was recovering from malaria. ]
I like the school better every day and I think I am
learning very fast and if nothing prevents I shall
get a good insight into Philosophy and Algebra. Our
studies arid evening schools [singing and Lyceum]
keep us very busy but we chop wood enough to exercise us sufficiently. Nothing hinders us from learn-

73 Richard 0. Bates, The Gentleman from Ohio (Durham :
Moore Publishing Co., 1973), p. 7.
74 Theodore C. Smith, op. cit . , p. 27.
'7["

'JFrancis M. Green, A Royal Life or the Eventful
History of James A. Gar f i e lct:rwent:fet_h P_re-sid ~n t of the
~ni~ St a te~ (Chicago: Central Book Conc e rn, 1 8 8D,pp . 85 --86 .
76 rheodore C. Smith, op. cit., pp . 27-28.
77

~

IbHl., p.

26.
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ing if we wish to. Our provisions hold out very
well . We hav e pork enough to last the whole term and
flour enough to last a month longer.
I have $1.48
l eft and do not have to pay out much now. My bed
brok e down last week, and I bought 75 feet of flax
cord a nd I guess it will hold me now. We chop Saturday afternoons for Prof . Branch and thrQugh the
week chop our own and Mrs. Re ed 's . . . ?'d
In the fall term Garfield paid $12.75 for the term to
Mr. Woodworth for room, board, and l a undry.

He wo rked as a

carpenter to help defray expenses and joined the Zetelethian
Society, beginning his interest in public speaking and
.
79
d e b at1ng.

Influences on the education and philosophic thought
of Garfie ld include facul ty and fellow students.

Few of

the teachers in t he school h a d any more advanced training
.
. tLt..-r·1on . 8 0
thnn 'm;, provi. c1.eo1 in t h '2 :!.nst1

George Ball , a

Free-Will Baptist elder, t aught mental and moral philosophy.
Ball was active in furthering Negro education after the
Civil War . 81

Dr. Joseph Ray 1 s Ar_i~hmetic was studied a nd

later Garfield corresponded with the Cincinnati physician
and professor. 82 Mrs . Branch, the wife of t h e principal,
introduced a false grammar with 1vhich she attempted to
destroy the accepte d etymology .

78 Ibid ., p . 28.
79 Ibid ., p . 2 9.
80-b.
1
.l 1 ( . '
81

P• 2 7 .

Brown, op. cit. , p. 16.
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'-'Tb.
J.
1 cl . ' p . 21.

Garfield is said to have
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fought the neH me thod with great skill and success. 83
H. W. Everes t, President of Butler University, Indiana Has
a classmate and fellow membeT of the students literaTy
·
1 ~r
· 1' en. 8 4
soc1ety
ca 11 e d t1e
~yst1c

DuTing the closing days of the fall teTm James
GaTfield enteTed in his diaTy, "the thoughts of paTting
Tend [sic.] my heaTt.

We soon must say adieu.

Another

I!

en t Ty was , "Visiting, shaking h ands , etc.
We left
85
the students with many TegTets."
Those students included
86
Jackson Bell fTom Red Rock, Iowa;
LucTetia Rudolph, his
future wife;
otheTs.

87

.

OscaT Matthews, a lso fTom Red Rock ;

88

and

Then afteT his third teTm at Geauga, GaTfield

l eft the school due to the teaching of sectarian beliefs
and the tuition expense .

89

The Teligious awakening in GaTfield had occuTTed on
MaTch 4, 1850. 90 W. A. Lillie was pTeaching a protracted

83

GTeen, op. cit., p. 86.

84 BuTke A. Hinsd ale , PTesident Garfi e ld and Education
(Boston: James R. Osgood and Co., f~82 ), p. 31.
85

Brown, op. cit., p. 27.

86 Ibid.
87 Theodore C. Smith, op. cit., p. 28 .
88 o. Baskin, Hi story of the Arkansas Valley Colorado
(Chicago: 0. L. Baskin Co ..• 1881), p . 359.

89 Theodore C. Smith, op. cit ., p. 40 .
90 Ibid .
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meeting in the Orange di stric t schoolhouse near GaTfield's
home.

While attending this meeting GaTfield was baptized

a Disciple of Christ.

He was nineteen years of age . 91

During the fall of 1851, Garfield continued the
grm-.rth and development of his character and philosophy.
The nstrong-framed, deep-chested, six foot tall, and blue
eyed youth , with a massive head surmounted by a shock of
tow-colored hair," enrolled in the Disciple influenced
Western Re~erve Ec lectic Institute at Hiram, Ohio. 92
His emotional maturity was far behind his physical development.

In the intervening yeaTs the bond that developed

bet1veen him and his religious brothers and sisters at the
Ins~itute

became a deep psychological attachment.

He filled

his diary with rhapsodic entries and even occasional flight s
of poetry. 93 Smith describes these entries as passages
~ritten

by a romantic, idealistic youth viewing the world
94
as natural phenomena.
Undoubtedly the thing he strove
for was the ideal eloquence of his companions, th at of the

Disciple preachers to whom he listed, and above all of
Alex ande r Campbell.

95

91 B.:I.tes, op. cit., p. 8.

92 r-rinsdale, Garfi e ld_an9-_ _E_clu~_§l-ti oJ]._, op . cit., p. 24.
93 John M. Taylor, Garfield of Ohio (New York: W. W.
Norton and Co., Inc., 1970), p. 40.

94 rheodore C. Smith, op. cit ., pp. 47-48 .
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In the eight terms, thirteen Hecks each, that Garfield
attended the Eclectic Institute, he completed t h e available
courses of study and nearly all the Greek and Latin necessary
06

for admission to Williams College.J

The Ecl e ctic Institute

(later Hiram Coll ege) curriculum was aimed a t developing
students for the u sefu l and practical duties of life through
the reading of classical literature and study of useful
science.

The Bible was recognized as the foundation of

all the mora lity of the Horld , but there was no sectarian
teaching of th e Bib 1 e.

The curricul urn lvas to "d evelop and

strengthen the intellectual powers in subordination to the
97
subservience of t h e moral faculties .
Alexander Campbel l
endorsed and supporte d Hiram College,

The school day began

with a morning as s embly lecture on Sa cred History of a correct
98
moral principle under authority of the Bible.
At Hiram, Garfield shoHed e nthusiasm for study .

It

ha s been said that while studying Caesar ' s Comm e ntaries ,
99
he worked thr ee pages wh en assigned one-half page.
Harvey Everest , as a fellow student , describ ed Garfield
as a scholar who sought knowledge and the pleasure of learning .
Ga rfield reci t ed well but that wa s of secondary importance

96 Hinsdale, Garfield a nd Educ a tj~ on, op. cit., p. 31.
97 Green , op. cit. , p. 52.
98 Ibid ., p. 92.
99 I ·G 1. d

• ,

p. 3 5.
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100
.
to 1nm.

While boarding with community residents f or

$1.25 per week, Garfield was able to mee t tuition expenses

by janitorial J.nd other services to the college; and later
I pu bl.1c. lOl
lJY t eac11ng
1.
an d c arpe ntry f or t1e

In 1 85 1, h e

and Corydon Fuller were leading members in the forming of
the

~clectic

Societr , a public lyceum.

102

The following

year, Garfield withdrew and helped form the Philomathean
Society, which held excellent debates and lectures on a
.
w1'd e var1ety
o f su b'Jects. 103

Debating and debate topics
were frequently noted in his diary. 104 Concerning his

manner of address, Smith has said:
Years were to pass before Garfield could shake off
the sermonizing manner of speaking and thinking, this
acceptance o f decorated religious practice was com- 105
monplace as the hi ghes t form of literary e xpe ression.
Garfield's religious philosophy was able to expand
within these described surroundings .

The religious exper-

ience in 1850 had released his whole emotional nature.
Furthermore, by its intimate connection with Disciple
life and manner of thinking, that protracted mee ting

l OOTh eo d ore C . S1111c
. h , op. c1c.,
.'
p. 4 4 .
J

lOlG·r ee n, op. cit., pp . 48 -49.
102

Ibid., p. 60.

103

Brown, op. cit., pp. 152-53.

104 -1rb'd
1 •
105

Theodore C. Smith, op . c:i.t ,, p. 47.
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had a limiting as we ll as stimulating effect on his philosophic development.

It was probably the stron gest single

influence until the shock of warfare occurred with the
. "1 Ift\ar. 106
C1v1

October 1, 1850, he wrote in his journal,

. . Thus by the Provid ence of God I am what I am and
107
not a sailor.
I th a nk him."
His student experiences
II

made his phi loso p hy more objective and less of a sentimenta l
108 R
.
. l moralconcept1on
o·-f persona 1 mora 1·1 ty.
e gar d"1ng soc1a
ity he wrote in his diary June 19, 1851:

. A circus in town today. A fight among the
rowdies.
I regard these performances as very injurious to morality, and it is incomp a tible with mora lity -- or Christianity -- and n ever ought to be attended
by them. I saw an Irish Blacksmith horribly bruised.l09
James Garfield began preaching in 1 852 and 1853
f or the Disciples

Freedom, Mantua, Franklin, Ravenna , and
110
Aurora , all located near Hiram, Oh io.
Some of these
i11

sermon s followed Disciple Walter Scott's plan of salvation
circumferenced with the universal love of God.

Other ser -

mons empha s ized the ethical quality of Christ's teachings
and the necessity of incorporating th em into the life of

106

Ibid., p. 34.

107 Ibid., p. 35.
108 Wasson, op . cit., p. 54.
109 Br own , op. cit., p. 86 .
110 T1aeoaore
1..
'
c . sm1~
. "h , op .

Cl"t .,

p. 53.
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. d l' VlCUa
'1 1 , 111
t1e
- 1 1n

At the time Garfield was in the pulpit ,

religion and pr eac hing 1vas si multan eo usly evangelical,
.
1 an d· a cnet
} . - f-arm o f entertainment.
.
112
e d ucat1ona,

Garfield sought further enlightenment and knowledge
upon graduation in 1854 f rom Hiram College.

In July, 1853,

he had made a visit to Bethany, West Virginia .
first trip away from a familiar environment.

It was his
His journal

comments describe the surroundings as if they were a strange
new world. 113
school.

It was a pilgrimage to Alexander Campbell's

Garfield listened to Campbell preach, vi s ited him

and attended family prayers.

He felt the greatness of

Campbell, but was disappointed in ob se rvations of student
academic exhibitions .

"I cannot endure that southern

dandyism so interwoven with the manners of many of the
students ." 114

He wrote to his friend, Burke Hinsdale,

"The course of study is not so extensive or thorough as
in Eastern colleges .

slavery." 115

. Bethany le ans too heavily towards

He finally decided against Bethany with this

statement in his journal:
- - - - - -·- - - - - 111

Wasson, op. cit., 52-54.

1'2

Ta y 1 or , o p . c it . , p . 56 .

.l

113 Robert G. Caldv1clJ, J ames A. Garf ield, Par!_y_
~hi_e ftan (Hamden: Archon Books, 19 6 5-), p.- 9.
114 Theodore C. Smith, op. cit ., p. 63.
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I am the son of Disc i ple par e nts and am one myself,
and have had but l.i ttle acquaintance \vi th people of
other views; and, having liv ed always in the West,
I think it will make me more liberal, both in my
religious and general views and sentiments, to go
into a new circlei \vhere I shall be under new
influence. [sic.] 16
Greatly as he venerated Alexander Campbell he cared more
for educational thoroughness and turned his interests toward
Massachusetts and Williams College led by Ma rk Hopkins .
Dr . Hopkins taught that the aim of the highest education
was to give character rather than knowledge; and ''to train
men to be rather than to know." 117

Williams College

represented the established, educated, intellectual world,
contrasted with the simplicity, rusticity and newness of
Hiram College .

118

In the new setting Garfield was to temper and broaden
his philosophy .

His inflated rhetoric and religious senti-

mentalism was tuned by Yankee practicality and a respect
.

for achievement .

119

He was active in student affairs,

editor of the Williams Quarterly, and president of the
Society.

Philolog~an

Garfield desired to devote himself to

.
"
120
metap h ys1cs
an d 1 1terature.

116 "'11eo
]
d ore

More liberal in his views

c . sm1. +. . h , op . c1. t ., p . 6 c:
J

,

117

Green, op. cit., pp . 110-13 .
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rheodore C. Smith, op. cit., p. 69.
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than heretofore, he was gra duat e d with honor in 1856.

121

Garfield continu cJ. to pr cnc h when called upon,
howev e r, he neve1· held a regular pulpit .

The requi re ments

for a Disciple of Christ minister were to be a Christian, to be
fair, with natural gifts of body and mind; to have knowledge
of the "alph abet of the Go s p e l of Christ;" to be willing to
study; and to have a desire to preach.
were ordained
term.

111

Very f ew preachers

the mod er n ecclesiastical sense of that

Until the Civil War, Garfield did preach and hold

protracted meetings from time to time .

He baptized people

on th e confession of their faith, ma rried people, and
occasionally officiated at funeral services.

123

In 1860

he was one of th e pre ach e rs on the platform with Alexander
Campbell at the Alliance, Ohio, annua l mee ting of Disciples
.
12 4
0 f C1 lYlSt .
After the experience at Williams College his sermons
show the in f luence of Mark Hopkins' philosophy.

They have

no originality or new ideas, but reflect a changing em phasis
from the additional re ading and thinking.

These

sermon~

held to the main pattern of Disciple thou ght with an emphasis
on democracy and a common sense approach to religion

1 zlilT·
1
vvl_..cox,
op. ci t., p.

211.

17.2

Green, op. cit., pp. 102 - 03 .

123

Ibid .
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Another change in Garfield's philosophy was brought
about by the preparation for a debate with an agnostic, John
Denton, on the origin of th e worl d.

The experience

bro a dened Garfield ' s understanding of science and its
relation to the Christian religion.

The debate also

. popu 1 ar1ty
.
. pu bl'1c spea k"1ng . 126
I
en 1 arge d t1e
scope o f h 1s
1n

About the time of his marriage in 1858 to Lucretia
Rudolph, James Garfield confided to personal friends that
he felt he should not pursue a career of preacher .

Then in

a letter to Burke Hinsdale, January, 1863, he stated the
following :
Such is the state of the Disciple organization and
Joctrine that I cannot be a preacher and tha t on ly.
It is too narrow a field for the ~rowth and development that one feels he must have. 27
His election to the Ohio Senate and subsequent military
service in the Civil War changed his philosophic outlook
.
. .
128
to a st1ll
more l 1"b era 1 pos1t1on.
Some of the Disciples
were critical of him in this new posture.

A Disciple

wrote a number of critical news pape r artic les over the
years inclu di ng the following excerpt s:

1"5
t.. Wass on, op. cit.

1

p . 54 .

126 rb ·l·d ·. , pp. 57 - 62J.
127Ib"l
lQ.

l 28 ·rL,1eor.l.o1·e C • •.Sm1·th , op. cit., et passim .
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His [religious] meetings were always well attended
and were even more popular wi.t h the sinners of the
world than with the saints of the church. There
was a lack of spiritu.:.tlity about him that grieved the
latter . . . but the sinners liked to hear his sho rt,
sparking, lo gical discourses .l29
Garfield's contribution to the Disciples movement
during his Congressional tenure was an occasional lecture;
but more oft en he went out to some obscur e church in the
vicinity of Was hington and taught a Bible class in the Sunday
School .

His election to the Presidency built up the member-

ship and attendance of the Washington church .

He endorsed a

.plan for building a national brotherhood church in the
.
130
Clty .

Teaching Professio n
Bei:ween terms at Geauga Seminary, on three occasions,
James Garfield taught school to l1elp suppor t his ed ucation.
His salary for the three month terms varied from twelve to
.

sixteen dollars per month.

131

His work was often that of a

drillmaster an d a disciplinarian.

Occasionally he was able

to rouse cr eative scholarship in pupils while te aching at
Solon, Warrensville, or Blue Rock.

132

129 Frederick D. Williams, ed. The Wild Life of the
Army: Civil War Letters of Jam~s A. Garfield (Lansing:
Mi cTi i g anSt at e un i v e r s i t y P r e s s , 1 9 6 4 ) , p p . 6 o- 61 .
130 wasson, op. cit., pp. 108-09.

131 Brown, op. cit ., p. xviii.
132 Wasson . op . c1t.,
.
pp . 64
~ - 65 .
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Licensing for teaching had become nece ssary for
employment in public school districts and was obtained by
taking an examination at an au thoriz ed place in the state.
Garfield was granted a two year certificate on March 17,
1851, at Zanesville , Ohio, for teaching "common branches
133
and algebra. 11
In addition to his oHn schooling in
co mm on subjects on at least one occasion he a ttended a
teachers institute.

At Zanesville, Ohio, he heard several

lectures on grammar, school government, and similar sub jects.134

The curriculum that he taught included the

essential basics - reading, writing, an arithmetic and al s o
other disciplines , i.e. Greek and Latin classics, philosophy, botany, geoJ.ogy, physiology, and history . 135 He was
concerned a bout correct ped ag ogy as t his journal entry
indicates:
There is one boy in my school that can say his letters
down but cannot say them up. It arises from wrong
training , viz : He has been taught to go through with
letters by the sound and not by the shape - a most
erroneous way of in str ucting.
I would rather that he
n ever had seen a book . I could teach him easier than
I can now. [sic.]136
Garfield was sincerely inter est ed and concerned
in his students' education.

He studied the character and

133 Brown, op. cit., p. 74.

134Tb'd
-'- l
.

'

p. 76.

135 rbid., p. 71; and Wasson, op. cit., p. 64.

136 Br own, op . cit ., 0. 76.
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ability of eacl1 student and indi v iduali zed instruction. 1 37
One evening after work he is said to have drawn a seating
pl a n of his classroom and described each student.

As he

thought of each child he reflected upon the pupil's mental
ability, temper, work habits, and progress.

Then he posed
the question to himself, "Can I do anything for him?" 138

Discipline problems were the most numerous repeated entries
in his journal.

From time to time he found it necessary to

.
1 pun1s
. h ment. 13 9
fl og or use p h ys1ca

However, h e was not in

full agreement with such a practice as this journal entry
indicates:
am not totally averse to corporal punishment,
yet I think there is ten times as much done as is
necessary. As love is the stronger passion than fear
it is better to govern by love as far as we can ~
but th ere are exceptions .l 40
I

On another occasion he remarked, "I cannot whip a scholar
for making noise, and talking will not do any good." 141
The age range of students may h ave contributed to these
classroom management difficulties.

Frequently he noted his

consternation in dealing with young studen ts, yet another
ti me he noted that two si.:udents eloped to Pennsylvania to

137

.
Bates , op. c1t.,
pp. 7-8.

138 1-Jinsdale, Garfield and Education, op. cit., p. 49 .

139 Brown, op . cit., pp . 28-79.
140 ~ b·d
1

1
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p. 80.

141 rhid., pp . 28 ··29 .
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get married without a liccnse. 142
Parents also were not always supportive , as one
woman took l1er boy out of District
had pointed his finger at tl1e lad.

~chool

because Garfield

Another mother was going

to do likewise if Garfield did not make the other boys leave
her boys alone .

143

Other factors which affected school

attendance were traveling entertainment and spring planting .
Few scholars were in attendance when Jenny Lind was performing in Cincinn ati and Pittsburg whi le on a P. T. Barnum
concert tour.

144

Corn planting time necessitated the older

students' absence, the younger family members then became
lonesome and the f ollowing day stayed home. 145

Regarding

p a rental attitude towards school, Garfield made the fol lo wing
remarks in his joGrnal :
April 21, 1851 . . . Some of those who vilified the
school in such a manner at its commencement are now
sending their pupils in and supporting it with vigor
. . May 18, 1851 .
. The parents in this vicinity
feel for their dear little children - but not so deep
astheiT pockets . They fear to pay a large bill and
though they all profess to like the school, they take
their children for fear of the bill. [sic.]l46
Garfield did not desire to continue teaching in this kind of
atmosphere and asked the board to close the school

b~fore

.
. d 147
.h 1s contract exp1re .

l42Il) 1.d •
144
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pp. 76, 78.

Ibid ., p. 80.

146 Ibid., p. 8 2.
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Additional indications of James Garfield 's awareness
of moral responsibility were found in his diary .
at the beginning of the

~larch

He noted

1851 term that he was "again

1n school making impressions on the minds of the yout h
committed to his care."

148

On another day that he was

"teaching the young ideas how to shoot, lighting the innate
torches of the infant minds which will continue [to] flame
.

to a ll eternity."

149

After asking the board to terminate

his contra ct prematurely he wrote:
May 20, 1851 .
Not withstanding the circumstances
there are the same fee lings to some extent as forme rly.
The responsibility is the same as if I had large
scholars and a large school. Has [have] my examp les
been on the s ide of virtue and religion?lSO
Further evidence of indivi dual morality appeared in:
Novembe r 22, 1851 .
. There will be a great deal of
l abor in this school on account of the many stud ies.
He that rules the destines of the Uni ve rse support
me in my responsible labors. [sic.]lSl
December 16, 1851 .
. I find that the harmony of a
school depends much upon the teacher's being kind ,
p at ient, and plea s ant .
' Everything begets its own
kind' in the moral a nd menta l as well as in the physical
world .
15 2
Later in the month his reading on th e practice of ethics in
John Austin's Golden Steps to Respectibility, Usefulness
153
"1
"b e d as a very goo·d b oo k .
an d Happiness ( l o"SO) was aescr1

In January 1852 he wrote, "The longer I teach the more
----- - - - 148

Ibid., p . 7 5.
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responsibility I feel in t he business .
very \ve 11

. I like [teac hing]

Then after several wee ks of snow ,

excellent sleighing and numerous ba lls at st ud ents' homes,
Garfield became disgusted

w~th

the lack of sc holarly conc e rn.

He asserted his desire to te ac h scholars not "frolickers."
Some of the students did not return to school and those
d b ecame 1n
. d ustr1ous
.
. 155
.
1 t rema1ne
t1a
aga in.

There were time s when J a mes Garfield was displeased
with teaching in district schools.

Concerning primary

education he wrote in his diary:
It is indeed trying my patience and also my stomach to
have so many little ones about me.
I believe it is the
province of females to teach li t tle sc holars the rudim e nts of education . Their nature seems to be more
adap ted to the culture of the inf a nt mind than the
n a ture of man.
I want som e thing that has the thunder
in it: more than this has.l56
Another entry regarded interaction with the community:
. Still hope I may be with the ransomed host. I
can find no enjoym ent in society where there is no
topic for conversation but raising hogs and cattle
or some selfish spirit di s pl aye d . .L57
Garfield also t a ught six terms during his student
years at Hir am.

Then following his graduation from Wil li ams

Colle ge in 1857, he was hired for the Hir am faculty.

The

following year Garfield was elected princip a l, continuing
to teach and adm inister wi th a broadened philosophy of

154

Ibid., p. 113.
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life and an expa nd ed kn01declge .
ph i losophy of e ducation.

158

He had no systematic

He thou ght of ed uc a tion as the

dev e lopment of the individual anJ each pe rson ' s duty to
preserve l1is own indi vid u a lity.

The coll ege curriculum was

a means rather than an end of the development of the
student.

Thus education was not incompatible with

indi~

viduality when a student wa s bei ng influ ence d an d guided in
his development by teachers .

This was contrasted with

other colleg es that exercised a tyrannic control in mo ulding
159
and directing th e views a nd sent ime nts of their students .
In te a ching Garfi e ld now r evea led the world to
th e student and the stud en t to hi mse lf .

Gar field stimulated

thought, cr eated the habi t of observation and reflection .
He aroused courage, widened the field of me ntal vision , and
.
.
.
.
d measures. 160
. h e d Insp1rat1on
·f urn1s
1n un 1.1m1te

Garfield

was full of resources in teaching technique and did not
always confine class to the textbook.

He oft e n utili ze d

i ncid en ts which occurr ed in the room to illustrate a su bj ec t
161
or lesson, i . e . science - j anitor rep laci ng a stovepipe.
Hi s mas tery o:f

11

Cond ensed clas s ific at ion" a nd use o:f the

blac kbo a rd not only aided retention and reproduction but

1· 58 Hin
. sdale , Garfield and Education, op. cit . , p. 66.

159 rheodore C. Smith , op. ci t . , p. 117.
160 rbid., p . 68.

161 Green, op. cit. , p . 396 .
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.
f ea ture o.f
were a 1 so a ma1n

.
teac 111ng
. 162

Jns
.

Garfield

encouraged involvement of the community at Hiram and broadened the scope of the school.

He believed the Disciples did

not need solicitation but that an outreach was necessary
163
to other persons .
The Hiram curriculum was widened to
include English literature, geology, and the natural
sciences .

Educational standards were raised.

Freedom

and mutual confidence - characterized his faculty realtion.
164
s 1nps .
He counseled students with understanding and
encouraged the development of their self-esteem during
165
their enrollment and afterwards.
He wrote a letter t o
a district school teacher and former student encouraging
him to kee p up his practice of individual morality 1n the
community and to return to Hiram and further study to
. 1n
. d"lVIdua
. . 1 1ty
"
,
expan d 111s
an d know 1 eage
. 166

(',ar f"1e ld ' s

work pattern began with morning chapel lecture, followed by
five to six hours of solid teaching , attention to admiistrative duties, public speaking in the evening, and
preaching two sermons on Sunday .

16 7

162 Hinsdale, Garfield and Educatio~, p. 34 ,
163 1'h. eo d ore

c.

Smith, op. cit ., pp . 113-14 .

164 wasson, op . cit . , pp . 68-70 . .
165 Hinsdale, Garfield and Educatio~ , pp . 60-61.
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pp . 61 - 63 .
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In general the school b e c ame less theological, but
morals, religion, and Bible study were by no mea ns forgotten.
In his 1858 report to the St ate Commission of Common
Schools for Ohio, Garfield said, "Bible \vas studied in no
sectarian way, but the sacred lit era ture, history, and
morals of the Bible are regarded as a legitima te th eme
· Instruction
·
· . 11 168
f or aca d ernie

Related to the practice of

individual morality Garfi e ld in an address the same year
said, "The character of the [student] depends largely upon
. e d ucation
. . ,,169
t h e c h aracter o f h IS
Garfield went through a period of introspection
concerning his own personal future on his return to Hiram
and prior to hi s marriage.

During this time he had mixed
feelings wi th reg a rd to teaching as a career. 170 He wrote

the following in a letter to his personal friend, Corydon
Fuller, who was also a teacher:
January, 1858 . . . You and I know that teaching is not
the work in which a man can live and grow. I am
succe eding in the school here better than I had any
reason to hope, yet my heart will never be satisfied
to spend my life in teaching.
Indeed I never expect
to be satisfied in this life ; but yet I th ink there
are other fields in which one can do more,l71
He lov e d an audience and enjoyed his dual role of teacheradministrator and believed that politics would combine the

168 Wasson, op . cit.,
.
p. 69 .

169 Tb'd
J.

I

. '

p . 66 .

1 7 01"n eo c1o r e

c . ,snn. t

171 Ibid.., p. 116.

,h , op.

c .it . , pp . 115-21.
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lo • 172
attrac t ions o f teac }ling an d prencting.
0

0

He began reading

law.

In 1858 his nam e was entered as a student- at-law with
a Cleveland firm. 173 He wrote to another personal fr iend,
Harry Rhodes (January 8, 1859), that when surveying the
field of intellectual leadership he f ound not lawyers but
i :e a c 11ers,

preac l1ers, e c1uca t ors, an d aut ]10 r S • 1 7 4

I-I e wante d

to work out some kind of combin atio n between his personal
affections and ambitions .
In later years Garfield said, "I look back with more
satisfac tion upon my work as a teacher than upon any other
175
work I have done."
He was a trustee of Hiram until his
176
deat h.
He gave financially as his means would all ow to
support

~he

school .

En co u·ragcmen t and ass is ta::-.ce was given

to individual faculty members in their projects.

Garfie ld

used his in terest in general fields of knowledge and position as a regent of the Smithsonian Institute to arrange
ed ucational experiences fdr faculty members
research and study trip to Yellowstone.

i . e . a geolog ic

He had spare speci-

mens belonging to the Institute sen t to Hiram .

On another

occasion a human skeleton was procured for the college
_ _ _ _ 0 _ _ __

172 r ay lor, op. cit., 0. 56.
173 Hinsdale, Garfield and Education , 0. 84.
17 4 Theodore C. Sm 1th, op. cit., p. 127,
0

175Ibod
I
.

'

p. 85.
cjt.,,
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206,
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from the Surgeon Genera l's office . 177
!::_ega l and Po litica l Profession
At twenty- e i ght years of age, James Garfield
entered politics in 1859 by election as State Senator from
.
d"1str1ct.
.
178
P ortage- S umm1t

This care e r was int er rupted

by the Civil War and Ga rfield's voluntary service in which
he distinguished himself as a l eade r. 179

The period of

military service and the conditions of the battlefield
cre ate d th e severance from pre ac hing that Ga rfield had
otherwise been unabl e to command.

He found it impossible

to maintain a purit anical and censorious attitude to war ds
men of every variety o f personal standard. 180
This c ensorial attitude had initiated Garfield's
interest in political issues as ea rly as 1852.

Then in

1855 a cong ressman l ect uring on the Kansas-Nebraska Act

caused Gar f ield to deplore the fact t hat he was unfamiliar
. h t h e 1ssue.
.
181
w1t

He began to read on political issues and

.
182
t o db
e a te on aWl"d e range o f top1cs.

His fir st purely

177 iVasson, op. cit., pp . 97-102.
178

Hinsdale, Garfield and Educatio~, p. 82 .

179 Allen Johnson a nd Dumas Malone, eels., Dictionary
_s>f American l3iographr_, VI I (New York: Charles Scribner I S So ns, 1 93 1 ) , p . 145 .
180

Th eo d ore C. Smith, op. cit., p . 740.

1811.. ay 1 or , op. cit., p.
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Wasson, op. c it ., pp. 114-15.
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political speech may ha ve be e n in th e 1856 Presidentia l
Camp a ign, at a r a tific ati on meeting for the Rep u blican
candida t e, Fremont , at Wi1liamstown, Ohio . 183 Th e pro gressive thinking of th e infant party and th e high moral
enthusiasm of its le aders was in tune with his own idea lism.184

By a ccl ama tion of the party Garfie ld was nominated
.
185
for his f1rst contest.
The successful deb ate with J ohn
Dento n and his having b ee n initi a ted into the Masonic
lodge, 186 all in 1858, ex panded his social contacts .
Many Disciples we re not s upportive of Garfie ld 's
political int e rests .

W. J . Ford, financial agent for

Hiram Colle ge said, " Your best friends in Christ all shake
their he ads when you are name d in connection with law or
politics." 187 Wh e t her a true Dis cip le c ou ld participate in
188
go v ernme nt was o f ten asked of h i m.
Ga rfield was not ma de
a Mas ter Mason until 1864 , 189 the delay between degr ees may

- - - -·----- 1 83Ib:i.d .
184 Ibid . , p . 72 .
185 Taylo r , op . cit ., p . 57.
186 rb1. d . , pp. 54 - 55 .
187 wass on , op . cit . , p. 78 .
18 8rhe odore C. Smith, op . cit . , p . 112 .
189 J oh n T. Jord on , Our Thirteen Mas onic Presiden ts
and Their Mas onic Re cords (Whittier : Stockton-Doty Tra de
Pi:. ess , In ·c~ , l 970T: pp . 4 7-4 9 .
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have resulted from Disciple anti-Mason concerns combined with
his ambitious teaching-preaching - legislative work.

Once

elected to the legislature, Garfield indicated disillu sionment over politics .

"I long for work Hhich has more to

do Hith the good of others and with the unselfish side of
l 1' f e. 1!190
James Garfield's practice of individual morality can
be found in his attitude towards slavery and the Civil War .
In 1850, as a student, he had written in his journal , ''the
. 1 e re 1 at1on
.
. not un Cl1r 1st1an.
·
·
rr 191
s1mp
o f master an d s 1 ave 1s

This Ha s in keeping with the 1850 writings of Alexander
192
Campbell.
Ten years later the philosophy of both men
had chan g ed in support of the abolition movement.

Garfield

now i11fluenced also by Mark Hopkins, an abolitionist, wrote
in January 1861, in his journal, "I am inclined to believe
that the sin of slavery is one of which it may be said that
without shedding of blood there is no remission."

193

To Garfield, slavery's purpose was to destroy freedom and
personal liberty.

For want of a compromise he saw no alter-

native but war, "a·n act of humanity, justice; and religion."

1Cl0

~Wasson,

op . cit, , p. 78.

191

Theodore C. Smith, op. cit,, p. 39 .

192

Wasson, op. cit., p. 81 .
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In military servi ce he was kno\vn as the Praying Colonel
.
195
and was said n eve r to have used profane language.
Th e practice of individual morality was displayed by
Garfield in his congressional career .

President Lincoln

advised him to leave the army in 1863 and return to Congress .
One of the youngest congressmen, his thought was needed both
for the Republican majority and to help regular army legislation.196

At the time of Lincon's assassination, Garfield

was in New York .

A crowd upset to the point of rioting

was calmed and dispersed by Garfield, who arose and spoke
to them with ideas fr om the Bible (Psalms 18: 11 and
97: 2) .197
James Garfield served on several committees but
performed one of his greatest services to his country in
the field of finance .

Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon
.
198
He served on the Appropriations
Ch.ase , was h lS mentor.
Committee and was Chairman, 1871-75.

In an address to the

House, February 18, 1864, he said, "The man who destroys
the finances of a country ruins it as tho roug hly as he who
,,199 He had saved millions of dollars of
.
.
d es troys lts armles.
public money annually by limiting unnecessary appropriations.

195 1- .. d
bl

. '

8. 84.

196 Bates, op. cit., p. 30.
197 Ibid. , p. 33.
198 Ibid., p. 26.
199 Ibid., p. 49.
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The public lJ.cked an appreciation of hi s efforts in guarding
the fiscal stability o f the country.

Thi s may have been

effected in part by three scandals that were \vide 1 y pub 1 i.

Cl Ze

d . 200

The three scandals were the Cre dit Mobili e r affair,
the _salary grab , a nd the DeGolyer affair .
ne ve r convicted nor acquitted.

Jam es Garfield was

While attacked publicly

for his involvement, Garfield's practice of individual morality prevailed and carried him through to the Presidency
several ye a rs later.

In the Credit Mobilier situation

th e re was no evidence that Garfield had ever rec e ived any
stock but neither was there evidence of a firm rejection of
the offer of stock.

The evidence of his honesty

was in

the :fact tha·c he had n eve r voted for a bill to gra nt land
to any local railroad or corpor a tion.

He was recorded in

Congress a s f a voring l an d grants for the concept of transcontinental railroads ; but h e h ad misgivings about allowing
201
th e gro wth of the economic po we r of railroad corporations.
In the salary grab, Garfield signed the appropriation
report including a congressional salary increase in an
eff e ct to pa ss the appropriation bill.

Fa ilure to pass

the bill would have resulted in a special session of
Congress.

He exer ci sed morality by never accepting the salary

.
.
}
increase an d h elp1ng
t o r e pe a 1 1t
at t1e
n ex t sess1. on. 202

zoo ..rb .l. d • '

pp. 49-62,
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In the DeGolyer contract, James Garfield substituted for a lawyer. friend at the Washington, D. C. Board
of Public Works.
the Board.

He presented the friend's arguments to

Innocently, Garfield did not realize that his

role would be mistaken.

He was at the time Chairman of the

Appropriations Committee and that undoubtedly had some
effect on the favorable decision of the Board members. 203
In other congressional activities Garfield displayed
his concern for morality .

He deplored the pressure exerted

by congressmen on the President in recommending job app li204
c ants . He attempted to limit unnecessary employees .
However, in one instance he did help a former Hiram College
·
tl1e P".tent
Off-l·ce. 205
geo 1 ogy 1 ecturer secure a c 1 er k s11p
1.
1n
o
James Garfield promoted education through legislation.
His first speech in the Ohio le gislature , 1860, was in
206
support of state appropriatio ns for s chool libraries.
As noted earlier in the report, he was appointed over the
selfishness and lack of social concern in the legislative
207
b 0 d y.
Garfield believ e d in individual initiative in all

203Tb'd
~ 1
.

'

p. 55.

204 Ibid., p. 53.

20 5Brown , op, cit. , p. 95.
206 cJa ld we lJ , op. c1t.,
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fields of education and science .

The governm e nt might
. . 208
assist but should abstJ.in from controL
He addressed
Congress as follows:
The alternatives are not education or no education;
but shall the power of the citizen by directed aright
to\vards industry, liberty, and patriotism? .
. If he
is not educated in the school of virtue and integrity ,
he will be e ducated in the school of vice and in
iniquity.209
The National Association of State and City Schoo l Superintendents proposed establishment of a federal Department of
Educa tion.

Garfield prepared and introduced a bill June 8,
210 He -f oug h t f or
.
.
1 Bureau o f Ed ucat1on.
1866 , f or a Nat1ona

the proposal f or several years and saw it made law but as
.
. 1tout Ca b.1net status. 211 A t one d e b ate over
an 0' ff·1ce
w1t
appropriations foy the Office he cited expenditures for
other needs in excess of the $13,000 requested for education .
These citations were coast survey; astronomical observatory; Light House Board; a score of scientific expeditions
to explore mountains, valleys, lakes and rivers of other
countries; survey of the Pacific railroad; Patent Office;
and agricultural interests.

He argued:

208 .5. m1t1,
.
1
op. cit., p. 775 .
· d a 1.e, _Gar £.· Je
. .l c1 an d Ed
2 0 9 H1ns
- uca t.1on, p. 187.
210 Bur k e A . H.1nsQa
, 1 e, eel., The Works of James Abram
Garfield, I (Boston: James R. Osgood & Co ., 18 82),
pp .-126.:-4 2.
211!-1.
- 1ns d a 1 e ,
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Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to
good government and the happiness of mankind, schools
and the means of educa tion s hall be forever encouraged. 212
Another time he argued for appropriations with,
[education] is an interest that has no lobby to
press its claims. It is the voice of the children
of the land asking us to give them all the blessings
of civilization.2~3
He supported federal aid to education in H. B. 1043,
February 6, 1872, known as the Hoar Bill.

This proposed that

proceeds (about one per-cent of the total U. S. revenue) from
public land sales constitute a fund for aid to states.
It passed the House but was not considered in the Senate.

214

In the 1870's Garfield supported appropriations for
moral causes.

Such as the training of teachers at the

School for the Deaf and Dumb, Washington, D. C.

He favored

this school as it had assumed the responsibility of furnishing all the states with teachers of these "unfortunate
215
defectives."
In 1872 the Flathead Indians needed
"temporalities rather than doctrinal theology."

He

said _, "there is a gospel of clothing, of food, or shelter,
216
of Hark tha t should prec ede the theology of the pulpit."
- - -·- - -·

212 Ibl·d., p. 189 .
213 smith, op . cit., p . 778 .
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216.Wasson, op. cit . , p. 134 .
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There

was

a campai g n in some states to secure public

funds for parochial schools.

Garfield believed that the

separation of church and state contributed to free institutions and free thought citing Roger Williams' doctrines
217
as support.
He opposed the 1874 House appropriation to
the Little Sisters of the Poor because it was aid to a
.
218
spec1al sect.
Citing the Encyclical Letter of Pope
?ius IX, December 8, 1864, Garfield believed that the
attack on the common schools

was

done not by the laity

but by the ecclesiastical powers.

He went on to say,

the common schools' purpose is to educate the
people, for only though an intelligent citizenry
could liberty and freedom be maintained; they are
a bulwark of democracy.219
He

was concerned about the education and morality

of soldiers most of whom were under thirty years of age,
illiterate, and adventurous.

James Garfield originated a

measure to establish post-schools in 1866 .
it lay dormant until 1878.

Signed into law,

At that time Chaplain George G.

Mullins, under General Order No. 24 put the law into
practice. 220

It required that a percentage of post-exchange

and bakery profits be used to fund:

217 Ibl·d . , p. 137 .
218 ... . d
l!Jl

219Tb-:d
.l.
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Gar f ield and Education, pp. 430-33.
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1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Expenses of bake-house.
Garden seeds and utensils .
Post schools .
Post library and reading room .
Gymnasium .
Chapel.
Fruit and shade trees .
Fruit-bearing vines and bus h es .
Printing-press.221

These schools were said by Garfield to be

11

one of my_ things.

After becoming President he asked to have Chaplain

11

~~llins

.
h ea d quar t ers ·f rom S t . Lou1s
.
move h 1s
to i'Vas h.1ngton . 2 2 2

Support for Amendme n ts XII I, XIV, and XV was another
expression of Garf i eld's individual morality. 223 March 29,
1879 he said in a House spee c h :
Th e most precious rights that men can possess on thi s
earth are not delegated to the nation nor the states ,
but are reserved to the third estate, the people
themselves.224
The dangers of universal suffrage were to be offset by universal education .

He went on to say that a be l ief in moral

law and the influence of religion were necessary in promot .
.
. .
d emocrat1c
.
1ng
an d ma1nta1n1ng
government . 22 5
11

•

December 1880 ,

th e final cure for the South will be found in the

educatio n o f its yout h .

. , " he wro t e i n a l etter t o

221 Ibid ., p. 430 .
222Ib lC
. l•
223

,

p . 433 .

Bates , op . cit ., p . 48 .

2241'viJ a s so n , o p . ci t. , p. 1 31.
225 Hinsdale, Garfield and Education, pp . 173-74 .
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Hinsdale.

226

In hi s practice of law Jam e s Garfield was successful
and argued cases of reputable morality.

Among his clients

in 1865 were the Phillips brothers of Newcast le, Pennsylvanie, developers of oil lands.

They were also Disciples

and shared and common philosophy with Garfield.

However,

Garfield disliked corporation work and in 1871 he refused
work for another client whose ethics and practices he
"~27

disliked.,:. '

By 1 86 5, th e Millennia! Harbinger (Campbell's news228
paper) h~d declined in prestige .
Garfield was critical
of the strict constructionists of the Disciples of Christ
and their legalistic interpretation of the gospe l.

Theirs

was a perpetual pronouncement of doctrinal points and 1ntolerable bigotry, arrogance and egotism.
wanted to begin a publishing firm.

Garfield

Its purpose was to

appeal to intel lig ent readers and to cultivate a broader
culture among the Disciples of Christ.

Garfield chartered

the Christian Publishing Association , January 1866, at
Cleveland, Ohio.

Isaac Errett , editor , began publishing
229
the newspaper, Christi an Standard .
In 1867, Garfield

226 Hinsdale, Ga rfield and Education] pp. 173-74.
227 sm1'th,

0

p . c. l· ·,_~
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p p . 820 - .30 .

2 2 8\An' • 1 cox, op. cit., p. 212.
229 Wasson

1

op . cit., pp. 92-95.
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was no longer directly associated with the paper but supported its work .
Garfield's practice of individual morality had

con~

cern for the general welfare and future of the nation.

He

intended to make national aid to public, and especially
Southern education , a prominent feature of his administration .
The following are rem arks from his Inaugural Address:
. . the danger 1vhich arises from ignorance in the
voter cannot be denied . It covers a field far wider
than that of negro suffrage and the present condition
of the race.
. The c ensus has already sounded the
alarm in the appalling figures which mark how danger ously high the tide of illiteracy has risen among our
voters and their children. To th e South this question
is of supreme importance .
. The nation itself is
responsible for the extension of the suffrage, and is
under special obli ga tions to aid in removing the
illiteracy which it has added to the voting population.230
.
No doubt Garfield would have taken a strong interest in
public education had h e never taught; but his experience as
a teacher greatly widened and deepend his interest.

He

handled an audience just as he handled his class. 231
SUMMARY
Two models of nineteenth century educators have been
presented.

The first was Alexander Campbell, a university

educated man who continued throughout his life reading and

230 Hinsdale, Garfield and Education , pp. 245-48 .
23ls m1. t h , op. c 1. t . , p . .L~39

•
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studying.

He sought individual freedom and democratic

thinking.

His religious philosophy and ministry stressed

a practice of individual morality.

Writing and debating

were mediums in addition to preaching which Campbell used
to disseminate his views.

Teaching was a life-long expos -

ition and closely intert,vined with preaching.

Farming

as an occupation was pursued as a means of financial independence and enabled Campbell to freely teach and preach
without obligation to any person or institution.
James Garfield also pursued a lifelong education.
He atte nd ed school through Williams College and was known
1n the government as one of the chief users of the Library
of Congress.

He sought knowledge through reading on a wide

range of topics and practiced his religious faith as a
Disciple of Christ.
interwoven .
preach.

His teaching and preaching were closely

When he ceased to teach he likewise ce a sed to

His interest in denominational doctrine diminished

throughout his life.

Conversely his concern grew for the

genera l truths of the Christian religion and the practice
of individual morality.

In his years of service in Congress

and into the Presidency, Garfield kept his Disciple of
Christ faith.

He practiced this in his daily life through

word and deed never faltering in his concern for the field
of e ducation.

Garfield used his talents as a lawyer to

promote the general welfare of the illiterate, handicapped
and poor.

-

Chapter 3
OSCAR LETSON MATTHEWS
In this chapter biographical data are presented .
This provides information on the performance, values, and
impac t of Oscar L. Matthews for an understanding of moral
values in American education in the mid-nineteenth century.
In the first section, Disciple of Christ influences on his
character from childhood are depicted.

These influences are

then shown in relation to his religious practices in an
adult life.

In the second section, his accomplishments and

practice of individual morality are documented in education.
In the final section , his practice of :i ndividual morality in
other occupational pursuits is presented .
BACKGROUND AND RELIGIOUS PRACTICE
Oscar Letson Matthews grew to manhood under the
influence of the religious philosophy of Alex a nder Campbell . 1
He spent some of his early school years in the company of

1Arnos S. Hayden, E.~!lY I-Iistory of the__l2_i~_<:=iples in
the Western Reserve, Ohio; with Biographi c al Sk e tches of
the-Pr i nc-i paT-Ag-ents -rnt h G j_ r Re 1 Tgi ou s )vlovemen t
Tci ncinnati :-chase ~F!al1, -187 s-r:J.Jp~1-9i-:-gs .- 70
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')

J ames Garfie ld.'"

During adult li fe Matt hews ' re spe ct f or

the se two ed ucator models was Jemonstratcd throu gl1 his
pr a ctice of a n ind ividual morality and lt is personal corresponde nce. 3
Formative Yea rs
On Au gust 18, 1827, Os ca r was the tenth and l a st
child ho rn in th e fami l y of Osee an d Patty Bell Matthe ws. 4
Osee was a gris t mill owner 5 who situated th e family home
a t the foot of I.ittle Mountain near Painesville and Mentor ,
Ohio. 6

Mentor, inh ab ited about 1798, was one of the fi rst
settle d localities on the Western Reserve. 7 A sma ller

community than Painesville, it was not incorporated until

')

"'Harry J . Brown and Frederick D. lh 11 i ams, eds. ,
The Diary Gf Jame s A . Garfie l d (Lansing: Michigan St at e
Un i v e r s i t y Pres s , 1 9 67) , p . 2 0 3 •

4 Church of Jesus Christo f · Later-ray
1
( .
~a1nts

Arc h'1ve
Rec•JTds Matt he•.vs , Fami l y Group Records (Salt Lake City:-.Lns
('hu~rc h--rret':-o-·: rder ' n. d .)
,

5I.Li..na Davis Hargis , ' 'The Histor y of the Discip les
o f Ch r i s t in Tm·: a Be fore the Ci v i 1 IV a r " ( 11 n pub 1 i s he d MA
t h es:s , St a te Uni vers ity of Iowa , 19 3 7), p. 89 .

7 willi am Br others , Hi s torv of Geauga and Lake
- - ----'-- -...
Counti e 5' , Ohio, ,.vi th I llu s t r a t ions and Bi og :ca pi t i c al Sketches
'()"F"1T~-;-T1 on'cf;-T s ---an.c
r Mos-·C-Prolrtln e nt-ME:11(f)'F; i 1a d-eJ. p fila-:-~r:-B·~Li~ i)p" ]-j1(: oTT___ arTc:o-:~-"""187 ~n-~- p~----z o.

________ __
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1855.

8

The mill a nd home site may have been along the fall

line of Kellogg Creek.

Adjacent to tltis location was a road

leading to both Mentor and Pain es ville.

Mentor was about

two miles from this site while both Painesville and Kirtland
were nearly five miles in opposite directions .

According

to the topography no other place exists with a '.va ter power
source near to Mentor.

There were other homesites along a

different road parallel to the base of Little Mountain. 9
Reference was made to Mathews Creek in the vicinity of
This indefinite location was not clarified . 10

Mentor.

Ose e Matthews ' family was Baptist who became
Disciples of Christ.

The pastor of their Mentor Baptist

Church died in June 18 26.

Sidney Rigdon , a resident of

Bainbridge, Ohio performed the funeral services, at which
ti1ne he made a favorable impression upon the congregation.
William Brothers has said conc erning Rigdon during his
term with the Menter church:
. [He] being an orator of no inconsiderable ability
was event ually sec ured . . . [ as pastor] . . . [he was]
an enthusiast and unstable, of questionable judgmen t,
and little permanent power wlt h the people . ll

3

rbid.: p . 250;

9u. S. Geodetic Survey, Ohio, Mentor Quadrangle
(Wash i ngton: Government Print i ng Office, 1903).
]0

.

1
-lj IDl"d • '

p.

· Brothers , op . cit., p. 249 .
75
~ 0.
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Ri gdon, r ead ing Campbell's writings in the Ch r i stia n BGptist ,
began restoration pre ac hin g .

He converted n early the entire

church to that doctrine in Marc h 1828.
s oon grew to one hundred .

Osee

~ l atthews

The church membership
was one of n ineteen

famili es named as lead e rs of th e church. 12
Sidney Rigdon told extravagent stories an d ha d a
habit of self-assertion that was said to have prevented him
from attaining influence as a religious t eac her amo ng the
.
. 1 es. 13
DlSClp

Before 1828, he had bee n d il ig ently engaged

in endeavoring by obscure hints and glowing mill ennia!
theories to ex cite the imaginati ons of his congr ega tions.
This preparation was s a id to be for an extraordinary ha ppening tha t wo uld occur in th e n ear future.

He s ought in

private to convince in f luenti al members of the congrega tion
th a t Campbell' s restoration should include belie f in supernatura l gifts and mi racles as we ll as the common holding
o ·f

proper .... . y. 14
Rigdon ' s person a l in f luence wi th an audience wa s

very great.

Howe v er, the stable membership of the church ,

wh ich included Osee Matthews, re j e cted th e ideas o f Rigdon 's
Mormonism .

Thomas Camp b e ll s pent several month s in Mentor

12 rb·d
-l

. '

13

p . 25.

Robert Ric hardson , Memoi r s of Alexander Campb ell,
Embracing a Vieh' of the Ori gin,-P!·ogr •:;s s ancl Pr i nciples o f
tl1 e-Rcforma ti-on WEi cll.lTeACfvoc;.i ted, I ( Philadelphia:
:;-:--n:-t i p pin c 6--ET-- artcf co . , 18 7o"}~p . 3 4 6 .

14

.

Ilnd.
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and vicinity stabilizing the agitation which Rigdon had
openly created in 1830-31. 15

Preaching th e gospel , Thomas

Campbell exposed the claims of Mormon miracles and supernatural gif ts.

He examined the internal evidence of the

. au d.1ences . 16
Boo l< o f_· 1Mormon f-or }11s

Denounced by the Mentor

Church, Rigdon then introduced Joseph Smith to the churches
i n Kirtland, Hiram , and Mantua where he had formerly been
a popular preacher . 17
At Mentor a young school teacher named J . J . Moss ,
attending the church in 1830, was a critic of Rigdon .

He is

named as a le ader with Campbell and Iv1. S. Clapp in oppo sition to Rigdon, but his school teachi n g activities were not
acknowledged . 18

He could have taught five children in the

Matthews family who ranged in age from seven to seventee n
.
.
19
at t h 1s t1me .
When Oscar was ten years of age the family moved to
White Pigeon, Michigan .

The following year, 1838, they

entered Jefferson County, I owa , by crossing the Mississipp i
River near Burlington and stopping first in Henry County . 20

15 Hayden, op . cit ., pp. 194-95 .
16 t-~\ l . an S 0 n 1·v.r Ll
• • C~ 0 X , A History of the Di scip les of
Christ in Ohio (Cincinnati-: The Standard PublTshi ng Co-:- ,
f3 J;-·r -r .- 121·- 2 :> •

:ry

17

Ibid., p . 126.

1_8-, b
J_

19

. .

ltl. '

p . 125 .

~.nurc
,
h.. .Arc h.1ves, loc . cit.
L
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No motives \vere evident :for the fa mily's move.

Os ee Matthews

Egglesto n ~!at thews was also a
22
leading member of the Mentor Church.
The whereabo uts of

had two brothers living.

21

the other brother, Benjamin Matthews, have not been verified.
In 18 3 7, a surveyor, Benjamin
Dover (ren amed

New

~Ia t

th ews , was employ eel to pl at

Loncl'on) , Henry County, I ow a. 23

At th e

tim e of incorporation in 1861, he was elected mayor from a
population of thre e hundred people .

24

New London

was on the

road to Agency, Iowa.
In the fall of 1842 at the age of fifteen, Oscar
witnessed Chief Keokuk, as spokesman for the Sac and Fox
Indians, make a treaty with the Federal Government.

The

Indians were to give up their lands as far west as Reel Rock
on th e Des Noines River.

The treaty was conducted at the

Agency n ear Ottumwa, Iowa, southeast of Red Rock .

The families

of Osee Matthews and David L. Jewett were among those persons
pre sent. 25
Ohio . 26

These families had been together in Mentor ,

Two of the Matthews children had married Jewett

21

c,1urc h
1

A
-.rc 111· ves,

loc. cit.

..,..,

L.<~ Hayden,

op. cit., p. 194.

23 western Historical Company, The History of Henry
County , __lowa (Chica go : Western Historical Co., 1879), p. 5.44.
24 ·b"l
I J.C!.

,

p. 5-45 .

25 Ibid .
p . 152.
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children .

27

The four young people were ages eight through

h .re lve at the time J . J . Moss was teaching school and preaching in Mentor .
The Matthews and Jewett families by their exempla ry
lives assisted in forming morality on this western frontier .
The development of frontier culture 'vas through the influential pioneers who conducted businesses for the public. 28
May 1, 1843 all of these families moved into Marion County
settling at Lake Prairie about five miles southeast of Red
Rock. 29

John Bedell in April platted Red Rock and bega n a

frontier tr ading house.

A year l ater Ray Alfrey and Corinth

Matthews Alfrey, Osee Matthews ' third child, moved into
J
11' s ca b"1n an d tra d'1ng h ouse. 30
_ eae
B

d aug hter,
county. 31

Amand~

On January 18, 18 44 their

Leona Ta was the first white child born i n the

Warren Matthews , one of Oscar's older brothers

built the first grist mill in the area in 1844 on Mikesel l's
Cree k near t h e ·t own.

27 ,, .

l01.d.'

32

People came from Missouri and as far

-.

pp . 52-53 .

28

Rav Allen Billington , The Front i er and Ame rican
Cu1.ture (California Library Assocfatioi1;..T965)-:~Tz:---

cp. clt., p. 152.
30

~vi lli<l'n l'L D on~. el, Pioneer-s of jv!ario:n. County ,
· Consi s.!_i ~g2_f__~__!_;e_~_C:.~~J:.J~~s l or~ of the Co u P:ty lD_e_s-~\Ioin es:
Republican Ste am Pr:w J.::.in g Hodsc , 187 2) , p. 169.
op . c j_ t. ' pp.
32

Doanel, op .

Cl.t . ~

15~ -60 .

p. 239.
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west as Council Bluffs to this mill . 33

It was said regard-

ing the convenience of this pioneer mi ll:
. . Warren ' s on the same stream [Des Moines River]
north o f Pell a s hort ened the dist a nc e materially .
To throw a sack of corn on a horse, take it to mill
and get home again with the meal, a ll in one day, was
the be ginnin g of a comparatively happy period in
. t ory . . . 34
. }us
Near the grist mi ll in 1846, Osee Matthews, Jr. built the
.
. sawnn'11
f 1rs1:
.. . 35

The first physician resident o f Red Rock

wa s Dr . Reuben Matthews .

Reuben, Oscar 's oldest brother,
posted bond for the firs t pos tmas t e r in the town . 36 He was

one of the twelve settlers present a t Na th an Bass's home in
t he spri ng o f 184 5 , at which time th e c ounty was co n st i t uted. 37
Warre n Mat th ews, an other brother, was a candid a te for County
Assessor in 1845 a nd lost. 38 In the fo ll ow i ng ye ar he was
again a candidate.

"9
This time he lost by two votes .j

The community of Red Rock grew rapidly as a rendezv ous

33 charles Blanch ard , "Pioneers of a Great Cau se "
(Nashville : Disciples of Christ Historical Society, 1966),
p. 1 34 .
34 Donnel , op. cit . , p. 41.
3 5 Ib-'J
.l
.

'

p.

36Jb'd
1 .

'

p. 1 7 1.

239 .

37 union Historical Comp any , The Histor y of Mari on
Co u n_!r._, l o \'"..9.:. ( Chicago : Union I-I i s tor i c a 1 Co . , 1 8 8 1 ) , p . 24 7 .
38

Ibid . , p . 3 51.

391 1) l,
. rl.

. '

pp . 366-74.
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for the restless settlers waiting for tl1e Indi an treaty to
expire and the border to be opened.

Regarded as a lawless

town with a one time population of two thousand it was said
to have abounded with gambling houses and daily killings . 40
When the border was opened in 1845 Ray Alfrey left his family.
Corinth Alfrey, believing that she had been deserted, secured
the first divorce ln the county. 41 In 1846 Osee Matthews
served on the county Grand Jury. 42 In the spring of 1848,
E . Williams commenced the study of medicine with Reuben
Matthews .

43

At some time Reuben's brother-in-law, George
E. Jewett had also read medicine with him . 44
In these frontier surroundings church attendance

was practiced by the Matthews family .

Oscar Matthews as a

member of this influential fami.ly had his character formed.
The Disciples of Christ Church at Red Rock owed its origin in
1847 largely to Os e e Matthews and his family of six sons and

two dau ghters.

Together with their families th ey were the

chief support of the churc h.
log churc11.

The congregation met in an old

Among the pioneer preachers who ministered to

the church 1ve re Aaro n Chatte r ton, Joaa s Hartzel,

40

Blanchard , op . cit ., p . 133 .

41

. ., p . 170 .
· Donnel, op . Clt

4 2l.;rnon,
.
op. cit., p . 396 .

43ItD lr
.d•

,

p. 7 4 2 .

,, I'

<+'Jei•.r ett, op. cit., p. S2 .
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Peter R. Russell, J. P . Ro ac l1, the Carp ent er broth e rs, and
Claiborne Hall .
church .
1853.

47

46

45

Dr . Reuben Hatthews was an e lder of the

Ose e Ma.tthews was the prea.ch e r from 1852 throu gh
He reported Red Oak [Rock] as having forty members

at the Au gust 26, 1853 Annual Meeting of the Di s ciples of
Christ, Burr Oak Grove, Marion County.

This congregation

was the s e cond largest in memb e rship, Pleasantville had
.
n1nety
- t h ree mem b ers. 48

Oscar Matthews in his adolescent years ma y have
assisted his old e r brothers in their various bu s in e ss
enterpri se s , i . e. saw a nd gr ist mills, mercantil e store,
and freighting .

In his biographical s ke tch, Oscar not ed that

he had be en engaged in the mercantile business.

No da tes

were given for this activity .

He also stated that he attended

. Oh'lO
s c 1lOOJ.' f or t h ree years 1n

Wl

. t 11 .J ame s ('Ja r f.
·1e ld . 49

Garfield attended Gea uga Seminary 18 4 9-1851. 50
he ackno1.vledged Osca r Matthews as his

11

In his diary

quanclom [q uo ndam]

45

Blanc hard, op . cit., p . 134; and Francis M. Roberts,
10 0 Ye ~Lr s o_f _
__~Es t~'lry of th_~__ChEJ:.:sti~_i]:____c;:__h ur~h i'Q_ Mari?n Co_unty,_
I ow a 1 8 4 6 - 1 9 4 6 ( Kn ox v i ll e : Ch r i s t ian Mi s s ion Board , 1 9 4 6) ,
p .---rr-.- ----- 46 n1
~n~ '11 ar,~
u.C..\..
_ _.,

op. cit., p. 135.

4 7 .T-i,a_r g1s
·' , op. cit. ) p. 16 7 .

49
0 . Baskin , li}-s t__?_£Y___2.:f_!_l]e !1r kansa s_ Va 11 ey Col~n ado
(C hi c ag o: 0. L. Baskin Co. , 1 88 1), p. 359 .
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schoolmate ." 51
The formal education and moralit y instruction of
Oscar Matthews at Geauga Seminary would have b e en similar to
that of Garfield.

Hat thelvS wa s five years older than Gar £ ield.

He entered the school a t twenty-two years of age in the 1849
term.

In 1850 Matthews and J a ckson Bell were the only stu -

dents listed from Red Rock, Iowa. The catalo g s did not indi52
cate graduates of the school .
A Free-Will Baptist congregation at Chester, Ohio had established the school in 1841 .
Daniel Branch was principal from 1842 through 1852.

His

Baptist philosophy prevailed during the time that Matthews
was in

atte~dance.

There was considerab l e abolitionist strife

at the time of incorporation in 1843.

The Ohio legislature

a charter but inc l ud ed a provision for th e exclusion
of blacks and mulattoes . 53 George Ball tau g ht mental and
gr ~ ntcd

moral philosophy and was active in supporting Negro education
a ·f ter 18.65.54

Oscar Matthews was said to have returned to the
mercantile busi n ess in Iowa after the three years of school
in Ohio.

In June 1851 a dis a strous flo od occurr ed in

Red Rock wh i ch had an eff e ct on the Matthews brothers,

51 Brown , loc. cit .

52 ccauga S em in a ry, Ca t a lo g ue of the Of fice rs and
Students of Gea uga Sem inary-TCl elre land : Fl.. C. Young love,
1849 a nd l 8S O), pp . 5, 7.
53..wro th cr s , op . cit . , pp . 3 5 ·- 3 6 .
54 Dr own , op . c J. t .> p . .'l6) ,
--
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property values, and business in general . 56

Previously , in

1849, Dr . George Jewett and Osee Matthews, Jr. had traveled

to California in search of gold .

In the vicinity o f Visalia,
'11 s 1. t e . 57 He
· · o nn. a ) 0 s e e 'i'1at t 11 e ws , J r . :-f o u n c1 a m1
Ca l 1' f
returned to Iowa to gatheT Ji.is family and mill eq uipment
for the move to California.

The fami lies of Reuben, Warren,

and Osee Matthews, Jr. departed on April 18, 1852 for Visalia.
Altoget her seven wagon teams departed from Red Rock containing
these families and other relatives .

Edgar Reynolds, a cousin,

noted in his diary concerning the d eparture that "we left
Uncle Simpson in company with Uncle Oscar." 58 Simpson Matthews
had a mercantile business in Red Rock . 59
Oscar Matthews had grown to manhood in a family of
pioneer men \vho occupied positions of influence and prominence in the community .

The family had kept together wi th

concern for each other and had demonstrated a practice of
6
.
.
.
.
. 1 a ·ff.a1rs
in d ivi d ual mora .1 1ty
1n
soc1a
an d 'ous1ness
. 0

The

departure of the brothers and other relatives coupled with
the major events of the next few years continued his
--·----

56 Donncl, op. cit ., pp. 171-75 .

57

.
Jewett, op. cit., p. 52.

58 Edgar Reynolds, "Journal of Travel from Iowa to
California 1 ' diary, 1852 .
59 .

.

.] ew e -c t ,

.

op . c 1 t . ,

p . 53 .

6 Q.J::..Lancn.::trct,
,•
L
•
op. c.L' +.... , pp.

J.3~S-35.
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character development .
Katharine Black became his bride in 1852 at Bethany,
. . 61
Broo k e County, i·,rv est V.lrglilla.

His first child, Evva Patty,
was born on February 1, 1853 in Brooke County. 62 On July 3,
1853 when Garfield visited Bethany College he wrote in his
diary:
Sunday, 3 . . . Today had a long conversation wit h my
old schoolmate and now brother, 0. L. ~1a tthews, formerly
a student at Chester, Geauga Co., 0 . l-Ie has married
here, and, I fear has not made himself happy in so
doing -- certainly he has not elevated his reputation
by it
. [sic . ]63
Oscar went to Bethany to be educated for the ministry . 64
He entered Bethany College in 1854 at twenty-seven years of

age. 65

A son, Horace J. was born February 14, 1855 . 66
67
Matthews graduated from college July 4, 1859 .
College Experience
The college experience of Oscar Matthews has

61 Lette r from Larry J. Frye, Librarian, Bethany
College, March 23, 1976. Katharine was spe ll ed Catharine and
Catherine on other records .
62 church Archives, loc. cit .
63 Brown, op . cit., p . 20S .
64TBLmchard,
.
c
op . cit ., p . 13 ->·

65 Le tter from Luta M. Gordon, Reg istrar, Bethany
CollE:ge , Sept einb e r 9, 1959.
{,6

'-' Church Archives, loc. cit.
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important preparation in his practice of individuetl morality.
The inadequacy of contemporary literary and moral systems of
educatio11 for the development of the human mind and to prepare
man for

rat~onal

and social happiness had been a cause for

the origin of Bethany College. 68

Mr. Campbell through the

Millennia! Harbinger had expressed his idea of education
in this manner:
The formation of moral character, the culture of the
heart, is the supreme end of education; or rather is
education itself. With me education and the formation
of moral character are identical expressions. -- We
contemplate a scheme in which the formation of the
physical and intellectual man shall not be neglected,
but which shall always be held in subordination to
the mor;:ll man. In which, in one Hord, the formation
of mo r al character, the cultivation of the heart,
shall be the alpha and the ome ga, the radical,
r e gulation, and all-controlling aim and object in all
the exercises, recreations, and amusements of children
and youth . b9
The location of the college in the country, remote
from any large town and surrounded by a highly mora l population engaged in agriculture was to provide seclusion from
haunts of dissipation and the immorality of cities .

The

Ca talogue ·w ent on to guarantee the exc e llence of moral instruction and training by the reputation of character and intellec tual ability of Alexander Campbell .

His lectures upon

"Sacred Literature" were delivered to the whole school.

6 S,,.11·
1¥L
Jam K . Woo 1 ery, Btl
e 1any Years

(II· un t 1ng-con
..
,

W. Va. : Standard Printing and Publishing Co . , 19 4 1), p . 23 .
69 rbicl., pp . 29-30 .
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They lvere "admirable fitted to supply [the] defects in early
education of youth, and to give bias in favor of morality
.

an d Vlrtue .

,,70

The course of instruction was embraced in the follow1ng schools :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

School of Sacred History and Moral Philosophy
School of Ancient Languages
School of Mathematics and Astronomy
School of Natural, Intellectual, and Political
Philosophy
School of Chemistry, Natural History, and
Physiology
School of Rhetoric, English Literature, and
Anglo-Saxon71

A student could graduate in any school singly by having attended at least one session .

A satisfactory completion on all

the prescribed studies of the Department entitled the student
to a Certificate of Graduation.

To receive a Bachelor of Arts

degree the candidate must have graduated with certificates in
72
all six schools of the regular course of instruction.
There were twelve known faculty members during the
time that Matthews was in attendance .

Two of these men
73
joined the staff in 1859, while one man left in 1857.

- - - - - - -·- - - - - 70 Bethany College, Catalo gue o.f t11e
1.
-·
0 [-·fleers
a nc1
Stud e r. ts of Bethany ColJ e g e for 18 55 -18 .56(:B c thany:n-~-:,
18 s s}· ~-p-:·-z-6-:-·---------·

71 Be thany College, Catalo gue of the Officers and
Students of Be thany Colle g e .. for 1 8 59-1 8 60 (Bethany:-~,

rs 59-; ;- r .-14-.- ·- - - -- -

·-·

72 rbid . , p. 22 .
7~

.~Woolery, op. cit., p.

280 .
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The faculty teaching in any year numbered seven while !'- Ia t theHs
- 74
was enrolled.
Alexander Campbell was responsible for the
School of Sacred History.

11e lectured daily on the Bib le,

beginning the term with Genesis and ending in th e New Testament.

These lectures were said to have made lasting impressions on students. 75
The School of Ancient Languages had several ins truc-

tors.

Andrew F. Ross taught until 1857.

James F. Fall was

a professor in 1856-57.

P. W. 1'-losbleck, Ph.D., Has teacher
of Hebrew and Librarian. 76 Charles Loos, a graduate of Bethany
held several positions in addition to his professorship.

He

was head of the Primary School, an editor for the Millennia!
~~!binger,

Church.

and preached morning sermons at the Community

At one time his annual salary was two hundred dollars.

It was said of him, "He is feared and considered very exacting
and conscientious but succeeds in inspiring a love for
languages in his students." 77 The course of study in this
school consisted of studies of Latin and Greek grammar followed
78
. 1 rea d.1ngs 1n
. Lat1n
. an d Gree'k c~ass1cs.
'
·
w1t1

74

Catalogue, 1859, op. cit., p. 4.

7 5willi am T . Moore, A Comprehensive History of the
Disciples of Christ (New York: Fl~ming H. Revell Co., 1909),
- -- -.-,r----- -pp. 363-6't .
76 woolery , loc. cit.
77 rau1ine R. Nelson "A History of Personalities"
f~e-~-b_~_!l_L__!:_oll~g__(~~ull__~t~~'
78

(June 1974), 11.

~·/oolery, op. cit ., pp. 55-56.
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In the School of iv!athematics, A. P . Hooke taught
until 1855 .

Robert Milligan then headed the department until

his retirement in 1859.

He had also taught at Indiana Uni-

versity in Bloomington and Washington College in Pennsylvania.79

In this department the fundamental principles of

mathematics were studied.

Also mathematics was pursued . for

the purpose of developing mental power and r easoni ng.

Prac-

tical app lications were given attention throu gh exercises in
surveying, leveling, and estimating heights and distances . 80
The School of Natural, Intellectual, and Political
Philosophy was chaired by William K. Pendleton, a graduate of
the Universityo£ Virginia .

He serv ed as Bursar, Vice Presi-

dent, and after Campbellrs death became President of the
College. 81 Professor Pendleton bore the reputation of consid erable personal charm , unusu a l conversat ional powers, and
resourcefulness in helping students solve their problems. 82
The studies of this school were divided into Junior and Seni or

classes, each for one year .
the Junior year emphasis.

Lectures on natural science were
The Senior class covered the same

79 Frederick D. Power, Life of William Kimbrough
Pendleton (St. Louis: Christi~n Publi s hing Co., 1902),
p. 143.
80

.

Catalo gue , 1859, op. cit. , pp . 16-17 .

81 norothy R. Funk, Unique Profile of Be1:~any_~ollege
(Martins , Ferry : Times-Leader, Inc ., 1972), p. 2.
7
P- 2 ~oo.
1 ery,

.
op. c1t.,
p . 49 .

87
subjects but with a mathematical discussion and student recitations .

In the Intellectual and Political Philosophy sec-

tion philosophers were studied, i . e . Kant, Cousin, Locke ,
Reid, Stewart, Brown , and Coleridge .

The Department of Poli-

tical Pl1ilosophy examined political economy .

There was also

regular instruction in constitutional and international law .
These were background studies designed to provide students
with a rudimentary understanding of law .

They were not prep.
.
1 prac t•1ce o f 1 aw . 83
ara t 10n
·f or pro f ess1ona
The School of Chemistry , Natural History and Phys i c-

logy were under the guidance of Robert Richardson, M. D. until
1859 . H. Christopher joined the faculty at that time . 84
Chemistry was t aught by lectures with demOJlstration of numerous
experiments.

The objectives o f the deparrment were completed

through study of the management of gases and with the appl ications o f chemistry to physi o logy and agriculture, as well
as

mineralog~

geology, and botany. 85

In addition to chemistry

Dr . Richardson also taught physiology, French, and bellesl ettres . 86
The school of Rhetoric, English Literature, and
Anglo - Saxon was taught by J . D. Pic kett .

English grammar ,

83 catalogue , 1859 , op; cit. , pp. 17-18.
84blnoo 1 ery , op . Cl"t . , p . 280 .

85 Catalogue, 1859, op . cit . , pp . 18-19.
)("'
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o o 1 e· r y , o p . c 1. t_ .
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composition and elocution were taugltt systemtically.
English classics were read as an introduction and cri t ique
.

o f 1 1terature .

87

Annual enrollment at Bethany College reached a high
of one hundred fifty-five students in the 1855-56 academic
year .

88

Students lived at the Stev,rard' s Inn, a dormitory

and hotel , or in homes about the community .

George Turner

operated the four story structure during the years that
Matthews was attending schoo1. 89 Students had their rooms
cared for by the steward.

Board was plentiful but plain.

The steward was to follow the bill of fare in use at the
.
. .
90
Univ ersi ty of V 1rg1n1a.

J ames Gar f.
· J u~y
,
.1e l a· 1n
1853, re-

ferred to the Eagle kept . by Oscar Mat thews. 91

A search of

the available records does not indicate the existence of
92
such a facility associated with the coll ege .
The first colleg e building was three stories high wi th
basement windows at ground level.

The structure completed in

18 41 was well equipped according to standards of the era.

87c ata 1 ague, 1859, op . cit., pp . 20-21.
88

Funk, op . cit., p. 6 .

89 catalogue, 1859, op. cit., pp. 22-23.
90 woo1cry, op. cit ., pp. 71-7 2.
91B. rown, op. cit., p. 203 .
92

Frve
'
' loc. cit.

93 Funk , op. cit., p. 13 .

93

89
About two o'clock the morning of December 10, 1857, the original college building was d emoli shed by a fire .
were crowded into the St eward's Inn .

Classes

A majority of students

stayed at the school to continue their education .

Solici-

tation of the public was made in the east by Campbell,
Pendleton , and other friends of the school to raise funds
. . 94
to reconstruction
The young men who came to the school were neither
from sons of crude pioneers nor the sons of wealthy planters
and merchants .

A majority came from areas of Campbell and

Disciple inf luence, without a desire to enter the ministry
QS

or the professions.uniform style .

Students were required to wear a

This was described as :

. dark gray or black cloth not costing above six
dollars a yard; the coat single-breasted, the co llar
bound with briid and with a star in silk worked at
each end . 96
The amount of daily class time was four to five
hours be ginning at six o'clock in the morning .

Classes in

Sacred History and Ancient Languges were taught one a nd
97
a half hours . Other cla sse s lasted for one hour.
No
absences were permitted from cla sse s.

Absence was considered

by the faculty to be a defiance of colle ge au thority

94 Woolery , op. cit., pp. 88-90 .
95Tb
"d .
i
l

'

p. 68 .

96Il
.d
. [) J. •

'

p . 71.

97rb·l CL.
'

,

p . 69.

Church

90
attendance was not compulsory althougl1 it was de s cribed as
a student's "duty ." 98
Oscar

~!atthews

had several societies available in

which to mature in his actions towards other individuals.
The Neotropl1ian and the American Literary Institute were both
identified as literary societies.

The Adelphian Society was

chartered by the State Legislature in 1852.

It was dintin-

guished from literary societies by having a moral and religious purpose .

This was to promote and carry out the aims of

the Department of Bible Literature.

Young men preparing for

the ministry were encouraged to participate .
Society was formed in 18 57 .

The Philodikian

Its object as a law society lvas

to study and practice applications of the principles of legal
science in accordance with the rules of American judicature .
The society conducted a moot court . 99
James Garfield after his 1853 visit to Bethany wrote
that the nway of life was somewhat superficial but romantic."lOO
Ihere are three society rooms done off like the parlors of our hotel as to manificence and furnished in
a ver y ele~ant and imposing manner . . . The S6uth do
the adorning physically, '.vh ile the North fill the
casket with intellectual jewels . lOl

98 rb·d
.

l

. '

p . 70 .

99 Bethany College, Catalogue of the Officers and
Students of Bethany Colle ge for lH 57- Df56(1Jethany: n. p., 18 57 ) .
·- -
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Woodrow W. Wasson , James Abram Garfield: His Religion and EJuc ati on (Nashville: Tennessee Book Co., 1952), p . 26.
101I-b"d
.
l
.
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According to Wasson, Garfield's description of the students
and facilities was overdrawn and biased for on second thought
h e wrote, "Y et t 11ere \vas some f-.
-lne ta 1 ent t 11ere." 10 2

Bethany was remote from direct involvement with any
large town and secluded from pl a ces of immoral dissiptation in
cities.

However, it was not isolated from national affairs

and problems.

In 1856 there was a student disturbance over

the slavery question.

The official position of the college

regarding the Civil War was with the Union.
Southern men left the school.

Ten young

The faculty a cted promptly

ancl firmly to prevent further clisi:urbance from erupti ng. 103
Although Alexander Campbell rarely wrote on the subject , he
remained firm in his commitment to pacifism. 104

Most

Disciples, like most Americans, were unwilling to accept the
uncompromising conditions of militant abolitionism .

There

were two major motives behind Disciple neutrality, a doctrine
of pacifism and opposition to the Civil War.

However, both

Northern and Southern Disciples enlisted in their respective
.
105
arnnes.

This was the setting 1n which Osc ar Matthews rec eived

102 Ibid . .
103

Power, op. cit., p. 151.

104

navid E. Harrell, Jr., Quest for a Chri s tian
America : The Disciples of Christ and American SocTetyt-o 1866
(Nashville: The Disciple·sor Christ Historical Society, 1966),
p. 149 .
lOS.,.,
"d
.1 0 1 .

'

pp . 13 1. . , . 152-·
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his college education.

Concluding the school year was

commencement week at 'vhich time different activities were
held each day, i . e . baccalaureate, Trustees meeting, alumni
reunion , and senior class day .
of commencement.

July 4 was the annual date

The societies vied with each other in the

variety and excellence of their performances. 106

Garfield

had remarked in 1853 that there was a vein of flattery running through almost every commencemen t speech . 107 In 1859 ,
thirty-two men received Bachelor of Arts degrees .

Among those

graduating with Oscar Matthews were H. B. McKeever, Robert
Moffett, Benjamin H. Smith, and Hiram Warriner .

There

we re addresses given in Greek, Latin, Hebrew , Spanish, and
English.

Professors Robert Milligan and Robert Richardson,

t
f_acu 1 ty. 108
M. D. retire d f·rom t.te

After graduation, Oscar Matthews left West Virginia
· . 109
fo ·r Ca l"f
1 orn1a

His religious philosophy had been nur-

tured by Alexander Campbell and the Disciples of Chris t .
Re1i g ious

Philoso~hy

and Ministry

The scene of the greatest Disciple of Christ
experiences and achievem8nts has been the dominantly rural

106 Power , op . cit .

>

p . 187 .

l07s nn. t h . op . cit. ' p . 63.
1Q8D~ow e r , loc . cit .

l09nca s k"111 , 1 oc .

Cl•t •
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population and middle-class intellectual and social outlook
of the Middle West. 110

Oscar Matthews had gone to Bethany

. .
111
Co 11. ege to lJecome a m1n1ster.

His former home at Red Rock,

Iowa had been devastated by floods . 112
had moved to California. 113

Many of his rel a tives

Within this setting Matthews

chose to embark upon his career in the West instead of the
Middle West.
In April 1860 Oscar Matthews was a member of the New
World Mining and Exploration Company.

It traveled south of

Visalia through the Walker Pass to the Owens River and a
place a few miles southeast of Independence, California.
114
.
S an F ranc1sco.
.
company h.act. 1oeen .f orme d 1n

The

I t h as not b een

ascertained that Matthews preached in either Owens Valley or
Visalia.

Dr. Reuben Matthews and his wife were charter mern-

bers of the Visalia Disciple of Christ Church formed in
1857.

115

In June 1860 Oscar Matthews was in Woodland ,

110

william C. Bower and Roy G. Ross, The Di s ciples
Education (St.. Louis: Christian Board of Publicat:Lo11;--1936) ,

p.-19.--

1
~ L -n lanchard,

1 l

op. cit., p. 135.

112I) onn8 11 , op. cit., pp. 171- 75.

ll3R eyno
.
..:1
lac. cit.
.1us,
114 willie A. Cha lfant, The Story of Inyo (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1922), p. 137 .
115

Letter from Annie Mitch e ll, Secretary, Tulare
Coun t y Hjstorical Society, February 8, 1976.
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. 116
Ca l 1"f-ornla.

1-le did serve th e Disciples of Christ Church

of Woodland as a preacher in 1860-1861 period. 117
Further evidence of preaching by Matthews has not
been found other than a comment in an unpublished manuscript.
Judge Rathmell, History of Ouray County, Colorado, discussed
the life of George Wright, a prominent late-nineteenth century miner.

Wright called Oscar Matt hews, his father-in-law,

a preacher.

George Wright also made reference to Matthews '

practice of individual morality.
story about gambling.

This was through telling a

He said, "My father-in-law would not

have approved of the bet
118
lovJed . "

and the drinking party that fol -

There were other ev idences of Matthews being directly
or indirectly i nv olved in the ministry of the Disciples of
Christ in Colorado and Ut ah .

The marriages of his daughter

and son at Leadville, Colorado, give evidence of indirect
involvement.

Leonora Matthews married George Wright in 1879
at the family residence 119 by the Rever end Thomas A. Uzsell

116 Haworth A. Clover, Hesperian ColJ.cge 1861-1396
(Burlingame , Calif. : The He speria Press, 197~ p . 5.
117 Elias B. Ware, History of the Disciples of Christ
in-~a 1 i for n i a (He a 1 d s burg : F . W~ Cooke , l 9 :r6j , p . 2 61 .
118 willi am Rathmell, "History of Ou r ay County,
Coloraclo " (Ouray: _Pub1ic Library, ca . 1940) (Mimeogr aphed
Manuscript) .
119

this

o~ray [Colorado] }'ime~, 1\pril 5 , 1879. Hereafter

newsp ~ per

is cited as

or.
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of the Methodist Church 120 the only Protestant congregation
with an ordained minister. 121

When Horace ~Ia tthews married

Beulah Taylor almost a year later in 1880 the service was con cluctecl by U. M. Browder.

1 22

Elder Browder had been a Disci-

ple evangelist in Ohio during 1878-1879. 123

The Leadville

Congregation call ed themselves the Christian Church and met
in the Court Rooms u sed by the Justices of the Peace. 124
Justice Oscar Matthews was one of the Justices. 125

The church

was to be built as a business block with rental of the clownsta irs business portion to pay the expense of maintaining the
church .

Later the Democrat noted the progress, size, and re-

spectability of the congregation.

The church had met the test

of acceptability and no furter mention of it was made. 126
Another involvement with the Disciples of Christ and
an example of concern for others was in Aspen, Colorado.

120 2 Marriage Record 1 879-1881 ( Lake County, Colorado, 1880), p. 4.
121 Eugene F.

Irey, "A Social History of Leadville,
Colorado, During the Boom Days , 1877-1881'' (unpublished PhD
dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1951), p. 188.
122

M~~!jage R~cord , op. cit., p.

71.

123
Christi~n

Henry K. Shaw, Buckeye Disciples (St. Louis:
Board of Publications , 1952), p. 273.

124 26 Criminal Dockets (Lake County, Colorado, 1880)

pp. 284, 286 .
125Tb"d
l
.
.c.

126

r

.rey~

"t
op. c1..,
p. 202 .
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Oscar Matthews had been a resid ent and merchant

127

for about

a year wh e n the notices appeared for interested persons to
attend church organizational rneetings . 1 28

A protracted meet-

ing was held by Elder J. T. Sharrard.

Church membership arew
"'
They were looking for a

from forty-five to sixty-five.

church site on which to build a two thousand fiv e hundred
dollar structure .

129

Oscar and Horace Matthews together with

the Trustees acquired the lot s 130 at the corner of Mai n and
As pen Streets.

131

The building was completed and in use by

February 1886.

A concern for other citizens of Aspen wa s further
emphasized with the formation of the Christornathi a n Literary
Society in the fall of 1889.

In addition to the usual lit-

erary society functions they al s o formed an Ant i -Tobacco
Battalion .

Oscar Matthews gave an address at a fund raising

event for the group in January 1890.
en t ertainm ents also on the program .

There were twelve
The weather was frigid,

the church crowded, and the audience pleased with the perf ormance . 132

In this month Matthews conveyed his property

- -·- -------·- 127

Aspen [Colorado] Daily Times, March 4, 1885.
Hereafter this n ews paper is cit e d as ADT .
lZBADT, July 11, 1885.
129

ADT, August 13 , 1885 .

130

115 Deeds (Pitkin County, Colorado, 1890 ).

131 ADT, Au gust 23, 1885 .
.I '1' '1
- J~ J~D·r ,

"

J a nuary ./a

' 1890.

--------
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in Aspen to a Trustee of the Church 133 and left Aspen to join
his son Horace in Salt Lake City, Utah. 134 In 1890 the
Disciples of Christ were the sixth Protestant or ganization
to become established in the territory of Utah.

Thirteen
people met in response to a notice in the newspaper. 135
Oscar Matthews was among tltose present and continued to be
listed as a charter member of the Central Christian Church,
Salt Lake City, until hi s death in 1903. 136
Oscar Letson Matthews was raised in a Disciple of
Christ family.

His formal education was obtained in two

Protestant private schools.

His preparation may have been

for a vocation of preaching and religi ous leadership.

How-

ever, Matthews' first major endeavor aft e r hjs gradua tion
from Bethany College, West Virginia, was not in a religious
ministry but rather in the field of higher education in
Wood land, California.
TEACHING PROFESS ION
The events l eading to Matthews' departure for

13 :5115 Deeds (Pitkin County, Colorado, 1890)
134 ADT, January 30 , 1890.
135 Leslie L. Zook , "A Hi s tory of Centra l Christian
Church.'' (Salt Lake City: Disciples of Christ Church, 1969).
(Mimeographed).
136 central Christian Church, Register for 1890-1901,
Central Church Archives (manuscript copy) .
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California have not been recorded.

There are many guidebo oks

in circulation t hat stimulated anJ shaped wesh,rard migration
when the Matthews family left Red Rock, Iowa f or California.137

John Udell, an evangelist from Geauga County, Ohio,

was traveling through the area of Bethany, West Virginia and
Chester, Ohio during the period 1848 -1856.

On these tours

this Disciple of Christ was preaching and distributing l1is
book about travel to California. 138 Oscar Matthews left the
east, traveled by way of the Isthmus of Panama, arriving in
.
f o 11_owe d t h e pattern o f
.
.
F· e b ruary . 13 9 TJ11s
S an F ranc1sco
1n
Ud e ll's travel book .
The events of the first months which followed
;'lfattheh'S' arrival have not been recorded other than his
. . .
~h
. .
14 0
JOining
~
e rn1n1ng company .
At the Union Church, Woodland, California on June 20, 1860, Oscar Matthews presented
a plan for a formation of a school .
!:!_esp~rian

College

In the spring of 1860, the citizens Df Yolo County ,

------------------13 7 Ray h..
·' B l..L
· 1 1 Ington,
·
"B 00 k s t lla·c· 1A,ron t h e 1''ves ~L.' "
T~~~-~_meI i c a~~ s t , IV ( J\ u gust 1 9 6 7 ) , p p . 2 5 - 31 .
J

138

John Udell, Incidents of Travel to California ,
Across the Great Plains Together wit h the Return Tr ips
Thro ug h Centr~:d America ana Jama ica; to Which are ACTaed
Sketches o f th e Aut hor 's Life (Jefferson, Ohi o: Sentinel
Office, 18S75J pp . 214-37.
139]~

T

•

La s .K .Ln,

loc. cit .

140 ..vha.
. Jf·.an t, ..] OC . Cl•t .
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California, were discussing the need for a "high grade "
school .

Oscar MattheHs was the "movin g spirit in the enter - .

.
II
j
1
· · d t1
1 e J une meet1ng.
·
141
pr1se,
w1en
t1ey
JOlne
·

After some

op ening remarks concerning the age nd a and the need for a
school, Matthews presented an ar ticle of agreement for the
erection of a building.

Oscar Matthews was id entified with

the title of Professor, 142 and the sixty-two signers of the
agreement were known as stockholders.

143

Honesty was shown

in the manner that this initial agreeme nt was written for the
school.
The agreement detailed the arrangements for construetion and use of the building .

There was to be a building

committee from the stockholders .

They would collect pl edge d

scholarship money in three in sta llments as th e building
.

progresse d to camp 1 et1on.

144

One hundred dollar scholarships

weYe purchased entitling one student five years education.
After five year s the bu ilding and all property of the institution was to belong to Matthews .

14 5 .

141 George H. DePue, The Illustrated Atlas and History

of Yolo County, Cal i fornia

(~ an

Franc i sco : DePue and Co .,

t879)' p. 70.

14 21-1e s p e r 1. an co 11 e g e . J our n 1 . [ s 1. c . Jo~1 1- n u t e s o f ·t.11 e
Board], Cha. 1)man Co l lege Library----cmanuscript copy).
143 Ibid., pp. 6-8 .
l44Tb
"d .
J.
l

'

p. 3.

14Slb.-d
1. •

'

pp. 4-5.
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The scholarship arrangem ent was similar to a plan in
use at Bethany College.

As early at 1846 the Bethany faculty

had proposed a plan of s elling scholarships in advance to
build endowments .
tuition.

These were one h a lf the price of annual

In 1848 the price was raised to one hundred dollars

which was slightly less than the prevailing rate of tuition . 146
Matthews was to have c ontrol of the building rent
free with the privilege of leasing unused rooms to students
or teachers.

Proceeds from such leasing were to pay for

repairs and insurance on the structure .

ProvisioH was made

for purchase of fire insurance on the building .

On condition

that the building cost five thousand dollars or more , Matthews agreed to teach a good co educ a tional high school com prising all the sciences usually taught .
In drafting the agreement his conc ern for ethics was
shown by the inclusion of provisions to ma intain the school
in the event of his death.

A charge of infidelity to duty

could be preferr e d against him by t wo-thirds vote of the stockholders .

Should he decide to sell the building the stock147
holders would have the fiist option to purchase it.
Five acres of l and were g iven to the meeting from
T . M. Harris as a site for the institution.
through Professor Matthews .

This was done

The wording of the minutes

146 woolery, op . cit. , p. 43 .
147 .
M1nutcs, op. c: it . ' pp . 4-6.
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implies that Harris was not present in person.

148

Professor

Matthe,vs was also to r ece ive five ac res of land fo r a residence from Harris. 149
The school was given the name Yolo Seminary by
Matthews.

He secured designs from a Sacramento architect as

requested by the stockholders .

At a meeting in January 1861

the stockholders requested Matthews to submit terms and conditions for transfer of his rights in the building and
grounds to them .

The change was desired for various reasons,

two of which were named.

First, the edifice was going to cost

seve ral thousand dollars more than originally st a ted.
Second, circumstances existed in January that had not been
present in Jun e whicl1 necessitated a school of higher grade. 150
The terms for transfer were agreed upon .

Matthews

recei ved seven hundred dollars for his services and expenses .
A five man Board of Trust ees was elected .
as principa l and Miss Duncan to assist him .

They hired Ma tthews
The nam e was

changed to Hesperian College and a collegiate charter was to
• 1 ature . 151
oe prepareci f or suom1ss1on to t h e state 1 eg1s

1

L

•

•

The first four month term began March 4, 1861 .

The

trustees felt it important to commence instruction on the

148

Ibid., p. 8 .

1 4911) ~e
D dr . s 1...ry o 1 o Coun t y, Ca 1 l.LOrnla,
· r·
1861)
.
.
15OM.
11 nu t es, op. cit. ' pp . 10 - 12 .

l SlT .
1b1d . , p. 14-ZO.
r

102
day President Lincoln was inaugurated.

152

At the June 1861

meeting of the Trustees, J. M. Pendegast reported the carpenter contract on the building was nearly completed.
Pendegast also exhibited the money receipts a nd expense
vouchers.

Matthews was also on this committee.

No dissat-

isfaction with his services were recorded, neither does the
record indicate that he took an active part in the meeting
.
153
as he had done prev i ously.
Then at the next recorded
meeting, November 30, 1861, it was stated:
A change in the Principal of the School was determined

upon and that an immediate effort be made for another
and that th e pr e sent Teacher be so informed. [sic.]l54
A resolution January 7, 1862 stated that the change was
nece ssary, "in consequence of a failure to govern the school
to meet the approbation of the patrons ." 155
The dismissal of Matthews was evidence of his practice of individual morality in education.

The January 1861

desire of the stockholders to change the terms of the original agreement provided the first implication of Matthews '
dismissal.

They stated the change was desired for "various

reasons , 11 and named two.

In J une, John. N. Pendegast made the

reports to the stockholders and d emonstrated a l eader ship

152 Clover, op. cit., p. 16.
153 Minutes,
.
op. cit:, pp. 26-28.
154 I b'd
::. . , p. 29.
1ss 1 ;.,.d
•JI .

~

p. 30 .
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role which he continued as President of the Board for seven teen ye ars . 156 Pendegast was an evangelistic preacher from
Kentucky , a l awyer , and had taught school in Yolo County. 157
Tl1ere were other me n with sym pathy f or the South on the Board
.
. t h e D.lSCip
. J_e congre ga tion
an d In
. 158

The Commonwe alth of Virginia seced e d f rom the Union
April 17, 1861.

West Vir g inia adopted a state government

November 27, 1861 .

While at Bethany College , Oscar Matthews
identified his horne as Virginia . 159 In letters to his fr iend

Jam es Ga rfield, Matthews later wrote :
Naught else but th e spirit of secession robbed me of
property in a Coll egia te Institute, now wort h a quarter
of a million dollars.l60
Matthews retained the five acres of l and given the school by
.
161
Harri s for Matt hews ' r es 1dence.

His interest in teaching was not re sume d until 1873.
At this time Oscar Matthews was a r esi dent of El Paso County,
Color ad o .

In thi s territ ory at the age of f orty-six, he

156
. DeP ue, op . cit . , p. 71.
l 57

.
Clove r, op . cit . , pp . 11-12 .

158 Tom Gregory, ~istory of Yolo Co unty, California
(Lo s Ange les: Historic Re cord Co . , 1 913 ), pp. 594, 63 0, et
passim .
J. 5 9 ('~atalogue,
r

op. Cit., 18 5 9 .
•

160 Papers of J ames Abram Garfie ld (MS S in Libr ary of
Con gress ), l et t er of Oscar Matthews, March 18, 1877. Her ea fte r this co ll e ction is cited as PJAG.
161 n Deeds (Yolo County , California, 1861).

104
became active in public education .
Public Schools
The stone work base was completed and the brickwork
commenced on a new school building in Colorado City, a town
162 h
.
two m1'1 es --f rom co 1 ora d o spr1ngs,
lv en Matt 11ews qualified
for his first El Paso County Teachers Certificate.

This town

was halfway between the hot springs at Manitou and the rail
terminous at Colorado Springs.

His September 1873 test score

was eighty.

The County Superintendent granted him a valid
163
license for three months.
The eleven October c andidates
164
•
•
• was too d 1"fC'
1 '1 not camp 1 ete t h e exam1nat1on
c1c
as 1t
~1cu 1 t.
The December examination included Orthography, Grammar,
Reading, Arithmetic , History and Geography. 165 The announcement of the examination listed grading standards as:
Score 50

Third Gr ade Certificate

valid 3 months

Score 75

with 1 year experience
Second Grade Certificate valid 6 months

Score 90

with first class school experience
First Grade Certificate valid 12 months 166

Matthews received a score of seventy-five and was granted

1873.

162 colorado Springs [Colorado] Gazette, September 6,
Hereafter this newspaper is cited as CSG.
163

~plicants Records, County Superintendent of
Schools, Colorado Springs , Colorado .
·-.coG,, September
16 4 t.~u
4 ' 1873.
165CSG , Vecember 2 7' 18 73.
166 ~~
~. ~G ,

Dec ember 20, 1873.
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a Second Gntcle Certificate issu ed for six months . 167

In the

new s paper the County Superintendent, a Methodist Episcopal
minister , reported , "of the fifteen certificates issued, eleven were third-rate and four were second-rate . " 168

In re -

sponse to the public impression of a third-class educational
system in Colorado Springs, a letter to the Editor appeared
in the next issue.

The writer asked why the teachers were

receiving such low grade certificates when they had previously held positions in the best school of the United States .
Were they graded according to the low salary offered, the
writer continued, or was the model teacher so near perfection
that it was unattainable?

The letter closed with a request

that a comp etent person visit the schools reporting his ob.
c
.
seTvat1ons
:cor
pu bl.1cat:Lon.

-t was s1gned.
.
. E~ nqLnrer
.
169
.

1

At the Court House in Colorado City a public grading
ceremony was held November 3, 1873 .

The program began at nine

o'clock Monday morning with a prayer by the County Superintendent followed by a series of addresses from Oscar Matthews,
Superintendent Millington, Judge Iiorton, and Mr . Myers (School
Director).

The students were divided by grading; the forty

pupils with Mrs. Ernis leading marched to the room below .
Matthews' address on Education was to be published by request
of the audience.

This ended the grading of the first public

16 7
Ap p 1 i cant s Re c _or~ d ~- , 1 o c . c i t .
168 csG, Janu ary 10, 1874.
169 csG, January 17, 1874 .
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'
school in El Paso County
. 170

In 1873-74, the County Superint endent reported twentyone districts with 1,316 students were taught by twenty-seven
teachers.

The average daily attendance was two hundred

seventy-nine for the two hundred forty teaching days .

Monthly

teachers' salaries ranged from twenty-five to one hundred
dollars .
largest .

Ma tthews taught in District No. 1 which was second
Colorado Springs was the largest . 171
Matthews took an active part in the formative period

of the teachers ' association.

A preliminary meeting was held

December 26, 1873 in Wanless Hall, Colorado Springs,

It began

at ten o'clock in the morning and continued into the evening .
The morning was devoted to organization of the group.

Oscar

Matthews spoke on Education in the afternoon session.

Other

speakers read essays on various aspects of pedagogy .

Prior

to committee assignments and adjournment was a lively discus sion between Mr. Matthews and Mr. McClure as to the best
. teac h.1ng. 172
Grammar to use 1n
The program had listed the subject , "Resolved, That
Clarke's [sic] Grammar is the best textbook on the subject
.
.
.
,,173 This widely used book was
1n
use 1n
t h e terr1ty.
partly inductive and used both analytic and synthetic

170

c~c
.... , Novem b er 8 , 1873 .

171 csc, December 18 , 1874 .
172ccr::lJ ' January 3, 1874 .
...J

17 3cC'r·
o u, Decemb er 27, 1873.
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approaches to grammar. 17 4

In oth -er texts, sentence dingram-

ming techniques in u se were hori zontal, vertical, and bracket
systems.

S. W. Clark used a confusing form in which every

word was completely encircled .

Compilers of texts could only

agree that diagramming was requisite.

The term "mapping"
came into wide use as app lied to sentence study . 175
The next meeting was held Friday, March 27, 1874.

The

first session again was devoted to elections , constitution
adoption, and the form a lity of initiating the El Paso County_
Teachers' Institute .

There were essays read on a variety of

topics of genera l educational interest.

Some of these were

repeated from the earlier program and may have been postponed
until this date.

Oscar Matthews spoke on How to Secure a Uni.
176 The r epo rt tif the
formity ?f Textbooks in the Terr1tory.
. . 177
textbook committee was deferred until the next meet1ng
The next semi-annual institute was held on Decem-

ber 28, 29, and 30, 1874.

Professor Horace M. Hale, Terri-

torial Superintendent of Schools gave the opening lecture on
Monday evening. 178 This lecture discussed the nature of free,

174 John A. Nietz, Old Textbooks (Pittsburgh : Univer sity of Pi ttsburgh Press, 1961), p . 128 .
175 charles Carpenter, Histo r y of American Schoolbooks
(Phil a del phia: University of Pennsyl vania Press , 1963), p. 103 .
176CSG, Ma rch 27, 1874.
177CSG

'

April 4 ' 1874.

178CSG, December 12 ~ 18 74.
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liberal, and comprehensive schools.

Hale spoke of the need

for qualified teachers and salaries sucl1 that they would
devote their whole time to the business of education.

The

Tuesday session was devoted to lessons presented by various
teachers on new techniques for various school subjects, i.e.
Penmanship, Least Common Multiple.

Mr. Hale joined nearly

every presentation with remarks or discussion.

One of the

interesting speakers was Mr . W. E . Jordan from Montreal,
Canada .

Many persons from Montreal were in Colorado Springs

for the winter in search of improved health, as indicated by
the "personals" column of the Gazette .

On Wednesday morn-

179
.
0 scar :vaL.
'1 -'-th e1-vs gave a lesson 1· n me11tal ar1"thmet1·c .
:tng

Each of the institutes attended by Matthews had a
presentation on Moral Culture.

The reported accounts do not

indicate other evidence of his practice of individual morality in education .

Matthews had taken the certificate

renewal examination June 22, 1874 receiving another Second
"
.
180
Cl ass Cert1"f·1ca-ce.

There was no further indication of his

having taught in El Paso County in 1875.
New mining activity was taking place in the San Juan
Mountains located in southwestern Colorado.

Prospectors,

entrepreneurs, and their families in 1875 were moving to Lake

179 csG, January 2, 1875.
lB OA PP 1- 1can
.
t s J'l~ecor d , 1 oc . c 1. t .
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City on the Lake Fork River, south of Gunnison. 181

An un-

signed article appeared in Silver World indicating that a
private school whic h had opened for a few weeks in December
1875 was closed due to lack of attendance .

The Lake City

residents were advised that there was some public schoo l
money owed the county for support of a properly organized
school district.

A school district would reduce the rate

bills to such an amount that all could afford to send their
children.

The County Superintendent of Schools was request-

ed to attend to the matter.

182

The private school teacher,

writerof the article, had knowledge of public school operation.

He

showed concern for education of children.

A

public

school was opened in January 1876 wit h W. A. McGinnis
teacher. 183

Matthews was in the San Juan Mountains in 1876

without his family .

He returned to Colorado Springs to move

} 1st
.
h"1rty miles by trail over Engi }
t1em
to 0 uray 184 wh"1c1

neer Mountain from Lake City. 185

181 Ge orge M. Darley, Pioneering in the San Juan
(Chicago: Fleming H. Revell, Co., 1899), pp. 14-16.
182 silver World [Lake City, Colorado], December 25,
1875.
183

~il_ver Wo~ld, March 11 , 1876.

184

g~:.!_r ay [Colorado] Times, September 8 , 1877.

185D a r l ey , loc. cit.
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Oscar Matthews

t~ught

the first r ecorded public

school in District No. 1. Ouray County for 120 days in 187778, at a salary of sev enty-five dollars per month.

Miss

Libbie (Elizabeth) King taught the remaining 20 days of the
140 clay term.

There were fifty-one students enrolled with
.

]86

42 as an average da1ly attendance.-

His daughter, Leonora,

was hired to teach according to the Ouray Times. 187

Pro-

fessor Matthews taught on the first floor of Benton Hall,
built the spring of 1877. 188
The Ouray Times gave the program and an account of
the first public school exhibition Friday evening, February 8,
1878, which was held in the Presbyterian Church.

There were

vocal and instrumental music selections taught by Leonora
~latthews.

Declamations a nd dialo gues were both serious and

humorous in content.
r00 d

Several of the serious ones related to

. 1'1e d mora 1·~
or 1mp
lLy. 189
Oscar Matthews gave an address entitled Education ,

Sunday evening, March 23, 1878 at the Presbyterian Church. 190

186 Le·t·ters from G)eor ge E .

'r arren, ATCnl
' · v1s
· t, C
. o 1 orado State Archives and Public Records, September 4, 1974
and November 24, 1975.
1
11

187 oT, November 3, 1877; and OT, December 1, 1877.
183 Letter from Ruth Rathm e ll, Ouray County Historical Society, November 15, 1975.

189

oT, February 9 , 1878.

1 90

or ,

March 16, 1878.
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- - - The Times editor remarked as follows:
The address covered a wide field of thought from
simple definition of the word to the grand culmination of human efforts in producing a perfectly
educated being with a triple nature -- physical,
intellectual, and moral fully developed gloriously
fitted to discharge duties of earth and to enter
upon a career of progression in a greater world.l91
He went on to say that Matthews had given the subject lifelong attention as noted by his pointed allusions to current
events.

The address was original and proved worthy of the
. b y t h e au d"1ence . 192
.
c 1 ose a tt en t 10n
pa1"d to 1t
Another evidence of Matthews' practice of individual
morality in education was indicated in recognition by the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction .
Shattuck, State

Superint~ndent,

Ouray Times in April 1878.

Joseph C.

wrote to the Editor of the

He congratulated the San Juan

country for its advances in education which changed the
. .
.
193
m1n1ng camp 1nto a town.
Further examples of Matthews' practice of individual
morality were not found in the teaching profession .
1877-78 term may have concluded his teaching career.

The
His

ethical practices were found in other vocational pursuits.

191 oT, March 23, 1878 .

1921,01"d .
193 oT, May 4, 1878.
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OTHER OCCUPATIONS
Oscar Matthews described his education as being
general and !tis experience quite extended when he wrote to
Congressman Garfield in 1877 seeking help in securing a gove rnment position .

1 94

In his yo uth he had learn ed farming , mill-

ing, animal husbandry, and merchandising in Iowa from his
family.

The educational exper iences

at Bethany College may

have prepared him in several different vocations, i.e.
theology, education, chemis try , and law.
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry
Oscar Matthew s' efforts in animal husbandry were
profitable.

Upo n arriva l to Color ado in 1871, he estab -

lished a stable ad jacent to Denver.
on the Denver-Golden City Road.

This stable was located

The large lot backed to

Howard Street and was across the Platte River west of the
city. 195

At this location beyond the Larimer Street Bridge ,

in 1873 he advertised 1 4 5 healthy horses for sale during an
.
.
d"lSease. 196
ep1"d em1c
o·f ep1zooty

The property value a t this

location increased four times the original purchase value

194 Papers of James Abram Garfiel d ( MSS in Library o f
Congress), letter of Oscar Matthews, Marc h 18, 1877. Here-

after this collection is cited as PJAG.
195 45 Deeds (Denver County, Color ado, 1872); and
Thayer, ~ap of Denver (Denver: Thayer and Stubbs, 1872) .
196

1873.

~ocky Mountain News [Denver , Colorado], Januar y 12,
Herc a.f t c r this n ews-p aper is cited as RMN .
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when it was sold in November 1873.

197

The financial panic

of 1873 in the Eas t had serious repercussions in Colorado.
Eastern capital was withdrawn and economic growt h stopped in
the s tat e.

In the next two years a natural disaster in the

form of swarms of grasshoppers att a cked the agricultural
interests of the state. 198
Matthews was handling horses again in El Paso County.
He bought ninety acres of land in July 1873. 199
was recorded the following year. 200
tional acres in 1875. 201

His brand

He purchased 160 addi-

Evidences of his ethical practices

. tl1e repaymen t orr lo ans 202 and a roa d pe ~t..lt..lon.
·~·
were 1n

Th e

County Commissions were petitioned by Matthews in behalf of
his neighbors for the location of a road from Colorado City
to their prop e rty in Bear Creek Canyon.

203

The road wa s

ordered with the provision that the petitioners pay one hundred dollars a s damages to the two parties upon whose land

197 49 Deeds (D env e r County, Colorado, 1873).
198 caroline Bancroft, Colorful Colorado Its Dynamic
Histcnr (Boulder: Johnson Publi shing Co., 1959). pp. 73-76 .
199 D Deeds (El Paso County, Colorado, 1874).

200 A Brand Recor~ (El Paso County, Colorado, 1874).
201 35 U. S. Land Patent (El Paso County, Colorado,
1875).

2 0 2 p De e d s , 18 7 3 ; H Deeds_ , l 8 7 4 ; J
County, 1875).
203 csG, July 11, 1874.

pe e d s ,

( E1 Pas o
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t h e roa d wou ld trespass. 204
Oscar Matthews was not active in animal husbandry
again until his move to Aspen, located on the Roaring Fork
River wes t of the Continental Divide.

He had lived succes-

sively in Colorado Springs, Ouray, Leadville, and then Aspen.
The publication of Aspen Over the Range, an address given
near Leadville by Professor B. Clark Wheeler, mining geologist and explorer of western Colorado, may have initiated
thi s last move.

Leadville was located on the eastern slope

of the Continental Divide, twenty-eight miles east by northeast of Aspen.

Wheeler said that Aspen needed men to build

sawmills, stamp mills, smelters; to plant crops; and to
develop business.

There were still opportunities for pros-

pectors but the situation required other people for settlement. 205 Travel into Aspen from Leadville, Denver, Colorado
Springs, and Pueblo was through two difficult pass routes,
Independence Pass and the Cottonwood-Taylor Passes.
.
1 s. 206
were passa b le but not gooa1 f or man or an1ma

The roads
The dis-

tance from Leadville over Independence Pass was sixty-four
miles.

Twenty of these were through swamps , over rocky

grounds, and across narrow toll bridges.

Pack trains con-

sisting o f fifty "jacks" were used to haul ore from Aspen to

204 csc, September 10, 1874.

205 n.,~ 1~·!·N, Fe b ruary 18 , 1°81
o .
206 rhc Denver [Colorado] Republican, Janua ry 1, 1882.
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the Leadville smelters and merchandise back to Aspen.

207

Matthews, on November 15, 1834, purchased property
208
and moved his home to Aspen .
In March 1885, advertisements began to appear in the Aspen Daily Times.

These told

of hay, grain, flour, Norway black and white oats, as well as
produce for sale at 0. L. Matthews and Son . 209 The 1886 New
Year's Edition described their feed and stable business as a
stand-by for all freighters.

The new building and grounds

located on East Cooper Avenue were on the road to Independence
Pass and allowed Matthews to supply a major ity of the freight
.
.
210
teams mov1ng 1nto town.
A tragedy occurred to Oscar Matthews at the stable
about December of 1886.

While hammering a nail, it flew and

stru c k him in the left eye.

Several weeks later Dr. Burdick

and Dr. Rose performed the difficult operation of removing
211
the damaged eye .
In 1888 after the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad had

reached Aspen, 212 Matthews advertised a carload of fresh

207 Robert F. Bartlett , "The Early History of Aspen"
(unpublished tvlA thesis, University of Denver, 1951), pp. 27-73 .
208 14 Deed.~ (Pitkin County, Colorado, 1884).
209 ADT, March 6, 1885; July 4, 1885.
210 ADT, January 1, 1886.
211 ADT, December 29, 1886.
212

Bartlett , op. cit., p. 79.
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milch cows for sale . 213

At another time seven milch cows

with calves were used to secure a promissory note for over
five hundred dollars.
became due. 214

The note was discharged 'vhen it

The repayment of loans was the only noted practice
of individual ethics by Matthews in his ownership of stables .
Evidences of this practice were found in his other business
activities.
Business -- Real Estate and Mining
The first practice of morality involving real estate
transactions was the recording of a legal deed giving title
of the Woodland property belonging to Hesperian College to
that institution.
1ng
0

1

This was followed with another deed record or~ ho1s fo1ve acres o f ~~an d 111 1861 . 215 From that
0

°
0\~1ers11p

0

time until 1873 various size lots were sold earning $25,670
for Matthews .

These deeds were recorded while Matthews was

living at El Dorado, Tulare , and Inyo counties in California;
and Denver, Colorado. Together they do not total five
acres. 216 The remainder of the property was acquired by condemnation and delinqt1ent tax sales for public use in streets

213 ADT , October 11 and 16, 1888.
214 37 D~~ds (Pitkin County, Colorado , 1888) .

1861).

215

n Deeds (Yolo County, California> 1861).

216

D, E, F, and 0 Deeds (Yolo County, California,
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.
. . 217
ancl pr1vate
owner s 111p

The n ex t real estate transactions involve property a t
Independence , California.
in 1 869 and 1870 .
Cree k .

Here Oscar Matthews sold three lots

The property was adjacent to Little Pine

In the deeds he reserved the right to clam the creek,

for earlier he had deeded another man ri ghts to have four
inches of water under three inches of pressure .

In consid-

eration of one dollar the man was to have wa ter for his personal use and irrigation.

In August 1871 when th e fa mily

departed for Colorado, Matthews sold the remaining six acres
t1at
th. ey owne d . 218
1
Two years before Osc a r Matthews moved to El Paso
County, Colo ra do, the Denv e r an d Rio Grande Railro ad had
extended its line so uthward seventy-f ive mi l es from Denver.
At this t erminus of the rail line in 1871, th e town of Color ad o Springs was est abl ished .

Railroad connections between

the Rocky Mountains and the easter n st a tes were at Denver
and Pueblo, Colorado . 219

Matthews ' only real estate trans-

ac tions were home and pasture own ers hip in the vicinity of
220
.,
Co 1 ora d o Cl ey .

217 Ni les Fi s he r , County Recorder, personal interview,
Woodland, California, March 12, 1957 .
218B

'

C D Deeds (Inyo County, Ca liforni a , 1869-1 8 71).
'

219

Frank Foss et t, Co lo r a do Its' Gold and Silver Mine s
farms and Stock Ran ge s andiTf~·i l th :ind Pleasure Resor ts
Tl\i"ew Yo rk: Arno Press, 197 3 ) (Reprint: 1 879) .
220 11h.ecorc.s
I
,

El Paso County, l oc . cit.
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During th e period of 1877 through 1889, Matthews
was involved in numerous real estate and n1ining property
transfers in Ouray, Leadville, Lake City, and Aspen,
Colorado.

In the se transfers he performed attorney and

notary services .
221

or grantee.

Often his wife or son was named as gran tor
In 1879 there were twelve real estate offi-

. L ea d Vl·11 e. 222
ces 1n

An annua l Real Estate Broker License

cost one hundred dollars . 223

The Leadville City Directory

listed the following:
Matthews, 0. L. & Son, mining, r ea l estate,
and employment ~~~nts.
114 E .

Chestnutz~~

The various real estate purchases and sales did not reflect
any unusual data or evidences of ethical practice.
The first involvement that Matthew s had with mining
activities was in California in 1 86 0.

In 1862 Matthews and

his family joined War ren Matthews at Visalia . 225

Then leav-

ing his family temporarily with his brother, he re-joined the
mining company .

221

It had become the San Carlos Mining Company

Deed~ (Ouray, Lake, and Pitkin Counties, Colo-

rado, 1877-1889).
222

Irey, op. cit., p. 120.

223Ib:l. C!.1 •

'

p. 388 .

2 2L1
··Thomas B. Corbett and John H. Ballenger, First,
Second, Third, Fourth , Fifth Annual Leadville City Dir ec tory
(Leadvill e : Corbett allilBal lenger ,- 188-0, 1 881-, 1882 , 1883,
188 4 )' p. 258, 212, 206, 196, 180 .
225~

Q_eed~ ,

Yolo Cou nty, loc . cit.
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located at San Carlos, Inyo County , seventy-eight miles due
east of Visalia .

Matthews was listed as an assayer.

The

town of adobe buildings wa s attacked by warring Piute Indians
from time to time in its two year duratio11. 226
.
popu 1 a t 10n
was a b ou t t wo l1L1ndred . 227

In 1863 the

Tl1e stamp m1· 11 was

comp l eted by July 4, 1864, but financial difficulties doomed
the company's future .

228

Matthews was not involved in min-

ing again until 1876 .
The purchases and sales of mines in Colorado reflect
a pattern of anticipated development.

Often mineral yields

came after the property was sold to another developer .

A

profit was made or lost only through the process of resale .
In January and February 1876 Oscar Matthews' name appears on
location certif i cates of mining claims in El Paso County .

He

was in partnership with seven other men in mine development
on three lodes - - The Great Western , The Great Eastern , and
Th e Flying Cloud . 229
After moving to Ouray, Matthews purchased the Bessie
Bascom Lode, formerly the Saranac , 230 in 1878 which was sold

226 william A. Kn i ght, ed. Bancroftrs Handbook Almanac

for the Pacific States 1864 (San Francisco: H. H. Bancroft
a ncr· c 0 • ' 1 8 64 ), p . ..2 57 .
22'7~,
lf t
L•• na · an · ,

228

op . cit., p . 203.

rbid ., pp. 207- 08 .

229 20 Miscellaneous (El Paso County , Colorado, 1876).
230

.
1 Locat1on Ce rtj_fic a te Record (Ouray County,

Colorado, 187 8} .

1 20
a year later for two thousand five hundred dollars. 231

In

1881 using a wa t er method for drawing air into the mine, the
purchaser found galena improved in quantity and quality . 232
Oscar Matthews was Secretary for the Central Colorado
Prospecting and Mine Developing Company in 1880 at LeadThis company was made ~p of members of the Dis234
ciples of Christ Church (ChristianJ
He held an interest

ville.233

in nine different mines in addition to the interest of the
company. 235 Activities in Lake City, Hinsdale County, were
not loc ated other than notice of his having a notary commission236

and an article about the 1882 State Exposition.

Matthews was the representative of Hinsdale County at the fair
which had an emphasis on mining .

Governor Tabor spoke to the

group and r emarked that they were a " mutual admiration socie t y. 11237 The Colorado State Business Directory 1883 listed,
"238
"Ma tthews and Son, employment agency, 11 4 Chester, Denver .

231 A3 Deeds (Ouray County, Colorado, 1879).
232 oT, July 23, 1881.
233 1 Index to Corporat1ons
.
(Lake County, Colorado,

1880).
234 PJAG, December 25, 1880.
235 r Deeds (Lake County, Colorado, 1879).
236 oT, February 8, 1879.
237 RMN , August 11, 1882 .
238 James R. Ives, Color ado State Business Directorz
1883 (Denv e r: Ives a nd Co., 1 88~p.--23:r:----·-------- -
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This was for employment in mining.

At Aspen Matthews owned

a small fractional interest in three minin g claims. 239

The

correspondence with James Garfield between March 18, 1877 and
January 3, 18 81 shows evidence of Matthews ' business ethi cs.
In telling Garfield on March 18, 1877 about the San Juan
mining co untr y, Matthews remarked tl1at a thousand dollars
invested in these mines could be resold in two or three years
for fifty thousand dollars.
be successful.''

Then he added , "and po ssib ly not

Matthews offered to invest for Garfield

}
.
f
b ut rat .h er as a f r1en
. d . 24 0
w1. tl1out c1arg1ng
a --ee,
Th ere were similarities between Ouray, Color a do, and
Red Rock , Iowa where Oscar Matthews h ad spent his ado le scetit
years .

In the San Juan Mountains the town of Ouray was lo-

c a ted in a box canyon a long the Uncompahgre River.
wal ls of the canyon were red hued.

The high

A few miles below the

town was the Ute Indian border which was t o remain until their
removal to Utah in 1881.

It ha d not been happenstance that

the rich mining area of the San Juans was surveyed favori ng
the prospectors in 1873. 241 Chief Ouray and his tribes fre24 2
quently came to the hot spr ings on the edge of town.
The

23926 68 , 80 Dee ds (Pitkin County, Colorado, 1885,
'
1887' 1889).
240 PJAG, Marc h 18, 1877.
241 Gladys R. Bueler, Colorado's Colorful Char acters
(Gclden: The Smoking Stack Press, 1975), pp. ·14-17.
242]_, ran k :'ta
ilK s sarcl , per s onal interview, Ouray, Colorado , Au gus t 15, 1974.
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description of this town site was similar to that given for
Red Rock, Iowa on the Des Moines River.

Red Rock has been

described as a village " nestled under one of the most brilli ant ly colored walls, a deep c anyon of red sandstone, [and]
vermillion cliffs."

The Sac and Fox Indian lands were across

the river on the red cliffs. These Indians were removed in
1848 to other reservations. 243
On November 27, 1877 Oscar Matthews wrote to Garfield
telling of a discovery of rich coarse gold in gravel beds
along the Uncompahgre in agricultural and grazing lands belonging to the Ute Indians.

These gravel beds were exten-

sive, as much as eight miles long.

Matthews offered Garfield

an interest in a mining company on the condition that he would
render efficient aid in Congress.

Other members proposed were

as follows: two Colorado Senators, the Governor, the discoverer, an experienced miner, Matthews and his son Horace.
On the frontier men often had a narrow view of individual
morality in which they considered only values pertinent to
their society .

They ignored the rights of the Indian to

mineral owners hip.

According to Matthews the twenty mile

strip of the Ute Indian Reservation should be purchased from
the tribe as it was an "indispensible auxiliary to the open224
ing of the great treasure vaults of the San Juan region."

243 Fran k I . Herr1ott
.
, !'The Origins of the Indian
Massacre Between the Okobojo, March 8, 1857," Annals of Iowa
XV I I I ( J u1 y, 19 3 2) , 3 2 3- 81.
244 :·.TAG, N
1
''7 , 1877.
~~
ovemJcr
~..
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-

-

-
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There ,,rere no indications that this purchase of land was
materialized by this group .
An example of the practice of individual morality by
both Matthews and Garfield was through the giving and receiving of a Christmas gift in 1880 .

On December 25 , Matthews

sent to Garfield fifty shares of paid up capital stock in the
Central Colorado Prospecting and Mine Developing Company,
Leadville , Colorado.

This gift from the Board of Directors

was in appreciation of Garfield ' s personal merits and his
Christian virtues.

The stock was being sold f or five dollars

per share , which was below its par value.

Matthews said ,

'' there is no element in this matter other than that which
is proper, pure, and Christian . "

Several donations had also
been made to "Christian Institutions of Learning ." 24 5
On January 3, 1881 a letter was written by Garfield in
which he thanked Matthews but replied :
Under the present circumstances I do not think it best

to connect myself with any business enterprise to which
I cannot give my personal attention , and while I fully
appreciate the kindness which prompted this action on
the part of the Board I do not feel that I can with
propriety accept the stock . I ther e~ote return it
herev.ri th retransferred to the Board . ~46
Other evidences of the practice of individual morality
by Oscar Matthews were found in his practice of law.

This

activity in law often was related to his interest in politics .

245 rJAG , December 25 , 1880 .
246 PJAG, J anuary 3 , ..1881 .
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Many times it involved his own political ambitions.
Legal, Political, and Civic Practices
In a letter to James Garfield this statement appeared
which shows the length and depth of Matthews party loyalty :
. . I was a republican before there was a republican
party, and have stood for its principles when and where
it was worth a man ' s life to be a republican . Voted
for John C. Fremont in West Virginia \vhen mine was the
only vote counted for him in the Bethany precinct. Lost
my place at the head of a Collegiate Institute founded
by my own individual effort at Woodland . . . for no
other reason than that I was a republican . [sic . ]247
The first recorded data of his prac tic e in the field
of law were in Inyo County , California .

A Republican con-

venti on was held in San Carlos on Ma y 20, 1864.

A slate was

nominated including a request for the appointme nt of Matthew s
as County Judge .

The appointment of election officials and

Matthews by Governor Low failed to be made in time for the
248
June election and the whole matter went by default.
Tulare County exercised a " shadowy" jurisdiction over Owens
Valley south of Big Pine Creek until 1866 at which time the
Legislature established Inyo County . . At Independence the
Republicans met again on April 18, 1866 wi th 0 . L. Matthews
as secretary .

He had been appointed or was ipso fact o
County Judge . 249 The annual salary of the County Judge was

247 PJAG, November 18, 1880.
248 chalfant , op. cit., p . 216 .
249 Ibid ., pp . 240-41.
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$1000 with his jurisdiction between the Justice of the Peace
and the District Court .

M<1t thcws had four known cases .

The

first was a dispute over water rights which led to a murder.
After the trial and sentencing th e prisoner escaped .

There

. "1 cases a n d a b an'k ruptcy proce ec1"1ng . 2 50
were two c1v1
1868 A. C. Hanson became Count y Judge . 251

In

Oscar Matth ews was influenced by a "brother in the
flesh" to leave Ca liforni a for Colorado . 252 His oldes t
daughter , Evva Pa tty, married George Hardy in August 1871 a
253
The Matthews childfew weeks before the family d epa rted .
ren were brought up with moral values which was char ac terized by their marriages .

George Hardy was a Mormon who

later held two Inyo County positions of prominence , that of
County Superintenden t of Scho ols (1 874 -1875) and County
25LI.
Tre a sur er (1880 - 18 8 6) .
·
Th e next activities of Oscar Mat thews that show his
concern for a bid ing by law were found a t El Paso County ,
Color a do .

2 ere in Apr i l 1874 he was the sixth member listed
.
.
255
for the Grand Jury of the D1str1ct Cour t .
This panel found

250 rbid . , p . 242 .
251 Ibid ., p . 412 .
252PJAG, Ma rch 18 , 1877 .
253,Arc h lVCS,
"
loc . cit .
0

~

54 Chalf an t, op . cit., pp . 414-15.
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six indictments for the Di st ric t Court and submitted 11ine
cases of in f ormation on l esso r crim e s to th e Di s trict Attarney \vhen t hey convened in Apr i 1.

A recommendation wa s made

0
d 1a
0 te 1 y. 2 56
b y t h em tl 1a t a new J0a101 b e erecte d 1mme
Another example of Matthews ' politically rel a ted moral
interest in the general welfare of the citizens was in the
organization of fairs .

The Fountain Colony, later named Colo-

0
257 awar d e d agr1cu
0 1 tura 1 an d h ort1cultural
0
ra d o Spr1ngs,
premiums to its residents in 1873.

Gardens were examined for

cultivation, flowers, and fruit with the awarded premiums paid
in l and at the colony .

At the same time the second a nnual

Fair of the Southern Colorado Agriculture and Industrial
a 1n p ueo 1 o. 2 58
A ssoclatlo n was 1J.C l l
0

0

°

1

fhcn 1n April 18 74 a fair and race ground were laid
out by J . P. True, about one and one half miles north of Colorado Springs. 259 In June a public meeting was held to discuss
260
details of an exhibition to be held in the fal1 .
The fair
was to have a re-union of "Old Settlers" event .

It was hoped

that the sectional differ ences and jealousies of the North

256 csG, April 25, 1874.
257 Amanda M. Ellis, The Str a nge Uncert a in Years
(Harad en : The Shoe String Press, 1959), p . 152 .
October 18, 1873 .
259~c:G
Gu

J

April 7 , 1874 .

26Dcso'
May 30, 1874 .
- lj '
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. . 261
. i f or t h e f- au·
an d S out I1 wou 11c b e set asHe

Premiums for
the three clay fair were over eight thousand dollars. 262
Oscar Matthews received a fifty dollar premium for

best stallion in the Sweepstakes division of the Horses, Mules,
and Jacks Class .

His wife , Catherine, had received mention

in the Textile Fabrics Class .

She entered two calico quilts

.
an d a p1ece
o f worste d ern b ro1"d ery . 263

In the spring of 1875 Matthews attended a meeting of
the various industrial associations held at Colorado Springs .
The delegates were from organized agricultural , live stock ,
and industrial societies of the territory.

The newspaper

reported that Matthews took an active part in discussions on
the best means of advancing the interests of fairs .

Consid-

erable time and attention was given to discussion of the
grasshopper problem affecting the future success of fairs.
The group adopted a resolution to effect combination
and coop era tion among the various fair associations of Colo264
rad o. They adjourned to meet again in Denver , June 18 75.
Additional data was not f ound on Matthews and fair activities
except that previously reported on the 1882 State Exposition
in which he represented mining inter es ts in Hinsdale County.

261CS ·~
<

u'

262CSG

'

Au gust 29, 1874 .
August 15 ' 1874 .

263CSG, September 19, 1874 .
264cc:G
''-'

' May 19, 1875 .
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In these civic and business transactions Matthews had
opportunity for political contacts.
On March 18, 1877 Matthews wrote to Garfield expressing his be lief in the principles of the Republican party:
Republicanism is now fighting its greatest and crowning
ba ttle: it has vanquished democracy; and now it remains
to conquer itself, and bru s h out corruption.265
Under the leader s hip of Pr esident Hayes and the blessings of
God, Matthews thought the party would be the true party of
reform. 266 He th en stated:
And when honesty together with ability is to
triumph over mere po litic a l record and party service,
I am encouraged to a sk y ou if the gover nment has not
some positions of trust and moderate pay, within
your know l e dge, that you could secure for me . 267
In lett3rs to his frien d Congressman Garfield, there
wa s a combination of pleas for morality and per sona l sclicitation.

Matth ews was concerned about the Ute Indian Agent.

He wrote, "The Indians say,

r

while Mr. Bond, . . . took from

the government with one hand, now Mr . Whee ler tak e s with
both." 268 The ag ent was drunk all the time. Major Wheeler

was not an ec onomical government agent, according to Matthews
269 A~a
. .
.f tt.ews
h
" 1 dw.ho. d es1. r e d t h e pos1t1on.
as k e d Gar f 1e

ZGSPJAG, Marc h 18, 1877.

·a •

26 6Il
. )1

267 Ibid .
268 PJAG

1

_ 7. 7 .
'l'1a
' y 28 , 18

269 rJAG, November 27, 1877.
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to find out how he could apply for the appointment . 270
Garfield replied that the government policy was to have the
recommendations come from the Churches .

It was n eces sary for

Matthews to get an endorsement and recomme ndation of some
Church organization as Congres smen had no part in the recommendations . 271

Matthews was only interested in the Uncom-

pahgre Indi a n Agency at this time, answering that he did not
kno w what Church controlled the appointment . 272 While living
in Leadville three years later he again wrote of his interest
in being the agent for the Southern Ute area . 273
Th e attitudes of the Disciples of Christ regarding
missions and the feelings towa rd the Ute nation were important influences on Matthews .

The Disciples wer:e concerned

with restor J.ti on and their evange listic ef forts were to the
extent of seeking to re-establish the authority o f the Bible.
They were un a ble fin anc ially to expend the funds or not willing to expend the effort n e cessary for missionary work among
the Indi ans .

Their work with the Indians was spasmodic and
ill -or ganize d at 1oest. 27 4
The Utes were often misunderstood by white pioneers.

Z?OPJAG, Ma y 28, 1877.
Z?lPJAG, July 6, 1877.
Z?ZPJA~_],
., J\ ugus t 1 , 1877 .

273 PJAG, November 22 1880.
1
27A

· . . Harrell l op. cit., p. 211.
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They were described as having low manners of civilization and
.
.
275
o f· 1 az1ness.
11a b 1ts

An example of this was the White

River Indian Agent, Nath a n Meeker, who failed completely to
understand t he Indian and his ways .

In 1879 the overbearing

actions of Meeker led to a rebellion, mass acre at the agency,
and the decision by Congress to remove the Utes to reserva.
.
.
1 276
t1ons
1n
t h e T err1tory
o f Uta1.

Oscar Matthews next sought aid for the citizens of
Ouray in the improvement of the postal service.

He wrote

Garfield:
[Mr. Cline, postmaster] is too much given to his party
to have others repose confidence in him, and he is not
qualified by education to perform the duties himself
or employ such deputies as possess the [proper] qualific at ions. Every possible party going from this place
carries more mail matter than the Mail Carrier himself.
's

,277

· -L- 1 l... • _J

A petition had been sent by the citizens to the Postmaster

General requesting the removal of Mr. Cline with the appoint ment of Mr. Scott.

Matthews asked Garfield to assist the

. h t1e
}
.
Colora d o Congressmen w1t
appointment
of

s cott. 278

The

result of the petition and this letter was not found in the
records of Ouray .

However, a Letter to the Editor written

by Matthews discussed the past and future.

27 5 ,_,r sG, ,~1 ay 19 , 1875..

276 Bue 1 er , op. c1t.,
.
p. 17 .

277 PJAG, August 1, 1877.
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populations in Ouray had expanded rapidly during 1877-78 .
There vvere now three hotels where none had existed previously.
Concerning the post office he wrote the following:
our post office occupied one crowded nook in the
.[ grocery store.] Now [ it] occupies a spacious
apartment, with its internal arrangements modeled after
the artistic antitype seen in Denver~ while the postal
management is in good hands . [sic.]l79
Further evidence of Matthews' practice of individual morality
was found in his announced candidacy for Ouray County Judge.
In September 1877, Matthews had be en solicited to
enter

the judicial campaign by a number of Ouray's l e ading

citizens and gentlemen from the county.

Matthews had in his

possession a letter from Governor Routt stating two reasons
supporting Judg e Cutler's earlier app ointment.

First, Mat-

thews was absent from the county for about one year in 187677.

Second, Cutler's appointment had been pressed by the

Representative of the county armed with a petition.
petition Matthews said was of dubious merit. 280

This

Matthevvs vvrote o£ his philosophy that the judiciary
should be "uncont am ina te d hy party zeal."

He felt that the

judicial duties were to the whole p e ople, without partisanship or being n arr ow-mind ed.

His candidacy was urged on the

gro und s th a t he had not been involved in the local govern ment disputes.

He stated that his qualifications included

279 oT, June 15, 1878.
280 or, "Another Candidate," September 8, 1877.
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being a licensed lawyer .

Some of the residents could attest

to his previous experience.

A final consideration was that

he was not intere s ted in taking a partisan position regarding the disputes. His ambition was to maintain the dignity
of the office. 281 ·
After these statements of individual morality
Matthews was defeated in obtaining the nomination of the
County Republican Convention.

The vote was nineteen to five

in favor of Judge Cutler for the party nomination . Matthews
. hd rew }11s
. can d 1. d acy. 282 A new town board was elected in
w1t,
1877 . 283
Another evidence of civic concern for his fellow
citizen was demonstrated by participation in improving conditio11s for travel.

On the log road leading into town animals

were lost while crossing streams and wagons had to be let
down over cliffs.

On September 29, 1877, Oscar Matthews was

elected a cting chairman of the meeting of the Ouray, Mineral
City, and Animas Fork Toll Road Company.

The company was

formed to provide a wagon toll road south of Ouray, up
Poughkeepsie Gulch, over Engineer Mountain, ~nd into Lake
City. 284 The new road was completed with all streams bridged

281 Ibid .
282 oT, September 22, 1877 .
283 or, June 15, 1878.
284 or, September 29, 1877.
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in 1878.

285

Matthews was living in Leadville when the 1880
federal census was taken.

The data for Oscar Matthews were

incorrect listing his birthplace as Iowa [Mentor, Ohio] and
age fifty-eight [fifty-three].

Horace J . Mat thews was also

incorrectly listed born in Minnesota [B ethany , West Virginia]
and age twenty [twenty-five].
by the survey.

Two additional sons were noted

Byron was age eighteen, s ingle, working as a

clerk, and birthplace unknown.

Charles was age sixteen,
single, working as a clerk, and birthplace unknown. 285 An

unidentified photograph taken in a Color ado Springs studio
of a young man who bore resembl a nce to Ma tthews was found in
a family album. 287 This was the only data recorded for
Byron and Charles Matthews.

Eugene Irey made an exte nsive

analysis of this census and found it to contain numerous
errors made in the taking of the census.

He also determined

that the original pages provide valuable information unavailable elsewhere . 288
Oscar Matthews began his practice of law in Lead-

285,~[

u ' June 1 5, 18 7 8 .

286 rhomas H. Powell, camp., Federal Census 1880
Le adv ille., Colorado (Library of Congress-:lnicroiTlnl}Tune 12,
1880, p. 38 1.
287 Matthews-Harcly Photo Album, Edith Hardy Davis,
Orem, Utah, September 4, 1975.

288 rrey, Op. cit., p. iv.
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ville about February 1879.

28 9

The following da ta appeared

in Leadville business listings:
Oscar L. Matthews, Justice of the Peace
Notary Public and Conveyancer
Chestnut NW Corner Harrison Avenue
over Lieningers Book Store rooms S & 6
P . 0. Box 1768
Prompt attention to all branches pertaining
to the office.290
This business was located two blocks from the County Court
House in Leadville , Colorado . 291

The building burned with

the other three in the block on Sunday, October 22, 1880 . 292
Matthews lost all of his office fixtures and was presented
with a number of blanks and legal forms by Justice O'Brien .
Matthews moved to a location next door to the t e legraph office.293

His address was printed as West Third Street in the

fourth basement of tl1e Daniels Fisher and Company building.
Justices of the Peace in Colorado were originally a part of
the judicial power of the state under the Constitution during
the nineteenth century .

Their jurisdiction was over civil

actions , suits of inferior nature, smaller crimes and mis -

289 r Deeds (Lake County, Colorado, 1879) .
290

corbett, First Directory, 1880, p . 258; and
Le adville [Colorado] Daily Her a ld, October 23, 1880 . Hereafterthfs newspaper is ci teaasLDH .
~ql

· Le tter f rom Charles Ryland, Westerners Denver
Corral, March 30 , 1976 .
L ..

292 ~
L

DH

293LDH
2 ('-' 4 LDH
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January 1 , 1881.
October 26, 1880 .
Nov ember 18, 1880 .
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demeanors, and other le gul functions or administrative duties.
They held office by appointment . 295
The Leadville boom continued into 1881.
the new city was flooded by a lawless element.

At this time
Crimes gener-

ally were of three categories; crimes of violence arising
from vice , lot or claim jumping, and individuals or gangs who
were without moral standards.

These were widespread in a

large community where law enforcement was weak or ineffective.

Money was plentiful while police officers were few
in number . 296 Seven known Justices of the Peace were enforcing law along with the city police department and the Merchants Protective Patrol .
29 7
ticed in ne a rby camps.

Some of the Justices also prac-

In this setting, Oscar Matthews had strong challenges
in his practice of individual morality .
tice duties.

He had varied jus-

Three civil crimes, each under three hundred

dollars, were upheld in court with fees ranging from $7 . 45 to
p·•.a tt h ews . 298 Tl.
u rty c 1. Vl· 1 cases were con$13 . 70 pal.d to ~·
sidereJ. between April 23, 1880 and June 30, 1880 .

Of these

Matthews dismissed one, sent three real estate title cases

295 colorado, Ju st ice C~urt Pra c tice and Procedure
(Denver : Courtright Publishing Co., 19 4 2), pp. 53, 81 .
296 Irey, op. cit.,
297

pp~

222-33.

LDH, 1880 et passim .

298 A Tr a nscript Record (C iv il) District Court, Lake
County, Colorado,- 1 878) , pp. i9---;-86;l"Ol.
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to District Court , and u phel d the demands o f the remainder.
Demands when upheld were usually for the full amount due
plus court co s ts.

One judgment was for one half the demand.

Another unusual proceeding was a demand for $1.65 in which
the court costs were $13 .10.

Fee and court cost records

.
1 ete. 299
were 1ncomp

The criminal c ase records kept by Ha tthelvS in the
Willi am S. Ballou docket were incomplete in terms of content
and number of trials.

On three occasions the entries of

Ballou interrupt the sequence of the Matthews cases.

One

hundred seventy-four cases were entered by Matthews.

Four

were granted ch a nge of venue to an o ther court. Twenty-two
were from other Justices on change of venue. 300 The majority
of these twenty-two were from . Justice McDowall who incarcerated those persons unable to pay fines in the county
jai1. 301 Matthews seldom jailed such persons but char ged the
court costs to the county instead. 302 The jailing practice
at Leadville was for prisoners serving minor sentences to be
put in a street repair chain gang .

At night they were put

299 william S. Ballou, Civil Dock e t, Justice Peace
(Lake County, Colorado, 1878), pp. 376-98.
3 OO"' · 1·1 .

. .
1 Doc k ~-'
t J u s t 1ce
.
Peace
1am .S . Ba 11 ou, Cr1m1na
(Lake County, Colorado , 18 80).
;vl

301 LDH, December 23 , 1880.
302 cr1m1na
· · 1 , 1OC.

Cl· t .
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in jail along with the drunks . 303

The jail was described as:

. tl1e set of gloomy , subterranean cells dir ec tly
below the Justice Court, a nd not only damp, but reeking with dirt and disease that the most determined
scrubbing could never quite remove . 304
Criminal cases often lacked sufficient evidence to prosecute
or send to either Grand Jury or District Court .

Matthews

would admonish the guilty parties, di smiss the case, and
charge them the trial costs.

Severe cases of assault, dis-

turbing the peace , causing a riot , malicious mischief, and
grand larceny were bound over to District Court.

Bail was

set from fifty dollars to one thousand dollars determined
by tl1e nature of the case .

The majority of the criminal

cases involved crimes of larceny.

In those indicted cases

the defendant was to pay the court costs and fined three
dol l ars.

In most of these cases the defendant returned the
property in lieu of the fine. 305
There were several unusual cases settled in the
Matthews Justice Court.

Two men in separate cases disturbed

the pc&ce of the Christian Church .

Each was found not guilty

by a twelve man jury.

Matthews settled an argument about a

challenge for a duel .

He ruled to dismiss the case on the

grounds that the challenge wa s sent to a ne wspaper for

303 Irey, op. cit . , p. 243 .
304 naily Chronicle [Leadville, Colorado], October 12,
1881 .
3054Lrlmlna 1_ , 1 oc. c1 t.
0

0

°
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publication instead of being made directly to the person.
In another case, two men working as "cappers" for a gambler
enticed a youth into a saloon.
dollars.

The boy lost twenty-two

A warrant was issued for the three adults.

After

the gambler had "spirited away" the boy, the three men were
surprised with the prosecution producing another witness.
The gambler was charged on two counts, keeping a gambling
device and spiriting away a witness.

Mr. B. Conners as a

defense witness stated that he had not done anything for
three months.

He was also promptly arrested as a vagrant.

While they were out with the constable to procure bail,
the quartette disappeared and left Leadville. 306
The entries made by Matthews do not indicate that
fines were actually paid to the city or county.

NeitheT do

the records reflect any payment from the county to him for
services rendered.

The justice's and constable's fees were

entered as required by law.

December 8, 1880 was the date

. 1 ast entry 1n
.
o_
t h e d oc k et . 3 07
f h 1s

The county commissioners had planned for several
months to build a new county court house.

In July 1880 the

site was selected on Harrison Street between Fifth and Sixth
~
Streets
an d t h e construe t"10n commence d . 308

The new chambers

in the court house were not ready for occupation until _

306 1DH, July 17, 1880.

307

Ballou, loc. cit.
July 14, 1880.
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January 1881 .

309

A situation erupted in December 1880 which led to
the end of Oscar Matthews' seTvice as a Justice of the Peace .
He publicly called for anyone to examine his records and
.
. d 1v1
. . d· ua 1· moTa l•t
prac t 1ce
o f 1n
1 y. 310

A Committee on Justices

of Peace examined the criminal dockets of Justices McDowall
and Matthews .

A TepoTt was pTinted attesting to the good

bookkeeping practices of Justice McDowa l l and condemning the
manneT in which Matthews had Tecorded his cases.

The report

pointed out that McDowall had paid some of the monies
collected in fees and fines to the county.

A two hundred

eighty-one dollar discrepancy was stated as the fees of
prisoners unable to pay who were then jailed.
praised

h~n

They further

with the following statement:

. Your committee take gTeat pleasure in saying
that the majesty of the law has been fully sustained
by this gentleman foT far as his record shows, and
that his entire criminal records are models of neatness that other justices of the peace would do well
to imitate . 311
The Teport continued with a review of Matthews ' entries .
These were described in a slanderous manner with such
phrases as , "he seems to hi:ive assumed the duties of his off ice" and "In fifty-seven cases the entry is change of venue,
no tTial and dismissed . "

309LDH
310LDH

'
'

Review of the cases was in a

.January 13 , 1881 .
December 18, 1880.

311LDH , December 23 , 1880.
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manner to imply malpractice on the part of Matthews . 312
The chairman of the committee went on to make his
own separate report .

In it he stated that other officers of

the city were going to be investigated in the future .

These

reports would be published for all the public to read .

Then

he praised the bond of Justice McDowall and slandered
Matthews with this :
. the parties on his bond have a few interests in
some prospect holes; they may be worth millions of
dollars, but the grobabilities are that they are not
worth five cents . 313
The parties on Matthews' bond were members of the Christian
Church . 314 No other justice records were reviewed at this
time .
Four of the seven Justices of the Peace and the
police magistrate in Leadville were charged with the same
offenses, assuming office without authority and charging
illegal fees .

These warrants were issued within seven days

of each other .

The police magistrate, Judge Curley, was

finally acquitted.
damage suit

He promptly filed a two thousand dollar

against the chairman of the citizens committee.

The suit was entered in the State Supreme Court .

In the

cases of the four Justices of the Peace, two cases were

312 LDH , December 23, 1880 .
313 Ibid.
314 I Deeds (Lake County , Colorado, 1879).
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dismissed, one was publicly absolved as previously described ,
and th e fourth , Matthews, was publicly slandered. 315
An examination of the events l ead ing to the arrest
warrants reveals additional information.

Leadville was con-

fronted with problems of financing governmen t.

The community

had grown rapidly .

Property evaluation was highly inflated

for tax purposes .

Persons having at one time purchased real

estate disappeared when they failed to find wealth .
made assessment and collection of taxes difficult .

This
The

result was the levying of business taxes as a source o f
revenue .

The bulk of this revenue came from saloon license.

The nex t l a rge item of revenue was income from the fines of
.

. 316

gamblers and prost1tutes .

Early in 18 80 it was discovered that treasurer ' s
warrants had been issued in excess o f the income from taxes ,
licenses, and fines.

Businessmen concurred that the finan-

ces of the ci t y had been mismanaged .

The Democrat wrote,

"Unprincipled rings have gobble d and bought up every contr act
. . . they have divided among themselv es and their friends
.. .

eno1·mous pro:t1ts.

,, 317

Gambling and prostitution were illegal in Color ado .
The Leadville counci l passed ordinances fixing pena l ities for

315 LDH ,

~
De~ember

30 , 1880.

316

Irey , op . cit ., pp. 211-16 .

317

.
Ibld
., pp . 218-19 .
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both vices.

At first gamb lers and prostitutes regul ar ly

visited the police judge a nd paid their fines.

When negli-

gence in the payments d evel oped a special collector was
appointed to visit the various ·establishments to collect
318
the fines .
The Justice of the Peace offices added confusion to the issue of whe re the fi nes were to be paid.
An irritated complaintant aroused some of th e citizens against the Justic es of the Peace .

Justice Oscar

Matthews heard a case of larceny on October 1, 1880, filed
by Fred Ullman against a husband and wife.

They were fined

three dollars and court costs (which were not recorded) .
'fhey also received possession of the disputed tubs but were
to return to a d isputed safe to Ullman .
Ullman

~g ain

The following day

brought th em to Matthews court on a charg e of

petit larceny .

The case was dismissed with the court costs
of $ 24 . 60 charge d to Ull man. 319
November 23, 1880 Ullman was walking down Harrison

Street with a sleigh drove by and the occupant called,
"Hello you d--n Jew son of a b-- . "[sic.]

Ullman asked the

nearby police officer to arrest the person.

On the way to

jail the man got loose and assaulted both the officer and
Ullman.

Roth of them preferred charges against the offender

at the time of booking.

318

A week later at the trial Judge

Ibid., pp . 216-17.

319 criminal, 403-04.
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Curley fineJ the offender twenty dollars .

Ullman was dis-

tressed that he was not able individually to prefer charges
against the defendant.
Justice of the Peace.

Judge Curley told Ullman to go to a
Mr. C. Danford, a prosecuting attorney ,

was at Justice McDowall 's office and suggested that Ullman
go to Judge Power's Court.
the charges.

Mr. Danford helped Ullman prepare

Then at the time of the trial Mr. Danford appear-

ed for the defense with Judge Curley's police court docket
which proved that the prisoner had been fined for the identical case.

Judge Powers dismissed the case and charged the
cos ts to Ullman, 320 as had been done on October 2 by Matthews .
During the winter months, the Citi zen 's Committee and
Justices of the Peace

wa~

the high rate of taxation.

meeting to discuss

~he

justices and

Fred Ullman's affidavit was to be

the basis of the charges against Judge Curley.

The new

Court House, treasurer's deficit, and high taxes upset the
businessmen and taxpayers of Leadville.

They brought to

trial the system which was most vulnerable.

Matthews '

bookkeeping habits and practice of individual morality were
the weakest link in a chain of judicial corruption that permitted, even encouraged immorality.
Two newspaper editors, R. G. Dill of the Herald and
Carlyle C. Davis of the Chron icl e , had genuine love for
Leadville.
city.

They frequently acted as the conscience of the

Both papers were Republican in party politics .

320 LDH, December 23, 1880.

Davis
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was only mildly concern e d with the city's violence and crime.
His treatm e nt of such

storie~

usually contained a n amusing
mixture of pride , admonition, and cynical good humor. 321
Matthews had interaction with reporters for these
papers in October 1880 .

He had asked James Garfield for
.
. 1877 . 322 Garfield did not send photof-ami"1 y p1ctures
1n
graphs at that time. 323 Apparently Garfield had sent photographs in the fall of 1880 .

Matthews wrote in a letter :

. thanks for the photograph which I prize so
highly . The reporters for the city papers who call
on me every day for news all made mention of my
photograph present from Gen. Garfield . 324
The contact with reporters enabled Matthews to learn that
Mr . Dill and another businessman were applying for the
Postwaster appointment at Leadville.

On NovembeT 7, the new-

paper had reported that the Assistant Postmas ter ha d been
arrested for em bezzlement of post office funds.

Careful

accounting lat e r found the embezzled sum to be ei ght thou sand dollars , with a stamp clerk also implicated in the
.
325
crJ.me .
Matthews , in his practice of individual morality,

321 Irey, op. cit . , pp . 178 , 184.
322PJAG
:) 23 PJAG

'

May 28 ' 187 7.

'

July 6 ' 1877.

324PJAG, October 2 6' 1880 .
325 LDH , January 1 , 1881.
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\Hote to Garfield about his concern for the Leadville Post
Office.

In a letter elated November 18, he wro te:

Many persons have solicited me to apply for the
Le a dville Post Office .
We have recently had a
defalcation .
. amo unting to $5,800 . . . Our Post
Master has been too neglectful--in attention has
been his great sin- ·-drink. [sic. ]326
Four clays later, Matthews penned another letter explaining
that he had just learned that Mr . Dill and another man had
sent in applications .
these men.

Matthews explained the background of

They were both well supplied in worldly goods .

They had other positions and likely wo uld not give the post
office their per sonal attention .

Matthews then stated that

he ne ede d the office and would strictly attend to its duties.
He wanted the position by qualification not by his friend ship with Garfield. 327
The extent of Oscar Matthews activities in party
politics in Leadville were not found.

He was enthusi a stic

after the speeches of J. B. Belford and W. M. Teller in
Leadville during the 1880 Presidential Campaign.

He wrote

Garfield that he was convinced that there was "yet a God in
Israel.

The fires of republicanism are lighting up the very

mountain peaks of Color ad o and shedding a halo of glory over
her valleys. ''

328

326PJAG

'

After the election he sent his

November 18, 1880.

327PTAG
. J.
' Novemb e r 22, 1880 .
328 P.T1
'
_ \G, 0. c t ooer
"~6 , 1880 .
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congratulations to the President-elect offering his avail.
a b 1.l.1ty f or government serv1ce
. 329

Matt h ews told Garfield

that the Southern Ute Indian Agency or the Governorship of
New Mexico would be equally as accep table as the Leadville
·pos t mas t er pos1·
. t.1011. 3 3 0
s.1n11. 1 ar 1 etters o ff.·er1ng
.
.
serv1ce
and requesting positions were received by Garfield from
.
331
across t e nat1on.
h

About 1884 Oscar Matthews moved his horne to Aspe n 332
.
1 aw 1n
. L eacv1
1 . 11 e as an attorney . 333
cont1nu1ng
to pract1ce

In the spring of 1885 it was reported that he attended two
1 awsu1ts
earn1ng
cons1"d era bl e f ees . 334 His involvement in
politics at Aspen was found only duri ng 1886.

He was first

defeated with a vote of 6ne hund red three to five in the
electio n of Republican delegates for the county convention. 335
During the Aspen convention for nomination of mayor the
s oci al - political power structure put the incumbent into
nomination and proceeded to call fo r a vote.

Th ere were

329 PJAG, November 18, 1880.
330 r JAG , November 22, 1880.
331 PJAG, November-December, 1880.
332 64 Deeds (L ake County, Colorado, 1884)
333 ADT, March 17, 1885.
334

ADT, Ibid.; May 18, 1885.

335 ADT , March 28, 1886.
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objections and additional 11ominations were placed including
that of Matthews.

Mr. W. H. Cope placed his name on the

ballot alluding to him as the "little giant of the First
Ward. "
vote.

On the first ballot Matthews received the highest
However, on the final ballot of three candidates,

the incumbent was nominated by an approximate six to one
. 336
marg1n.
At the Pitkin County Republican Convention, Matthews
was unanimously declared the nominee for Justice of the
Peace. 337 The Times editor wrote a brief biographical sketch
of the candidate, age fifty-nine, for the Sunday edition :
. . by education and experience [Matthews] is peculiarly [sic.] well fitted for the position for which
he is a candidate . The people cannot make a mistake
in elec cing him.338
In the Novemrer election the Democrat candidate won by a
.
. 3 3 g Th e 1 ast note d
one 11und re d twenty-n1ne
vote marg1n.
association with elections was the 1889 use of the Matthews
.
340
Feed and Grain Store as a voting place for No. 3 prec1nct.
Matthews practice of individual morality did not cease but
his activities in law and politics became less .
- - - - - - - --- - - -

336 ADT, March 30, 1886 .
337 ADT, September 25 , 1886.
338 ADT, October 10, 1886.
339 ADT, November 10, 1886.
340 ADT, July 15, 1889.

SUM~lARY

The childhood experiences of Oscar Letson l\!CJ.tthews
were in a Disciple of Cl1rist home on the middle western frantier of America.

The moral code of this moveme11t was molded

.
.
1 mora 1 va 1 ues . 341
out o f pur1tan1ca

Matthews grew up in a

family noted for their wealth and Christian witness among a
lawless society in pioneer Red Rock, Iowa.
range of vocational opportunities.
preparation at Bethany College.
subjec ts hacl been available:
and law.

He had a broad

This was afforded by his

The following variety of

theology, teaching, chemistry,

Previous work experiences on the frontier provided

him with a knowledge in business and animal husbandry .
Knowledge and values fr om this background were used
by Matthews in his many end e avors.

These were Disciple of

Christ preacher, Hesperian College founder, elementary school
teacher, fflining company assayer, County Judge and Justice of
the Peace, feed and stable owner, and real estate and mining
agent .

In all of

thes~

efforts Oscar Matthews practiced indi-

vidua l morality within a narrow perspective .

It consisted of

honesty, truthfulness, concern for community, non-violence,
and abiding by the law.

In his concept of virtue the use of

friendship to initiate government appointments and immoral
purchase of Indian lands was acceptable to him.

341 Harrell, op. cit., p. 186.

Chapter 4
COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF MODELS
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the biographee with the two men presented as models of mid-nineteenth century educators in an investigation of tl1e practice
of individual morality.
sections .

The chapter is divided into four

In each section comparison is made bet ween the

model descriptions of Oscar Matthews, Alexander Campbell,
and James Garfield.
the first section .

Their religious ministry is compared in
I n the second , individual morality in

educational practice is compared.

Individual morality prac-

ticed in other occupations is co mpared in the third section.
In the fourth section evaluation is made of the statement of
objectives presented in Chapter One.

Also in this section

evaluation is made of the impact of Oscar Matthews on his
mid-nineteenth century social setting and the education of
children.

This latter evaluation draws upon the influence of

individtial morality practiced in religion and education as it
applies to other occupations .
RELIGIOUS MINISTRY
Oscar Let son Matthews le ar ned examples to follow
in his pra c ti ce of individual morality from ea rly childhood
149
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as had both Alexander

C~mpbell

and James Garfi e ld.

The reli-

gious philosophy of the three men came from the same origin
in Disciples of Christ.
Garfield and Matthews.

Campbell was the mentor of both
There were many opportunities for

Matthews to learn from Campbell and the philosophy that he
taught at Bethany College.
Matthews had difficulty in his first congregational
preaching opportunity in Woodland, California, from preaching
and teaching on ful l suffrage rights.

Campbell preached and

taught principles of freedom and democracy.

Matthews was

recently graduated from college, the nation was in an upheaval over the question of slavery, and Matthews stood firm
on his belief in abo lition.

Campbell had left the Redstone

Bapti st Associ ati on avoiding a confrontation and censorship
over philosophical beliefs.

Matthews left the pulpit in

Woodland without a confrontation.
military service.

Campbell did not advoca te

Ma t thews did not volunteer and moved wes t,

further away from the scene of conflict.

Garfield volunt-

eered for military duty and rose to the rank of General.
The data presented do not indicate that Matthews
was a preaching evangelist .

In this regard his practice of

individual morality differeJ from both Campbell and Garf ield.
Likewise it was not noted that Matthews officiated at the
sacrament of baptism or any other sacrament.
had offic i ated at s uch services .
a minister was obscure.

The other men

Recognition of Matthews as

Campbell and Garfield were widely

known as Disciple of Christ preachers and minis ters.

- -

~

-
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Tlte patterns of Matthews' individ ual morality in
his rel i gious min istry to the extent that they were recorded
reveal a tendency towards pacifis1n.

This, when considered

with his preaching about abo lition more closely align
Matthews with Campbell regarding religious ministry.
EDUCATIONAL PURSUITS
Matthews began his teaching career in California by
initiating a Disciples of Christ ed uc ational movement where
none had previously existed.

This was similar to Campbell's

efforts with Buffalo Seminary and later Bethany College .
The conception of this institution, Hesperian College, drew upo r1 Ma tthews ' previous schooling at Geauga Seminary and Bethany College.

The manner in wl1ic h he formulated

the plans for the school show that Matthews ernmulated Campbell.

The manner of scholarship funding to provide financial

support was identifical to the plan supported by Campbell at
Bethany.

Matthews desired to start the school as a high

school.

Campbell had be gun his first school at a similar

level.
In naming the institution Matthews first chose
Yolo Seminary which was in the manner of Geauga Seminary,
the name of the county of location.

Campbell had named his

first school Buffalo Seminary, the name of the nearby river.
The curriculum of Matthews was not recorded therefore no
comparison can be evaluated.

Garfield began teaching in

previously established schools.

At no time in his career
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did he beg in an institution.

t~!a t

thews began his teaching

career in elementary education as did Garfield.

Matthews

initially intended to build a hi gh school, but was unable to
fulfill this desire.

Matthews continued in elementary edu-

cation and was concerned abou t education in the philosophical manner of Campbell.

Garfield left the eleme nt ary level

choosing to teach students more mature in their attitude
toward scholarship.
Although Matthews enjoyed a debate as demonstrated
by his discussion over Grammar at the Colorado Springs
teJchers' institute, he was not known as a debater.

Camp-

bell and Garfield had major debates that gained prominence
in large geographic areas.
Matthews gave an address, Education, on three occasions which were recorded.

This address had philosophical

similarities to the thou gh ts of Alexander Campbell on the
subject of education.

However, the elements of the addre ss

as reported in the Ouray Times were very similar to the
framewoxk of Garfield's published addresses on the subject
with regard to physical, intellectual, and moral education.
The practice of individual morality in education by
Campbell had an effect on the l ives of Garfield and Matthews.
It helped to shape their character and provided both men with
a basis for development of an educational philosophy.

There

were reported evidences from student's lives for Garfield's
practice of individual morali ty.
were not recorded.

Such evidences for Matthews

Therefore, comparison of direct influence
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upon students lives was not possible.

The program Matthews '

students gave in the first public school in Ouray show evi dences of individual morality being practiced.

The type of

program presented resembled the programs given at Bethany
College.

Data on Geauga Seminary programs were not recorded .
Oscar Matthews ' practice of individual morality

eliminated hi m from the educational endeavor he had undertaken at the beginning of his career in Woodland .

His

preaching and teaching of full suffrage rights aroused those
who favored secession .

Matthews had included a clause

permitting his removal for infidelity to duty.

The patrons

of the school used a broad interp r etation of the terms
"infid e lity to duty" to break the contract and remove him.
In this situation, Campbell was the model Matthews followed
in his educational practices.
Enquirer, a pseudonym used by the writer of a letter
to the Colorado Springs Gazette , questioned the attitude of
the County Superintendent towards the licensing of teachers
and the educational efforts of the schools.
had cause to write thi s letter.

Oscar Matthews

He had received a three

month certificate when it should have been six months in
duration.

The examinations which followed the first certi-

ficate were more difficult and Matthews never again scored
higher than seventy-five .

The unknown writer concluded

with a request for an unbiased appraisal of the good practic e s in the schools and the improvements to local ed ucation.
Campb el l had used th e p se udonyms Clarinda a nd Bonus Homo to
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write about social issues on two occasions.
Oscar Matthews in his educational practices had
resemblance to the Campbell model of preacher-teacher.

His

plan for financing, building, naming, and the level at which
to commence instruction were like that of Campbe ll.

Matt-

1Iews' philosophy of education, performance of students, and
practice of ethics in educational issues were also like that
of Campbell.
OTHER OCCUPATIONS
The pursuit of other occupations by Matthews was
similar to Garfield in that both men used their talents for
providing a standard of living.
and Garfield a carpenter.

Matthews was an assayer

Botlt Matthews a nd Campbell were

successful in agriculture to the extent of providing a
living for their families.

All three men practiced indi-

vidu al morality in their pursuit of these various occupations.
For many years, Oscar Matthews was involved in real
e s tate sales, law practice, and political affairs in which he
practiced morality irt the manner
and teaching.

exe~cised

in his preaching

Camp bell had a brief experience with the

Virginia State Legislature whe n he exercised ethical values
towards his fellow man.

This experience was as an elected

delegate and was not an occup at ional endeavor.
James Garfield practiced individual morality in
Congress from which he was e lected President of the Unit ed
States.

Garf ield's endeavors in l aw and politics be c ame an
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avenue throu gh which he could make efforts to improve education .

He worked to es tablisl1 the Office of Education,

sought f edera l financial support for education (without
success), and established a framework for the improvement
of educational opportunities for enlisted milit ary personn e l .
Garfield was accused of participating in three situations
which became scandals.

Of the three, th e Credit Mob ilier

case left Garfield without indictment or acquittal.

His

practice cf individual morality gave Gar f ield an opportunity
to overcome the opposition in public sentiment.
Oscar Matthews' occup a tional pattern was more like
that of Garfield with the exception of r ea l estate an d mining
speculation.
cal fields.

Matthews practiced ethics in legal and politiThe Grand Jury on wh ich he served i n El Paso

County reco mme nded construction of a new jail to improve
penal conditions .

In Ouray County he was concerned about

the Ute I ndia n agent not properly conducting gove rnmental
affairs.
self.

Matthews offered to conduct the Indian Agency him-

He a lso was concerned ab out problems with the postal

service .

In this situation he was interested in the wel-

fare of other cit izens .
As a candid ate and while holding offic e , Mat thews
practiced moral value judgme n t .

He campaigned for the office

of Ouray Cou nty Judge, taking a non-partisan position on
the local gove rnm ent dispute .

His intent was to avoid

partisanship in the judicial po s ition.

Defeated for the

nomination he took his pr a cti ce of morals into the
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classroom.

It was at this time in 1877 that Matthews began

Ouray ' s first public school .
The practice of individual morality in political
situations had opposite effects for Matthews an d Garfield.
Matthews, with his moral judgments, was forced to leave the
political arena, returning to education.

He was not able to

develop political support strong enough to be influential
in education.

Many times Matthews' ambitions in education

were thwarted by his restrictive moral principles.

Garfield

was able to effect a continuous progressive effort for the
improvement of education.

He us ed his political position to

improve education at the national level.
Oscar Matthews' practice of individual morality in
other occupations was d emo nstrated in the politician model .
Matthews moved to different locations to improve his standard
of living .

In each new setting he changed occupations to

best fit his talents to the needs of the community.

This

change was conditioned through his practice of individual
morality .

He was actively involved in politics in this prac-

tice to the extent that .th e involvement sometimes forced him
to abandon a desired occup a tion .

The experiences in law and

politics of Matthews and Garfield were not parallel.

Both

men practiced individual morality in the situations that
they e ncountered.
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EVALUATION OP OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the study as stated in Chapter One
are summariz ed in tl1e following statements :
Objective 1.

What were the evidences of individual

morality displayed by Matthews and their impact on education?
An evidence of individual morality was Matthews 1
preaching and teaching on full suffrage rights.

This prac-

tice of morality in 1861 caused him to lose his Woodland ,
Californi a, teaching position.

The program given by his

students in Ouray, Colorado, in 1878 was evidence of moral
teaching .

Several of the serious declamations were related

to God or implied morality.

An 1878 letter from the Colorado

State Superintendent of Schools congratul a t ed the citizens
of Ouray on their advances in education which helped to
change the Joining camp into a town.

The advances were

brought about by Oscar Matthews, the first public scho ol
teacher in Ouray.

These were evidences of Matthews ' indi-

vidual morality and its impact on education.
Objective 2.

Why did Oscar Matthews establis h

Hesperian College and what were his objectives?
Oscar Matthews es tablish ed Hesperian College for the
pu r pose of providing a Disciple of Christ related school in
Yolo County , California.

The citizens were in need of such

an ins titut ion and were looking fer someone to initiate
the movement.

Matthews had an opportunity to build a

structure a11d develop a source of capitol for his own per-
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sonal financial base .

His intention was to have full owner-

ship of the school, first named Yolo Seminary, within five
years of its inception .

His original educational objective

was to create a high school.
tion of his p l ans .

He was agreeable to modifica-

He accepted the Board of Trustees '

desire to change both the name and aim of the school to
Hesperian College.
Objective 3 .

What elements of formal education and

experience may have led Matthews to initiate the school?
Oscar Matthews was educated first at Geauga Seminary,
Ohio.

It was in this institution that he received a formal

elementary education .
not recorded .

The elements of this education were

They may have been similar to those of James

Garfield, a fellow student .

Garfield studied the following:

fundamentals of reading, writing, and arithmetic ; introduction to natural philosophy; Latin grammar; and debating .
Matthews graduated from Bethany College, West
Virginia .

Here he had opportunity for education in the

following: sacred history, philosophy, mathematics, chemistry, English l i terature, and debate .

The enrollment at

Bethany was small, enabling Matthews opportunities for
dialogue with the faculty .
Objective 4 .

Did Alexander Campbell influence the

formation of the scho ol?
The extent to which Alexander Campbell directly
influenced the formation of the California school was not
recorded.

At Bethany College there were opportunities for
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~·latth e ws

to dialo gue with Campbell.
Objective 5 .

In what v.ray did Oscar Matthews

reflect Alexander Campbell's pltilo so phy of education?
Matthews d eveloped his philo sop hy of edu cation as
recorded in the addre ss, Ed ucation.

This address was devel-

oped from Campbell ' s thoughts on education .

Matthews lost

his p osition at Hesperian College partly for teaching on the
rights of the individual to freedom.

This philosphy was

an important part of Camp be ll 's educational p hil osophy .
Objective 6 .

Did Ma tthews contribute to the Dis-

ciples of Christ mov eme n t in moral education af ter leaving
Wood land, California?
Dis ciple of Christ moral ed ucation efforts by Oscar
Ma tth ews were not rec ord ed after his l ea ving Woodland .

He

contri bu ted to public school efforts as a teacher in Colorado
Springs and Ouray , Colora do.

His efforts for the Di s ciples

of Christ were in the formation of churches and not schools.
Objective 7 .

Was his interest in effecting a moral

education at the primary, th e secondary, or the coll eg iate
level?

How does this compare with Campbell (tolle g i a te) and

Garfield ( se condary-colle g i a te)?
Oscar Matthews a ppli ed hi s i n t ere st in effecting
moral education at the primary ( e l emen ta ry) l eve l.

He ha d

formed Yolo Seminary as a hi gh school, ho we ver, during his
tenure the school wa s changed .

The Board of Trustees at

Woodland in January 1861, d es ired th a t the school be of a
higher grade and it became Hesperian Co lleg e by n ame ,

-
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curriculum taught by Matthews i11 Woodland was not rec or ded.
His efforts in Colorado were in elementary schools.
Mat th ews ' interest in moral education at tlte primary
level was comparable to both Campbell and Garfield .

His

efforts in moral education were similar to Campbell's in
that Campbell began Buffalo Seminary.
was at the collegiate level .

Later Campbell's work

Matthews ' efforts in moral

education were simi lar to the beginning teaching experience
of Garfield .

Later in his career Garfield taugl1t at the high

school and college level.
Objective 8 .

As a moral educat or was Matthews

similar to the preacher-teacher -fa rmer or the preacherteacher-politician model?
Oscar Matthews in his practice of individual

moral~

ity had pa tterns similar to the preacher-teacher-politician
model .

His preaching in Woodland may have been on

re~pon

sible, law-abiding, and non-violent approaches to the problems of secession .

Matthews , while in the pulpit, upheld

the Camp bell philosophy of full suffrage rights for every
citizen .

In the clas.sroom he continued to teach honesty ,

truthfulness, obedience to the law, non-violence and a concern for relationships with other people .
noted in Wood l and and Ouray .

This practice was

In the politician role the

etl1ical value concept of honesty and truthfulness was applied
to affairs in his daily life .

Matthews displayed concern for

his fellow man 1n his law practice as a judge.
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The patterns of Osc a r Matthews ' life and individual
morality with regard to the religious ministry exhibit characteristics of the Campbell model of preacher.

In moral edu-

cation Matthews practice<.l individual morality in the manner
of the Campbell model.

The three men demonstrated their

practice of individual morality in other occup a tions.
Matthews was actively involved in politics and law, a similar
identity with the Garfield model.

The experiences

of

Matthews were not parallel to Garfield nor were his efforts
applied continuously in the same place.

Matthews compares

in his practice of individua l morality with the model
preacher-teache r-politician.

Chapter 5
Sml~Lt\RY

AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this ch apte r is to terminate this
study of the biography of Oscar Letson Matthews as it
relates to an understanding of moral values in American education in th e mid-nineteenth century.

Presented in the chap-

ter is a summary and conclu si on as well as suggestions for
additional research.

The impact of Oscar Matthew s and his

practice of individual morality on his social setting and
the ed ucation of children is summar ized.
influences of Matthews are discussed.

I n the conclusion,

This researcher be-

lieves the influences may offer insight to the problem of injecting morality in education .

The conclusion contains rec-

ommend a tions for areas of research which would contribute
collateral knowledge to the subjects touched upon by this
study.
SUMMARY

Oscar Letson Matthews ' biography, as it relates to
an understanding of moral values in American education, is
that of a man committed to the practice of religious faith in
his daily life.

Matthews' childhood experiences were those

of tl1e mid-nineteenth century American frontier child in Ohio
an rd I owa .

,l-['lS f

.1
aml~Y

hra d a COffiffiltment
.
to 1'lVl. ng as memoers
1
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of the Di sc iples of Christ fai th, a truly American religious
sect.

He was educated in a Baptist related school.

He met

James Garfield in this school resulting in a life long friendship .

La ter Matthews attended Bethany College, West Virginia,

a Disciple of Christ institution.

In this school Matthews

had associations with Alexander Campbell, one of the chief
leaders and philosophers of the Disciples.
In his first educational endeavor after graduating
from college, Matthews preached and taught full suffrage
rights.

His practice of individual morality at the time of

the Civil War was challenged by the parents of his students .
This philosophical posture caused him to lo se his ownership
of the school he had begun and his t eachi ng position.
~latt hews

demonstrated further practice of individual mor a lity

in accepting his dismissal and not creating a confrontation
thereby.

A con fronta tion wou ld have created additional soc ial

unrest at a time when the public was aroused over the anxie ties
of the secession.

The education of the childr en was less

disrupted by this action on the part of Matthews than it
would have been if he had chosen to fight dismissal.

He

insured that the institution had title to th e land upon
which it had been built by recording le ga l deeds to the l and.
Matthews,

i~

1869 and 1870, demonstrated concern for

other people when he sold some lots in Ind ependence , California .

He had earlier granted wa t er rights to ano th er party .

In selling the land to a second party , the right to dam the
creek on it was reserved, protecting the water rights of the
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third party .
Matthews took le adership in helping persons in need
of legal aid to improve their living conditions.

In 1874 at

Colorado Springs, Colorado, the Grand Jury on lvhich he served
investig a ted the jail and recommended a new facility be
constructed.

Mat thews p:r:es en ted a road petit ion on behalf of

his neighbors.

The County Commissioners accepted his plea

and in due time granted the ro a d with the condition that the
petitioners pay for the land used in the road.
In December 1875 at Lake City, Colorado, the editor
of Silver World described the closing of a private schoo l
which h ad been open for a few weeks .

It was suggested by the

teache r that pub lic funds be sought and all the children
given instruction.

The teacher of .the private school showed

concern for the education of children in a frontier setting.
Oscar Matthews was in the San Juan Mountains and the vicinity
of Lake City in 1876 .
op e ration.

He had knowledge of public school

He had concern for children.

In 1877 he began

the first public school in Ouray which was over Engineer
Mo~ntain f~om

Lake City.

In 1877 Oscar Matthews and his family moved to Ouray,
Colorado.

Matthews demonstrated his practices of morality in

several situations .

He wrote his Congressman friend, James

Garfield, for help on local problems.

The Indian agent was

drunk al l of the time , according to Matthews .
take the agent's place .

He wished to

In another letter he wrote ab out

the postmaster who was not providing service to the citizens
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o f the city .
man .

Matthews asked for his replacement with another

Oscar Matthews actively sougl1t improvement of the pri-

mitive road from Lake City to Ouray .

On this treacherous

road animals had fallen into strea1ns and freight had been
spilled.

In an election campaign for judicial office, Matt-

hews pledged himself as a non-partisan .

He was not elected

and turned his attention to the education of children in this
emerging mining camp.

Students performed in a public schoo l

exhibiti on in the Presbyterian Church .

Several of the

serious presentations related to God or implied morality .
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction recognized the
school conduct ed by Matthews as having changed the mining
camp into a t own .
In 1879 Oscar Ma tthews again moved his family to
another mining town , Leadville , Colorado.

Two of his child-

ren were married by ministers, Leonora Matthews by the Methodist Thomas A. Uzsell i.n 1879 and Horace Matthews by the
Disciple of Christ U. M. Browder in 1880.

A Disciple of

Christ congregation had been formed at Leadville, meeting in
the Justice of the Peace court room sometime in 1880.
hews was active in this church .

Matt-

He was s e cretary for a mine

prospecting and developing company owned by members of the
church.

In 1880 this company

g ~ife

J ames Ga rfield a gift of

mining stock through Oscar Matthews .

~

Matthews assured Gar-

field that it was a proper, pure and Chri s tian gift that had
also been given to several Christian schools .

Garfield

thanked them for their kindness and return e d the stock.

He
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could not accept the gift with propriety when it was not possible to give his personal attention to the stock .
Three years earlier Matthews had sought aid from
Garfield in securing rights to purchase Ute Indian land.

No

evidence was found to indicate that such aid was given.

The

desire to have the Indian treaty land opened for purchase
was similar to the practice of morality in Matthews' cllildhood in Iowa.
The populace gave Oscar Matthews' practice of individual morality its greatest test in Leadville during 1880.
He was a Justice of the Peace in this city of mines, gambling saloons, and houses of prostitution .
was weak or ineffective.

Law enforcement

Criminal cases often lacked suf-

ficient evidence to prosecute.

In the conduct of his office,

Matthews adjudicated with a moral premise.

He would admo-

nish the guilty parties, dismiss the case and charge them the
costs.

In judgments that could not be paid by the party in-

dic te d due to poverty , rather than sentence the party to jail,
Matth ew s charged the costs to the county .
were described as being unhealthy.

The jail conditions

Prisoners serving minor

sentences were put in a street repair chain gang.

This degra-

ding of humanity was opposed by Matthews ' practice of morality .
Corruption in the city was not confined to gambling,
vice, and drugs .

The city treasurer had issued warrants in

excess of funds on deposit.

The postmaster had an embezzle-

ment of funds in his office .

Assessments for property taxes

were high as many owners defaulted on ownership of land and
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payment of taxes .
The county CO@nissioners built a new court house a t
the time that the city found itself in debt.

Public opinion

was aroused against the "unprincipled rings " which had
mismanaged the fin a nces of the city.

Instead of attacking

the elements of corruption, the Justices of the Peace were
charged as a cause of the financial problems .
Oscar Matthews 1n a profound demonstration of his
practice of individual mor a lity wrote a letter to the news paper in which he declared his innocence .
dockets and record as evidence.

He offered his

His practice of record keep-

ing and accounting was incompl e te, fragmented and vulnerable
to slander.

His practice of individual morality was judg ed

through his court docket.

A citizens ' committee inv e stigated

Matthews' records and published a slanderous article about
them.

The chairman added an additional castigation about the

holders of Matthews ' bond who were owners of tl1e mining com pany for which he was secretary .

They were all members of

t he Disciples of Christ church .
After this condemna tion in public, Matthews left the
judicial office .

In 1884 he moved his home to Aspen, Colo-

rado , and entered the feed and stable business .

Occasionally

he return ed to Leadville to attend to lawsuits .

In 1886

Oscar Matthews entered his last candidacy for Justice of the
Peace in Aspen .

The month following his defeat in this elec-

tion Matthews had an accident in which he lost hi s left eye .
His pract ice of individual morality continued, but his acti-
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vities were diminished in pursuits other than religion and
the stable .

When he left Aspen, retiring to Salt Lake, Utah,_

he gave his property to the Disciples of Christ Church .
According to the data presented , Oscar Matthews'
practice of individual

mor~lity

had its greatest impact on

the educ at ion of children in Woodland, Colorado Springs, and
Ouray .

In these places Matthews was involved in teaching.

Students had an opportunity to learn ethical education from
him through school experience.

In Woodland this was not

desired due to the conflict between his values and those of
the parents .

In Color·ado Springs data were not available

to make an evaluation.

In Ouray testimony from the first

State Superintendent support the fact that this was Matthews '
most successful recorded moral education achievement.
CONCLUSIONS
An interpretation of the biography of Oscar Letson
Matthews relates to the practice of individual morality in
education.

The life of this man provides an insight to the

problem of injecting morality in education .

The practice of

his faith as a Disciple of Christ was removed from religious
ecclesiasticism.

This faith enabled Matthews to search and

find values in l i fe unencumbered by creed or dogma.
In the pursuit of occupational goals Oscar Matthews
became concerned with the morality of adults in religion,
business, and government .

He practiced a role d es cribed

as . pacifi s t or non-partisan.

His leadership was often
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accepted and acknowledged by persons who also held these
beliefs.

The majority of the population, particularly in

lawless communities, did not accept his views on morality.
Often Matthews then turn ed to the education o f children in
moral values in public schoo ls.
Although Matthews never held a protracted meeting
he may have propounded his beliefs to an extreme resembling
the fervor of an evangelist.

When examin ing the incompe-

tency of another man, Matthews frequently mentioned drinking
alcohol as the source of the problem.

He had little flexi-

bility of judgment with a social aware ness narrowed to the
confines of his religious beliefs.

He used a friendship in

seeking the immoral purch ase (by today's standards) of
Indian lands and a government appointment .
for his fellow man.

He had compassion

It is the investigator's conclusion that

Oscar Matthews was insensitive to emotional needs of other
people excep t as these needs were exercised in the practice
of his religion.
Oscar Matthews practiced individual morality in
business, la1v, and politics as he had in his religion .
appeared to have taught in the same manner .

He

He seems to

have provided us with a method of moral education in the
practice of ethics and the establishmen t of moral values
· in the teachers' daily life.

Oscar Matthews ' experience

demonstrated that the practice of individual morality needs
to allow flexibility without becoming permissive.
Mat the~,rs had an cduca t ion wit h a firm religious
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ba se in sacred history.
it was not sectarian.

While this experience was Christian
It enabled Matthews to profess his

beliefs and be committed to an aim in life other than a selfcentered satisfaction.

It would appear that the religious

base for moral values of Matthews provides us with an example
for the twentieth century teacher in the public school .

It

may seen desirable for teachers in our times as well as those
of the mid-nineteenth century to have the strength of their
convictions as Matthews demonstrated in Woodland , Ouray, and
Leadville.
Oscar Matthews practiced moral values through his
care for animals and mankind which was observable by students .
His animals were free fr6m disease when an epidemic was widespread.

A stal lion belonging to him received a sweepstakes

premium at the county fair.
jail.

He supported improvement of the

As a judge when the jail conditio ns were deplorable

Matthews charged court costs to the county in lieu of sending
minor violators to jail.

Matthews ' life demonstrated that

educators n eed to practice individual morality by demonstrating a care for other human beings and life in order to
inject morality into education .
SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
In several areas touching the biography of Oscar
Le tson Matthews there needs to be additional research:
1.

A study of the Southern Ute Indian Agency should

be conducted to de t ermine the

8

x t en t to

iv

hi c h e d u c .:1 t ion a l
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opportunities were available .

Tl1is would provide additional

informatio11 on Matthews ' morality with the Indians.
2.

A study of law practices and court decisions 1n

Leadville should be conducted.

Tl1e records of all Leadville

Justice Courts and the

Supreme Court would provide

additional data.

Colo~ado

This is needed to clarify the perspective

of Matthews' morality in relationship to the local government and the resultant influence in education .
3.

A study should be conducted of the early private

schools in the Colorado mining camps which antedate the public schools.

Such a study would add to a knowledge of social

history in the area .

It would also add to an understanding

of the practice of moral educatio11.
4.

A study should be conducted of the expositions

and fairs of Colorado to determine the influences of these
associations on moral education.

These attractions provided

cducatio11 as well as a source of entertainment.
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